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CHAPTER I 
INTR©DUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to identify specific financial obstacles 
to entry into farming in five Oklahoma areas and provide information 
concerning alternative solutions. Barriers to entry are not unique to 
only the areas of the study. Entry problems constitute a continuing 
dilemma for all agricultural production regions. The dynamic agri-
cultural environment with its changing human resource situations 
require that increasea research emphasis be given the entry or 
establishment phase ef the farm firm life-cycle. 
The chronelogical aging of existing farm operators ana the asso-
ciated implicati0ns give impetus to the study of entry pro'blems. U.S. 
Census data reveal that the average age Gf U.S. farm operators increasea 
from 47.6 years in 1950 to ,51.7 years in 1964 [42, p.527]. Approximately 
40 percent ef the UoSo farm G>perators were 55 years of age or olcder 
in 1964 and 17.4 percent of these 0perat0rs were age 65 or olaer [42]. 
Theref0re, a significant proporti0n of the current number of farm 
operators will be retiring or reaching points of reduced efficiency 
within the next decadeo This fact alcme points ta the substantial 
future aemand for new operators and specific solutions to overcoming 
entry barriers. Withou.t an efficient transfer of assets to beginning 
farmers, the capital resources involved will be absorbed by existing 
praduction units, prolonging the eventual nee<il for new entrants. 
1 
·. 
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The areas of study were selected to provide an effort as comprehen-
sive as possible for the wide varieties of resource and enterprise 
sit.uations prevalent in Oklahoma, Acknewledging that a study of all 
situatiens would be infeasible, the areas selected represent a gamut 0f 
farming situations for which the meth©d0logy used can be widely 
applicable. 
The Problem 
In 1964, 4,881 Gklahoma commercial farm operators were 65 years of 
age or elder and 11,528 farmers were 55 te 65 years ef age [42]. By 
1969 the number of farm operators in the 65 and older category had 
almost doubled t0 8,015 [43], The number in the 55 to 65 age gr0up-
ing increased to 15,266. Forty-five percent of the c©mmercial farm 
operat0rs in Oklahoma were 55 years 0f age or elder in 1969. The 
average age of all commercial farm 0perators was 51.7 years in 1969. 
The resulting implications 0f these data are that younger farmers will 
soon have to succeed the aging entrepreneurs in order to sustain 
agricultural productien, 
Because 0f hist0rical attempts by farm firms te meet inceme g0als, 
achieve ec0nomies of size, and adopt new technology, the amounts of 
capital required to acquire a financially viable farm unit have in-
creased significantly [43]. Therefore, acknowledging that barriers 
to entry are present in various forms, the most difficult 0bstacles 
appear to proliferate from the financial aspects of capital acquisition 
related to entry. The devefopment of personal skills, acquisition of 
education technolagy, and accumulation of managerial capacity are 
obstacles easily identifiable as being internal t0 the individual. 
3 
Conversely, the acquisition of adequate amounts of debt capital is an 
external problem of of ten indeterminant magnitude. 
Very little tangible evidence is available with respect to what 
factors now constitute restrictive capital barriers to entry into pro-
duction agriculture for given areas of Oklahoma. In recognizing these 
_restraints the pertinent questions became: What are the minimum resource 
requirements for a viable farm unit? What are the specific alternatives 
for overcoming the capital barriers to entry? The agricultural 
industry and especially individual farme·rs, both potential and 
established, have much at stake in the answers ta these questicms. 
This study was designed t0 shed some light on these problems. 
Objectives 
The specific objectives of this study include: 
(1) To gather infermation regarding agricultural lender practices 
and attitudes toward prospective farmer entrants; 
(2) to determine relevant financial alternatives available to 
beginning farmers;. 
(3) to estimate minimum capital requirements for a specified 
income level in the areas of study; 
(4) to identify specific capital barriers to entry for the farm 
situatfons in the areas ef study; 
(5) to analyze alternative financial strategies available and 
pertinent to beginning farmers in the study areas. 
4 
Previous Research 
Minimum Reseurce 
The initial work in cietermining the minimum resource reC!J.uirements 
for specified income levels was cenducted in 1957 by Brewster [12]. In 
this wark, Brewster presenteci the f ollawing question that minimum 
resource research could help answer: 
Far various regions and types 0f farming systems, what 
buncile ef res0urces represents the minimum size ef farm anci 
the minimum earnings that would effer a reasc>nable chance f0r 
success? Farms with these resources canstitute the safe 
flaor of American agricultureo Informati0n as to their 
characteristics is neecied especially by beginning farmers, 
particularly frem the stancipeint ef safe credit commitments 
by themselves as borrowers and by farm lenders, whether pub-
lic er private [12, po4]. 
Brewster's 1957 study was undertaken ta determine the minimum re-
sources required te attain specified levels of income for farm operators 
en selected types ef farms in six areas of the United States. In 
addition, this early work examined the effects af various farm owner-
ship-acquisitien plans on family living residuals obtained via minimum 
reseurce researcho Brewster later discussed the meth0dalogical preblems 
of a minimu~ resource stuciy at the Seuthern Farm Management Committee in 
October, 1957 [11]. In this paper he consiciered the methodological 
problems related tCi> (1) the attributes of the incCi>me requirements, (2) 
~..;."-
the values to be minimized, anci (3) the construction of reseurce 
situations to be c©D.sidered. 
Barnhill expancieci Brewster's early work te include 15 majer types 
af farming areas in 1962 and 29 types ef farming areas in 1964 [4]. 
This rep0rt briefly analyzeci the effects af variations in yielcis and 
price-cast relationships on minimum resource requirements. 
5 
Strickland determined minimum resource requirements for an area 
in the low rolling plains of Southwestern Oklahoma [41]. This study 
examined the effects of variable hired labor prices, land prices, and 
soil types. It also intro ·:iuced the concept of owned resources (non-
labor resources owned by the ©peratar) into minimum resources studies. 
Plaxico and Goodwin presented a paper at the Agricultural Policy 
Institute in North Carolina in which they estimated minimum land and 
capital requirements needed by farmers in various areas to earn the 
equivalent of an average factory wage under alternative assumptions 
with respect to product prices and institutional restrictions [33]. 
The relationship between minimum resource requirements and economic 
equilibrium has been reviewed by Varley and Tolley [44]. They noted 
that the minimum resource model under varying land prices approaches the 
profit maximization model under these conditions. Connor further devel-
oped the analytical appr©ach suggested by Varley and Tolley and applied 
it to a minimum resource study of the Oklahoma Panhandle [13]. This 
study extended the owned resource concept as an adjustment criterion 
under different land prices, yields, and soil resource conditions [14]. 
Halbrook utilized the eperational model developed by Connor to 
analyze the effects of off-farm employment, yield levels, owner equity, 
and land quality on minimum resources required for specific levels of 
income to livestock producers on the eastern prairies of Oklahema [2@]. 
More recently, Walker investigated the minimum size wheat-feed 
grain farm required to obtain specified labor, management, and owned 
capital returns and pay business overhead costs in Northcentral Oklahoma 
[45]. This study investigated alternative levels of yields, off-farm 
6 
employment, equity positi0ns, interest rates, land prices, and product 
prices. 
Finance 
In contrast te research inv0lving minimum resource requirements, 
little work has been accomplished toward relating specific production 
alternatives to available financial alternatives in overceming barriers 
te entry. Those studies which cite a need for this type of endeavor 
typically outnumber those actually completed. In addition, many re-
search efforts have merely stated the difficulties associated with 
entry rather than investigating the feasibility of alternative solutions, 
Lee expressed a need for the type of research undertaken in this 
study in the following statement: 
Ccmcern has been expressed that entry into farming will 
bec0me even more difficult and that this will lead to d0mination 
of the farm sect©r by large-scale interests with special access 
to nontraditional sources of financing. 
To evaluate these possibilities, we need first to know 
the magnitude of capital needs at the firm level •••• Thus, 
research is needed on problems related to getting started in 
farming , • , [29, p. 1553]. 
A history of capital accumulation by Michigan farmers was presented 
in 1961 by Brake and Wirth [10]. This analysis included a questionnaire 
regarding the various means of capital acquisition used by operators 
in becoming established in farming. It also presented a compariscm of 
selected financial and structural information related to operators who 
began farming in succeeding time periods. 
Baker and Irwin conducted a study which included an evaluation of 
the effects of lender liberalism or conservatism, experience, and dis-
7 
crimination as to loan types on the financial planning of selected types 
of farms in Illinois [3]. 
Hunter researched the farm characteristics and capLtal growth of 
352 Farmers Home Administration borrowers in southeastern Oklahoma [26]. 
This study summarized data obtained from a representative group of 
farmers using FHA as a source of credit to_ obtain capital- resources. 
Seibert interviewed 45 farmers in 1961 who had begun farming with-
in ten years prior to the study [36]. His work attempted-ta identify 
sources of credit and other means used by beginning_ farmers ta.initially 
acquire capital resources. The NC-15 Technical-Committee conducted 
similar research for 13 ecomonic subregions in- the Northcentral U.S. 
[34]. The resulting publication provided a variety of. practicable 
information regarding the various alternatives to resource acquisition 
toward completing the entry process. 
Watzek interviewed several beginning farmers in- one-- county in 
Indiana to examine the relationships between financial-success and 
family assistance, education, farm size, and beginning_ financial posi-
tions [46]. His study revealed that appreximately- 80-percent of the 
farmers interviewed received some farm_ of family- ass.istance to get 
established and that part-time farmers made very limited-financial 
progress. 
Krause conducted research in 1971- regarding_ successful- and un-
successful Farmers Home Administration andPreduction_CreditAssocia-
tion borrowers- in South Dakota [28]. This study-attempted to develop 
hypotheses about and measurements of personality-characteristics-asso-
ciated with borrowers' financial success. Krause-suggested that the 
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use of personality variables may be a more feasible way of evaluating 
borrowers than requiring c0mplete farm 0perating information. 
M<i>st recently, Baehlje outlined the importance of and need for 
increased emphasis on research regarding the life cycle of the family 
farm firm and entry-exit problems [9]. He suggested the following 
methodology to conduct practicable research related to overcoming 
barriers ta entry: 
To investigate the entry preblems, survey procedures 
might first be used tli> describe and classify the varici>us his-
tarical and current metheds utilized by farmers to enter the 
agricultural sector .... 
Next, minimum res0urce analysis techniques such as mini-
mum res0urce programming can be used to estimate the minimum 
land, lab0r, and physical capital requirements for successful 
entry into farming in the future •••• 
Decisian medels that include the alternative methads of 
resource acquisitien cauld be used in this analysis. Consis-
tent with the limited equity of most new entrants, these 
models could be structured to minimize the equity capital 
requirements subject ta the censtraints impased by financial 
institutions and custemary lease and rental arrangements and 
a minimum profit restricticm [9, p.25]. 
Much af the remaining content of this study is very similar ta 
the suggestians for analysis outlined by Beehlje. 
Areas of Study 
The geegraphic areas to which this study applies include north-
eastern, southeastern, seuthcentral, northwestern, and-panhandle.regions 
of ©klahoma as depicted in Figure 1. These areas are centered by 
Wagoner, Ateka, Garvin, Weedward, and Texas counties, respectively. 
The nertheastern Oklahoma area constitutes a pertion of the soil 
classificatien region referred to as the Cherakee Prairies. Small 
grain-livestock praduction is the principle type ef farming. Wheat, 
CIMAllUtOH 
EAVEll HAftft'.Eft ALP'ALP'A I GJtANT KAY CRAIG 
NOWATA 
GARP'llELD ROGE~S, I 
•LA.IN& IKINGP'ISHEftlLOGAN 
CANADIAN OKLAHOMA 
COMANCHE 
Figure 1. Mrp of Oklahoma Depicting the Areas of Study 
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oats, grain sorghums, alfalfa, corn, cott0n, and soybeans are the majer 
crops grown here. Large quantities of prairie hay are harvested for 
·both local use and sale outside the area. Much of the cropland acreage 
has been reduced since the 1930's and has been reseeded or improved with 
bermuda grass, brome, and fescue. The average annual rainfall in this 
area ranges from 37 to 42 inches [19, pp. 13,27]. 
The southeastern Qklahoma area includes portions of the soil clas-
sification regians knawn as the Ozark Highlands, Ferested Coastal Plains, 
and Cress Timbers. Average annual rainfall here ranges from 38 to 44 
inches with an average growing season of 2©0 ta 23@ days. The primary 
crops include small grains, grain sorghums, peanuts, and some corn. 
Improved pastures of bermuda grass, clover, and fescue have been esta-
blished on acreages cleared of brush and timber. Commercial forests 
are dominant in the area and cattle are raised en free range in the 
w0oded hills. Much of this area is deveted t0 livest©ck pr0>duction 
[19, pp. 21,25,31]. 
The s0uthcentral area includes p0>rtions gf the soil classif icat.ion 
regians Cross Timbers and Reddish Prairies. This is a maist subhumid 
area which has an average annual rainfall of 28 to 35 inches and an 
annual growing season of 200 to 225 days. Wheat, grain sorghums, peanuts, 
soybeans, and alfalfa are the principle craps. The relling areas are 
used for small grain-cattle farming, while the lil<i>re wooded areas are 
used primarily for livestock pr©duction. Mixed native grasses and 
alfalfa are cut for hay and used lacally as well as sold commercially 
[19, pp. 13,14,30,36,37]. 
The northwestern ©klahoma area selected comprises a p0rtion of the 
Rolling Red Plains soil classification regions. This dry subhumid area 
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has an average annual rainfall of 22 to 28 inches and a typical growing 
season of 190 to 225 days. ©ccasional high winds, droughts, and high 
moisture evaporation characterize the region. Small grain-cattle farm-
ing constitutes the principle enterprise situation. The primary crops 
of wheat and grain sorghum are grown cm the clayey and extremely sandy 
soils, respectively. Medium-sized cow herds are wintered on locally 
grawn sorghum and alfalfa hay. Grama and buffalo grasses daminat~ the 
clay soils of native pastures while tall grasses are dominant on the 
lo.am and sandy seils [19, pp. 13,14,42]. 
The panhandle area is part of the soil classification region known 
as the High Plains. This is a semi-arid area where the annual rainfall 
ranges from 17 ta 22 inches. The growing season is the shortest in the 
state and long drought periG>ds are comm0n. The primary cr0ps are wheat 
on loam soils and grain sorghums on the sandy lands with some alfalfa 
and corn grown 0n irrigated b0ttomland or upland soils •. Buffale and 
grama grasses ~minate the native pasturelands which are low in grass 
forage yield but high in nutritive value [ 19, pp. 12,14,49,50]. 
Irrigatfon techniques are widely used for appr0ximately half the 
existing cropland [12]. 
Outline 0f Following Chapters 
The order of presentation for the remainder of this thesis is as 
follows: 
Chapter II describes the theoretical considerations for using the 
minimum resource model. The conceptual effects of different levels of 
land prices, operator equity, and product prices are evaluated using 
land as the resource to be minimized. The theoretical relationship 
t 
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between minimum resource solutions and prof it maximations solutions are 
also discussecd. 
Chapter III pr0vicdes informatien regarding the structures, back-
grounds, policies, and significance of seven financial intermediaries 
considered pertinent and accessible to potential entrants. 
Chapter IV presents data obtained via a questionnaire survey of 
sixty-one agricultural lenders in the five areas of Oklahoma. Information 
obtained from (1) commercial banks, (2) Farmers Home Administration, 
(3) Federal Land Bank Associatimns, (4) Producti0n Credit Associations, 
(5) private individuals, and (6) life insurance companies, regarding 
lean terms, services mffered, and· attitudes toward beginning farmers 
are presented. 
Chapter V descrfbes the operational linear programming m©del used 
to estimate the minimum resource requirements (and representative farm 
sizes) in each area for a specified inc0me level. The assumptions in-
volved, the C!lata used, and the results obtained are explained. 
Chapter VI presents the effects of three output price levels upon 
the net incemes and capital requirements 0f the representative farms. 
The subsequent effects af six 0perat0r equity-land rental situatiens 
and three financial alternatives are investigated. Implicatiens are 
explored as to the relative feasibility of accomplishing entry into 
farming in each situation. 
Chapter VII summarizes the results of the study anci presents the 
conclusions and thei~ implications for overcoming capital barriers ta 
entry. 
• 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ESTIMATING 
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS 
One of the objectives of this study is to identify specific 
capital barriers to entry for beginning farmers in particular regions 
of Oklahoma. Brewster outlined a model which would be effective in 
determining the minimum fann sizes and capital requirements that farm 
0perators could combine with their labor and management to obtain a 
specific income level and offer reasonable chances for success [12, p.3]. 
Boehlje supported the use of this technique for estimating the l~nd, 
labor, and capital requirements for successful entry [9]. 
The progressively related assumptions which must be made prior 
to enlisting this type of analysis are (1) that sufficient motivation 
far entry is provided by the multiple g0als 0f the prespective entrants, 
(2) that specific income goals are justifiable and relevant in terms of 
decisi0n criteria f0r determining minimum resource requirements 
[41, po20] o 
The purp0ses of this chapter are (1) to outline the theoretical 
model within which minimum resource requirements may be estimated and 
(2) te delineate the conceptual relationships between minimum. resource 
requirements and pr0fit maximization with differing levels of specific 
variables. 
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Theoretical Minimum Resource Models 
The Basic Minimum Resource Model 
The basic model is depicted in Figure 2. The segmented revenue 
curve OEFGHI represents the return to land, mperator labor, and manage-
ment frmm various farm sizes (or land capital amounts) primr to de-
ducting land, operator labor, and management costs. It represents the 
returns remaining after hired labor, interest charges on non-land 
capital and other cash costs have been paid. 
Land (farm acreage) is considered the variable input in each of 
the theoretical minimum resource models illustrated. Farm acreage is 
directly related to land capital and highly correlated to total capital. 
For this reason, and because the determination of representative farm 
sizes constitutes the ultimate ebjective in using minimization tech-
niques, farm acreage is the variable resource referred to in the 
discussion of each of the minimum resource models. 
The revenue curve, OEFGHI, reflects the typical pattern of 
diminishing returns for additional increments of land. It appreximates 
a continuous curve with a series of linear segments which exhibit pre-
gressively lesser slopes as additional increments of land are included 
and as different levels and C(!)11lbinations c::>f enterprises enter the solutien. 
The kinks along this curve may be indicative of (1) increases in enter-
prises that are land intensive (e.g. livestock), (2) reductions in the 
activities that are land extensive (e.g. crops), (3) the indivisibility 
of certain inputs, and (4) the exhaustion of certain inputs and sub-
sequent substitution by c::>ther types ef inputs with different costs --
such as hired labor for operator labor. 
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If line AB represents a specified return OA, a farm size ef 0L1 
W0uld be required to cover unall0cated fixed casts. Line CB represents 
opportunity returns, AC, for operator laber and management. A farm 
size ef ©L2 is needed te caver fixed everhead casts in addition te pro-
viding opportunity returns ta eperata>r laber ancd management. Land 
casts -- rent er interest en land capital plus taxes -- are represented 
by the height ef line CJ. Above CD a minimum farm size ef OL3 is required 
te cover all casts. 
Given the costs and returns of Figure 2, farm sizes larger than 
OL3 will provide profits whereas those smaller than OL3 will net. This 
acreage is not the most profitable farm size ner is it the equilibrium farm 
size fer the area. The m0st profitable farm size is at OL4 where the 
difference between OEFGHI and CJ is the greatest. However, at OL4, 
prefits are being realized and new entreprenuers would be attracted to 
farming er existing a>peraters would be encouraged to expand. Since 
additional land is needed t© obtain these pr0fits, c0D1.petitfon weuld 
result and land prices 0f rental rates would be expected te increase. 
Market forces would cause land.c0sts t0 change and CJ w0uld shift 
upwarcd to CJ'. Under these ccmditi0ns the prQfit maximizing size ef 
farm would be OL • 5 
Within this framew0rk G>f analysis it is pessible that land prices, 
interest on land capital, er rental charges,ceuld increase bey0nd th0se 
levels which denete the profit maximizing farm size. These increases 
would be due to changes in exogeneus market f0rces -- such as unusually 
high interest rates, increased demand by "tax-l0ss" farmers, 0r increased 
investment by speculaters. This additienal cempetition W0uld cause 
total land casts to change as depicted in Figure 3, shifting CJ upward 
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to CJ'. Given the costs and returns assumed in Figure 3, no profits 
would be realized. New entreprenuers would not attempt entry into 
farming and some existing operators would be farced out of production. 
The situation described above would occur unless potential or 
established operators (1) could significantly reduce unallocated over-
head costs, (2) obtain supplementary income thraugh eff-farm employment, 
er (3) are willing to accept less than an opportunity return for their 
labgr and management. The selectic:m of any 0ne 0f these alternatives 
0r some combination of all 0f them has the p0tential of reducing total 
costs t0 a level such that a pr0fit maximizing size of farm could 
be achieved. In Figure 3, this would represent a reduction in the 
costs of operator lab0r, management, and unallocated fixed resources 
frCDID. OC to ©C'. Total costs (CJ') would then decrease by the amount CC' 
ta the level C'J'' which would G>nce more result in an 0ptimum farm 
size ef 0L • 5 
Minimum Res0urce Madel with Variable 
Levels of ©wner Equity 
Owner equity is defined as the nonlabor 0wned resources of the 
0perator. The intr0ducti0n 0f 0wned resources into the minimum 
reso>Urce model results in reduced. external capital costs (Figure 4). 
First, as land equity increases, land capital c0sts wauld decrease and 
the slope of the land casts curve would change from AJ to AJ'. Second, 
as nonland equity increases, less interest on operating capital is 
deducted from gr0ss revenue, raising the returns curve fTom OI to OI'. 
Conceptually, the zero equity level would by the same as depicted in 
the basic minimum resource model illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Inherent in the minimum resource model with variable levels of 
operator equity is the assumption that the operator does not require an 
opportunity return for his owned resources. That is, in Figure 4, the 
specified level of income needed to cover unallocated fixed costs and 
provide opportunity returns for operator labor and management is not 
greater than OA. 
A farm size of at least 0L1 is required f 0r a specified income 
level at zere equity, bu-t a minimum farm size of C'lnly OL2 is required 
with 50 percent operator equity. Theoretically, a farm size between 
©L1 and OL2 would result from varying the equity level from zero to 
50 percent -- such as 25 percent. 
An alternative means ef analyzing this model involves the assumption 
of a farm size fixed at OL1 • With zer0 equity, no profits are 
realized and only the specified costs are being covered. However, with 
farm size fixed at 0L1 and a 50 percent equity level, returns 
greater than specified costs are being obtained. Similarly, returns 
over and above the specified costs would result when equity levels 
vary from zero to 50 percent. These relationships portray the types 
of analyses used in a portien of this study. 
Various levels of land rental should not be confused with variable 
levels of 0perator equity. Rental rates are assumed analagous- to 
interest charges on land capital and do not shift the cost and return 
curves as do variable equity levels. Thus, rental situations are 
represented by the relationships for zero equity as depicted in the 
basic minimum resource model, Figure 2. 
Minimum Resource M0del with Variable 
Product Prices 
21 
The canceptual minimum resaurce mad.el with variable pr0duct prices 
includes net ane, but a family 0f returns curves, as illustrated in 
Figure 5. This m(!)del praffers pessibilities far analyzing minimum 
resource requirements for prespective entrants inte agriculture in an 
uncertain marketing envirenment. 
Assuming that the cash casts given far the preceding m0dels are 
unchanged and that the returns specifi"ed in these madels were ebtained 
with average preduct prices, a minimum farm size prevails at ©L2, as 
shown in Figure 5. When high preduct prices are intraduced into the 
m(!)del, the required farm size decreases ta 0L1 • Hawever, when lew 
prices are used, no feasible solution exists and the madel assumes 
characteristics similar ta these described by Figure 3. That is, 
adjustments to reduce aperater laber, and management oppartunity 
returns as well as unallecated everhead casts are necessary ta 0btain 
a minimum farm size. 
An alternative means 0f analysis materializes if the farm size is 
assumed fixed at 0L2 • This would represent the 10ng-run equilibrium 
farm size where pref it maximization eccurs using av~rage preduct prices 
and returns are just·equal to the specified cests. If preduct prices 
increase ta high levels, shifting the returns curve upward to ©I', 
profits will be realized and entry inte farming will be relatively 
easier. C~>nversely, if pr0duct prices fall ta law levels the returns 
curve shifts dewnward ta 0I'' and entry becemes mere difficult, if not 
impassible. Varying prices in this manner permits an analysis ef 
entry feasibility in an uncertain marketing envir0nment where year to 
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year prices fluctuate about a "nerma.1" or typical canciition. These 
latter situations provide a feundati0n for particms of the analyses 
used later in this study.1 
The Prof it Ma.ximizatien Madel 
A minimum capital requirement solution may differ from the 
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conventianal prof it maximization solution because the bias is teward 
high returns per dallar 0.f capital in the f0rmer. Thus, the aptimal 
salution wauld contain enterprises which substitute labor and ather 
nan-capital inputs for capital. The minimum resource model was used 
because of the efficiency with which it generates "appr0ximate" amaunts 
af capital needed ta obtain a given incame level. 
Figure 6 illustrates the relati©nships between sptimal solutiens 
far situations where (1) capital is minimized and (2) profits are 
maximized in abtain specified levels af inceme Yl ••• 9 • If salutions 
are sought which minimize capital, the expansian path would appraximate 
isocline CA. That is, capital is treated as mare expensive than labor 
(and other non-capital inputs), cansequently, G>ptimal salutiens at each 
income level are biased towards the less expensive labar inputs. In a 
conventional pr0fit maximizing fram~wark the expansi0n path W0uld be 
isecline DA and w0uld result in relatively different optimal soluticms. 
Only if capital and non-capital inputs (laber) were perfect cemplements 
w0uld the expansions paths follow the same isacline. 
1 Although certain long run adjustment hypatheses are implicit in 
these situatiens, they are not discussea due ta the scope and purpose 
of this study. For detailed explanati©n of adjustment situatiens 
see [13] and [20]. 
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A profit maximizing formulation of linear programming was used to 
obtain optimum organizations for the representative farm sizes selected 
via the minimum resource model. The profit maximization model was 
used to derive income levels, orgainizations, and resources used for 
three price levels. Direct by-products of the profit maximization model 
are shadow prices for resources and stability ranges for activities in 
the optimal solution. The costs of substituting other activities are 
also given, Some of these values (eog. shadow prices on capital) are 
useful in analyzing the resultso 
IDefinitions of Concepts and Terms Used 
In the Financial Analysis 
Possible confusion may arise regarding the distinction between 
returns from the prof it maximization solutions and cash flow consider-
ations important to financing, Thus, these concepts deserve further 
discussion. The objective of a profit maximizing model is to organize 
available production alternatives so that net returns over variable 
costs may be maximized, given the resources available and the net 
prices used [5, p.12]. The resulting organization specifies the optimal 
levels of each production activity, land resources used, labor re-
sources required, and total capital required, as well as the net income 
level attained. 
Cash flows are tools of analysis that provide information regarding 
provisions for the repayment of operating capital as well as longer term 
obligations. In the context of this study, cash flows are used to deter-
mine the feasibility of entry under various economic conditions. The 
capital requirements and net income information contained in profit 
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maximizing solutions are requisite to the construction of cash flows and 
the ultimate determination of whether or not entry can be accomplished. 
Depreciation is an accounting concept which is used to determine 
the book value of a particular asset. It is typically considered a 
balance sheet item which accounts for an annual loss of value relative 
to the predetermined useful life of an asset. Depreciation is included 
as an ownership expense (for machinery, equipment, etc.) in c©nstructing 
enterprise budgets and, therefore, shows up as a cost in maximization 
solutions. Hewever, because depreciati0n does not represent a direct 
cash outlay by the operator, it must be added to the net incomes 
obtained via profit maximization to accurately depict cash available 
for distribution. 
Uniform charges (in the farm ef interest rates) are assessed for 
all capital requirements in the maximizing model. Therefore, if some 
resources are ©wned, the c0sts deducted f<Dr them in the model are not 
actually incurred and must be added to the cash flow obtained. 
When the charges for depreciatien and owned resources have been 
added to net income from the profit maximization model, the result in-
dicates the cash available for debt retirement and family living. 
Firther deductions for principal payments en borrowed capital (which 
depend upon the type of financing alternative used) leave the cash 
available for family living expenses and cash reserves or savings if 
any. This residual amount can be used to evaluate the relative feasibility 
of entry for the given level of owned resources and the financing alter-
natives available. 
Changes in net worth (which are balance sheet rather than cash flow 
concepts) can be determined once the cash available for family living has 
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been calculated. These changes may be determine« by subtracting de-
preciati©n charges from the principal payments (which now became 
owned reseurces) <m b©rrowed capital. Any cash surplus after family 
living expenses is also added. A p©sitive change in net worth will 
result in increased financial leverage--or rather, an impravea equity 
positian. This ceuld potentially enable the operater te refinance his 
existing debt under another, perhaps more fav0rable financing alternative. 
Theeretically, 0pp0rtunity returns sheula be included in evaluat-
ing the effectiveness. ef inc0me levels te acc©mplish entry. However, 
eperators may have a "satisf icing" incmme level which pr0vides an ade-
quate am0unt for family ccmsumptfon. The reservation price for 0wned 
capital and 0perator labor ana management might be defined as the 
amount ef cash fer family living deemed sufficient by the operator t0 
provide for adequate family living, and perhaps firm growth. Assuming 
as bef0re that income goals are relevant and justifiable, operat©rs 
with ancil witheut 0wned resources may have similar inc©me g©als. This 
can be explained by the psych©logy of operators, fer example, whm do 
not require an opportunity return f©r their owned res0urces. That is, 
their endeavors are more toward maintaining an acceptable standard of 
living than realizing returns on their fixed investments. 
CHAPTER III 
ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES 
Because this study is ccmcerned with lew reseurce, beginning farmers, 
the assistance of financial intermediaries of some type is an ultimate 
inevitability. Therefore, a thorough description of the types of lenders 
available to beginning farmers assumes a role equal in importance tm 
that ef specifying the alternative conceptual models relevant ta the 
analytical framewerk. This chapter is designed to provide information 
regarding the backgrounds, structures, general policies, and significance 
of these intermediaries pertinent and available to petential entrants. 
C0nunercial Banks 
Commercial banks in ©klahema are an important source of short 
term, intermediate term and long term credit. Cemmercial banks are 
corporations, and depending upon whether they are chartered under state 
or fereral law, are denoted as being either state or national banks 
[32, p.320]. There are appraximately 465 state and naticmal banks 
operating in Oklahoma, virtually all of which have some type of 
agricultural laan volume [6]. Each of the two types af banks must 
adhere to certain restrictions and regulations set forth by their 
controlling agencies. The primary factors which distinguish these banks 
frem each ©ther, and from other lenders, lie in the regulaticm of 
their leng term leans. National banks may make 10ans against unimproved 
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real estate up to 67 percent at the appraised value. They may alse 
make 10ans against real estate impr0ved by buildings up ta 90 percent 
of the appraised value' with am0rtizatiCi>n nmt required except where the 
loan exceeds 75 percent of the appraised value. Amertization where 
required is based en a maximum 30 year payout with na requirement that 
the ban be fully amortized by maturity if the term is less than 30 
years [39]. State banks may make bans up to 7@ percent of the appraised 
value ef the real estate 0ff ered as security with no loan being made fGr 
a term !anger than 5 years [4©]. The f©llmwing exceptions, hmwever, 
· apply: (1) Real estate loans may be made up tm 70 percent of the 
appraised value for a term net lcmger than l© years if the installment 
payments are sufficient ta am0rtize 40 percent 0r more of the principgl 
of the loan within 10 years 0r less. (2) Real estate loans may be 
made up ta 80 percent ef the appraised value af the real estate for 
a term not longer than 25 years providing the installment payments are 
sufficient t© amortize the entire principle of the loan within a period 
ending on the date of its maturity. 
Because various circumstances dictate that banks be flexible in 
their lending ef shart and intermediate term financing, no regulatiens 
exist in this area other than maximum lean limits expressed as a 
percentage ef total capital and surplus or tmtal deposits and savings 
[38]o 
Commercial banks censtituted 15.3 percent mf the tetal farm real 
estate debt and 38. 3 percent mf the total nlim-real estate farm debt in 
©klahoma during 1972. This accounted for 125.14 million dollars in total 
farm real estate debt and 516.32 million d<!>llare of total farm non-real 
estate debt [16] and [l7h 
' ··-· j. 
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Production Credit Associations 
The 14 Pr0ducti0n Credit Associations (PCA's) in Oklahoma [7] ac-
counted for 163. 5 millicm -de!>llars ef the total· non-real estate from debt in 
the state in 1972 [17]. This constituted 21.9 percent of the total 
non-real estate farm foam; held by instituticmal lenders in Oklahoma. 
PCA's are primarily short term and intermediate term non-real 
estate farm lenders and may make loans with terms of up to 7 years in 
length. They may also make real estate loans with terms of up t0 7 
years in length [23, p.81]. 
PCA's 0perate under the direct supervision of a district Federal 
Intermediate Credit Bank (FICB). The FICB's do not loan mo~ey themselves, 
but are merely wh0lesalers of credit. The origin 0f the present 
structure dates back te its establishment in 1933 at which time it was 
entirely owned by the government. @n December 31, 1968, all the FICB's 
retired their government st0ck and became wholly awned by borrowers 
through their Production Credit Ass0ciations [32, p.449]. 
Borrowers must buy Class B voting stock in their Asseciation equal 
to 5 percent of the total amount of the loan borrowed. Interest must 
then be paid on the total value of the loan plus the value of the stock. 
The stock can either be retired as the loan is repaid, or may be retained 
after the lean has been repaid and canverted, eventually, to class A 
non-voting stock and earn dividend payments [23, p.81]. Individual 
P.C.A.'s may not loan more than 15 percent to their capital and surplus 
on any single loan without prior approval of the local B0ard of Directors 
and the FICB. Individual loans in excess of 35 percent of the total 
capital and surplus of an individual association require not 0nly 10cal · 
and FICB approval, but Federal Farm Credit Board appr0val [7]. 
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Production Credit Associations also utilize a variable interest rate. 
This results from the FICB's acquisition of loanable funds through 
the sale of nine-month debentures. The interest rate to the borrower, 
theref0re, varies each m0nth and is calculated by averaging the interest 
rates of the eutstanding debentures, and adding to it a margin to cover 
operating cost, This margin is typically less than 1 percent, 
Productien Credit Assaciaticms vary widely in their detailed 
lending practices. Some PCA's, in addition to requiring a 5 percent 
stock purchase, require a purchase of additional stock ameunting to 5 
percent of the first stock purchase, Other associations require not 
only the 5 percent initial stock purchase, but an additional 5 percent 
equity reserve which is treated similar to the stock purchase with 
respect te retirement and repayment alternatives [23, p,81], 
Federal Land Banks 
The Federal Land Banks System constitutes that portion of the 
Farm Credit System which provides real estate mortgage loans for 
farmers. Each Federal Land Bank Associaton (FLBA) is a corporation 
chartered under the Federal Farm Loan Act of 1916, Oklahoma, along 
with Kansas, New Mexico, and Colorado, is in the Wichita district 
which received the first national charter in 1917. Individual assoc-
iations are under the district supervision of the district Federal Land 
Bank. Each asseciation, being a corporation, is controlled by a board 
of directors. IDirecters are elected by the member-borrowers of the 
association for three-year terms and may number n0t less than five ner 
more than seven. Federal Land Banks have been completely owned by the 
FLBA' s since 194 7, whereas the FLBA' s have always been entirely borrower 
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owned. Borrowers are required to buy stock in their association equal 
te at least 5 percent of the value of their loan. An additional 1 
percent is assessed the borrower to cover the costs associated with 
the closing of the loan (e.g. appraisals, title searches, and abstract 
inspections). Total interest charges are subsequently based on the 
initial amount of the loan, plus the stock requirement, plus the loan 
closing charge [35]. FLB loans are made for long terms, 5 to 40 years, 
and in no case may exceed 85 percent ef the fair market value of the 
real estate [23. p.8©]. Loans are typically made for no more than 33 
years, but in extreme cases are made for up to 40 years [35]. FLBA's 
will typically lean money for any purpose providing a first mortgage on 
real estate is committed as security. 
In 1972 FLBA's held 23.7 percent of the total outstanding farm 
real estate debt in @klahoma. This amounted to 194.16 million dollars 
in total farm real estate debt [16]. 
Farmers Home Administration 
The genesis of the FHA was marked by the creation of the Resettle-
ment Administratfon in 1935. This later became known as the Farm 
Security Administration. This organization, along with the Emergency 
Crop and Feed Loan division of the Farm Credit Administration, was 
abolished by the Farmers Home Administrati§fi . Act of 1946. and replaced 
by the FHA [32, p.47]. 
The FHA in 0klahoma is comprised of a State Office in Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, and approximately 67 county offices [2]. The operalions of 
each county off ice are maintained by a county supervisor who is 
responsible for receiving loan applications. An FHA Committee consists 
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of 3 members appointed by the state director for each county 0f f ice 
area. These committees determine the eligibility 0f applicants, review 
borrower's progress and extend rec0mmendations regarding loan approvals 
and 10an servicing actions. 
The FHA is a government cre~it agency, therefore, a detailed 
explication of its money sources is impertinent to the purp0se of 
this study. One important note, however, is that FHA is authorized by 
law to make loans only to those farmers who are unable to obtain 
adequate credit from ether sources on reascmable terms. Anether lending 
practice frequently employed by FHA is that 0f participatien with other 
lenders on both real estate and n©n-real estate loans. Their effective-
ness in arranging real estate participation loans for low equity appli-
cants stems frem their acceptance 0f second liens on farm land as 
security. 
FHA's are allowed to loan l©© percent 0f the appraised value of 
real estate and non-real estate assets. By law they are not permitted 
to lend mere than $100,000 on real estate, provided the total debt 
secured by real estate does not exceed $225,Q©O. Also, $5©,000 is the 
maximum allowable for operating loans er non-real estate loans [23, p.88]. 
The Farmer's H0me Administration accounted for one percent of the 
total outstanding farm real estate debt in Oklahoma in 1973 [16]. 
This amounted to 8.277 million dollars of total outstanding debt. They 
also accounted for 4.4 percent of total outstanding nonreal estate 
farm debt held by instituti0nal lenders in 0klahoma in 1973 [17]. This 
amaunted to 32. 783 million dollars of t0tal debt. As is evident, 
Farmers H0me Administratian does not provide a significant pr0porticm 
of the total debt supplied by agricultural lenders in ©klahoma. This is 
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primarily because of the limitations placed on them with regard to the 
total state allocations received in each fiscal year by the state offices. 
Private Individuals 
Private lenders are primarily a source of long-term debt capital. 
These lenders are composed of retiring farmers who provide financing 
for the purchase of farmland they once owned, as well as a private 
individuals who loan accumulated savingso 
This group of financiers held 328.6 million dollars in total out-
standing farm real estate debt in @klahoma in 1972 [16]o This con-
stituted 40.4 percent of the toal outstanding land loans held by all 
lenders in Oklahoma. Although, private individuals do provide significant 
amounts of farm real estate debt capital, very little information is 
available regarding their lending terms and characteristics. This lack 
of useful data provided important incentives f0r 0btaining relevant in-
formation via surveying techniques as depicted in the following chapter. 
Insurance Companies 
Life insurance companies are of twe types: stock companies and 
mutual companies. Stock companies are owned by the stock holders who 
provide the capital required by the company. Mutual insurance companies, 
in centrast, are owned by the pelicy holders. Life insurance companies 
prefer diversifications of investments to reduce risks and to develop 
good will. They consider it sound policy to spread investment among 
different businesses or classes of investments, as well as to spread 
them geographically. Farm mortgage loans well satisfy the investment 
·preferences of life insurance companies. These lenders typically make 
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0nly first-mortgage loans on farm and ranch pr0perty. In past years 
they have characteristically loaned 0n farm sizes somewhat larger than 
the average. Because most life insurance c0mpanies are chartered in 
states other than those occupied by their branch 0ffices, their loan limits 
may vary. Insurance companies are auth0rized by law te grant mortgage 
loans up to 75 percent of the appraised value. The average life 
insurance company loan is usually greater than the average of other 
institutienal lenders. Insurance companies leans typically range in 
terms frem five to twenty-five years depending <mcompany policy. These 
10ans are amortized at rates relatively lower than those used by 
ether lenders. As a result, a ball00n payment at maturity is required. 
Insurance c0mpanies generally prohibit prepayments in any ene year 
greater than 20 percent of the eriginal am0unt 0f the loan. Beyond 
this limit a prepayment penalty is assessed the berrower. Some life 
insurance companies assess penalities fer any amount of prepayment. Loan 
precurement may originate in branch 0ffices, through agreements with 
commercial banks, or via farm m©rtgage c0rresp0ndents such as mortgage 
bankers, m0rtgage companies and real estate affices [32, p.386]. 
In 1972, only 2.5 percent ©f total insurance company assets 
c0nsisted ef farm mortgages [32,p.372]. Life insurance companies 
pr0vided 19.8 percent of the t<Dtal farm real estate debt in Oklahema in 
1972 (16]. This amounted to 161.9 million dollars of outstanding 
farm real-estate debt. 
Qklah0ma School Land Cammissian 
Very little data is available as to the percentage of t0tal eut-
stanaing real estate farm debt in ©klahoma pr0vided by the Oklahoma 
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School Land Cemmission. This lender grants only long term farm real 
estate loans to borrowers. These loans cannot exceed 50 percent of the 
1 
agricultural value 0f the land as determined 'by the Scho0l Land appraiser. 
No leans can be made in excess of $80,000. Tha amount loaned cannot 
exceed an average of $200,00 per acre. Loans are granted for a term of 
33 years with interest at the rate of 7 1/2 percent per annum. 
Delinquent installments, both principle and interest, bear interest at 
the rate of 10 percent until paid. Payments may be made on either annual 
or semi-annual bases. An applicatien fee is assessed the borrower 
amounting to no less than $50 and no greater than 1 percent of the 
amount applied for. Appraisals for the land purchase in question are 
made gratis unless tha land lies in more than one county. In these cases, 
the fee is $40 for each additicmal county. A $50 charge is also made 
for the examination of abstracts and transcripts. 
In some instances the Oklahoma School Land Commission might be 
considered a viable alternative to financing low resources, beginning 
farmers. The limitations, however, provided by (1) the $80,000 maximum 
loan limit, (2) the 50 percent of appraised value maximum and (3) the 
per acre limit of $200, necessitate participation with FHA ta be con-
sidered a practicable financial alternative for beginning farmers. 
As a result, further research was not c0nducted regarding this agricultural 
lender. 
Summary of Agricultural Lenders 
The backgrounds, structures, and general policies of seven fi-
nancial intermediaries are discussed in this chapter. The primarily 
1Most of this information was tAken from a 1974 applicati0n f0rm 
used by the Oklahoma School Land Commission. 
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long term farm real estate lenders are Federal Land Bank, Life 
Insurance Companies, private individuals, and the ©klahoma School Land 
Commission. Commercial banks and Production Credit Associations are 
primarily sources of short and intermediate term operating capital. 
Beth of these lat.ter financial institutions may also make l<mg term 
land leans subject to their respective regulations. The Farmers 
Home Administration is a source of both non-real estate and real estate, 
farm loans. The typical practices and lending procedures utilized by 
each of these. lenders in Oklahoma (excluding the ©klahoma School Land 
Commission) are m@re fully explained in the following chapter, the 
survey portion of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
SURVEY OF AGRICULTURAL LENDERS IN OKLAH@MA 
@nee the minimum resource requirements are determined, as outlined 
in Chapter II, the alternative meth0ds of acquiring adequate funds to 
gain control of those resources must be considered. It is imperative to 
recognize that not only do various types of agricultural lenders exist 
but also that they encompass various types of practices, procedures, and 
attitudeso This chapter is designed to explicate these items as they 
relate to low resource, beginning farmers. 
The best available method of investigating the various financial 
alternatives proved to be the collection of primary data. This steunned 
from a lack of specific data for each of the areas in question as well 
as the absence of any information concerning lender attitudes toward 
entrants into agriculture in Oklahoma. 
~:f:Us;t. ne~Piri- ~pmpiling relevant data was te design a pertinent 
questionnaire for each of the lenders discussed in Chapter IIIo In 
review, those lenders are (1) commercial banks, (2) Farmers Home Admin-
istration (FHA), (3) Federal Land Bank Associations (FLBA's), (4) Pro-
duction Credit Associatons (PCA's), (5) private individuqls, and (6) 
insurance companies. Because of the diverse structures, objectives, 
and services effered by each lender, the questionnaires differed in 
content. An attempt was made te tailor the questionnaires for their 
intended set of re~pondents and simultaneously maintain some degree of 
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standardization to provide a basis for comparative analysis1 • 
The second step involved direct personal interviews with a repre-
sentative sample of lenders in each of the selected areas. To achieve 
this a central county was chosen within each area and the agricultural 
lenders serving therin were personally visited. Some lending agencies, 
however, maintain regional or state offices only (eog., insurance 
companies), rather than supply a representative in each county. There-
fore, the agency office regardless of its location, which served the 
selected county, was the subject of the interview. 2 
Representatives af eighteen commercial banks in the five counties 
were interviewed. Questionnaire information was also obtained from 
individuals at five PCA's, five FLBA's, five FHA offices, five life 
insurance companies, and from twenty-three private lenders. The 
reactions supplied by the sixty-one respondents provide the basis for 
discussion in the remainder of this chapter. 
Types of Loans Granted by Lending Institutions 
Selected types of loans were specified in those questionnaires 
designed for commercial banks and Production Credit Associations. 
1see Appendix A for a sample of the questionnaires. Exhibit A (the 
questionnaire for PCA's) contains all the questions asked agricultural 
lenders except private individuals. Exhibit B is markedly different and 
shows those questions asked private lenders only. 
2For example, the IDurant FLBA in Bryan County serves Atoka County 
farmers and was used as a source of information for Atoka County. 
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Because all commercial banks and PCA's do not make each of the selected 
types of loans, responses were sought which would indicate the number of 
lenders who did (Table I)o Only three of the PCA's made land loans; 
and one of the three granted land loans on a limited basis only. At 
least 15 of the 18 commercial banks granted all the types of loans 
specified, with the exception of "other production loans" (e.g., rental 
loans). Only 13 of the lS -·banks made "other pre>duction loans." 
Age Distribution of Agricultural Loan Volume 
One meth0d ©f evaluating the attitudes of lenders toward entrants 
into production agriculture was to determine the relative age dis-
tribution of the outstanding loan volmne of each lender by age 
categories at the borrowers. Respondents were asked to estimate the 
percentage of their total agricultural loan v0lume which fell within 
selected age groups. These distributions were then averaged for all 
lenders in each county and for each lender in all counties, and expressed 
as a percentage of the total (Table II). Most respondents believed 
their loan volume fell into a normal bell-shaped distribution by age. 
Differences, however, were identified. Assuming that borrowers 
ages 20-30 constitute low resource, beginning farmers, Atoka County 
and Garvin County lenders estimated that 19 percent and 17 percent, 
respectively, of their loan V©lume fell into this categ0ry. Texas County 
lenders had the least loan volume in this age group, approximately 11 
percent. ly lender, FHA's and PCA's estimates were highest, 23 
percent and lS percent, respectively. Of the four lenders, commercial 
banks had the smallest proportion of their agricultural loan volume 
in this age categ0ry. Private lenders and insurance companies will be 
discussed individually in subse~uent portions of this chapter. 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER ©F PRODUCTI©N CREDIT ASSOCIATI©NS ANID CQMMERrIAL BANKS 
INTERVIEWED WH© GRANT SELECTED TYPES OF AGRICULTURAL LOANS 
Loan Type 
Machinery 
Livestock Breeding 
Livestock Stockers 
Livestock Fattening 
Seed and Fertilizer, Etc. 
Land 
Buildings and Other Improvements 
Other Prod. Leans (e.g. Rental) 
Pasture Establishment 
Total Numaer of Respondents 
Preduction 
Credit Associations 
Commercial 
Banks 
(Num'liler af Respondents) 
5 18 
5 17 
5 18 
5 15 
5 17 
3 15 
5 15 
; 5 13 
. 4 15 
5 18 
TABLE lI 
APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL AGRICULTURAL LOAN VOLUME TO BORROWER .AGE GROUPS, 
FIVE SELECTED COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Age Groups 
Respondents 20-25 26-30 31-35 36-50 51::()0 Over 60 
(Percent) 
Atoka County (all lenders)~ 9 10 15 33 24 9 
Garvin County (all lenders) 5 12 13 48 17 5 
Texas County (all lenders) 4 7 20 43 19 7 
Wagoner County (all lenders) 5 10 19 37 20 9 
Woodward County (all lenders) 6 8 14 40 27 5 
Banlcs (all counties)£/ 4 9 16 46 19 8 
FLBA's (all counties) 5 8 19 39 22 7 
FHA's (all counties) 10 13 16 31 26 4 
PCA's (all counties) 6 12 15 35 23 9 
Total 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
~Lenders consist of commercial banlcs, Federal Land Banlc Associations, Farmers Home Administration, and 
Production Credit Associations. 
£/counties include Atoka, Garvin, Texas, Wagoner, and Woodward counties ~ 
N. 
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Interest Rates 
A\primary concern 0f any p0tential b0rr0wer, and especially begin-
ning farmers, is the cCilst: of borrawing meney er, more explicit;ty,, the 
interest rate. Because the interest rates charged by various lenders 
are determined by several factors, the rational credit seeker needs ta 
be aware of existing rates when selecting fram financial alternatives. 
The cast of borrowing money, therefare, often becomes the deciding fac-
tor when making a selection and warrants an objective investigation. 
Federal Land Bank Ass0ciations, being primarily long-term, farm 
real estate lenders, have not typically undertaken rapid ©r drastic 
changes in their interest rates. Similarly, the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration has not characteristically made significant alterations in its 
rates in past years. This is due primarily to its objectives and the 
requisite of congressional appreval to initiate changes. At the time 
of this study, Federal Land Bank Ass©ciations were charging 8.5 percent 
annually for all types ef loans. Farmers Heme Administration.' s charges 
·were 8.75 percent fer operating capital and 5 percent far long-term land 
loans. 
In contrast to the 10ng-term lenders, sh0rt-term lending rates are 
more frequently subjected to changes. As a result each cemmercial bank 
interviewed was asked te specify narmal and current interest rates 
charged for various types of agricultu~al leans (Table III). Current 
interest rates were those typically being assessed at the time ef the 
study. Also, because af the unusual state of the national economy at 
the time of the study, the respemlents were asked to specify an interest 
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TABLE III 
NORMAL AND CURRENT INTEREST RATES CHARGED FOR SELECTED TYPES OF LOANS BY 
COMMERCIAL BANKS, FIVE COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Atoka Garvin Texas Wagoner Woodward All 
Loan TlJ!e County County County County Count:i:: ~ 
(Percent) 
Machinery 
Normal Rate 9.0 8.8 8.6 9.3 9.4 9.0 
Current·Rate 11.4 10.2 9.9 11.8 9.5 10.6 
Livestock Breeding 
Normal Rate 9.0 8.7 8.6 9.3 9.4 8.9 
Current Rate lL4 10.2 9.7 11.8 9.7 10.6 
Livestock Fattening 
Normat Rate 9.0 9.3 8.6 9.6 9.4 9.2 
Current Rate 11.4 10.3 9.7 12.0 9.7 10.7 
Livestock Stockers 
Normal Rate 9.0 8.7 8.6 9.3 9.4 8.9 
Current Rate 11.4 10.2 9.7 11.8 9.7 10.6 
Seed, Fertilizer, Etc. 
Normal Rate 9.0 9.5 8.6 9.3 9.4 9.1 
Current Rate 11.4 10.5 9.7 11.8 9.7 10.7 
Land 
Normal Rate 9.3 8.7 8.6 8.9 9.0 8.8 
Current Rate 11.4 10.2 9.7 10.1 9.5 10.2 
Buildings and Imprci.vements 
Normal Rate 9.3 9.3 8.6 8.9 9.Q 8.9 
Current Rate :).1.4 10.5 9.7 10.4 9.7 10.3 
Pasture Establishment 
Normal Rate 9.3 9.4 8.6 9.3 9.4 9.2 
Current Rate 11.4 10,5 9.7 11.8 9.7 10.8 
Other Production Loans 
(e.g. Rental) 
Normal Rate 9.3 9.7 8.7 9.1 9.5 9.2 
Current Rate 11.4 10.5 9.8 11.7 9.7 10.7 
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rate for each type of loan which they felt to be representative of more 
nermal conditions. This followed the assumptien that the relatively 
high prime interest rates and unusually high inflation rates prevalent 
at the time ef the study were of a temporary nature. 
Interest rates charged fer various types of loans in each county 
exhibited little variability. The cost of borrowing for relatively long-
term loans was not significantly different from the cost of borrowing for 
shorter term loans. The interest charged for land loans was lower than 
the rate charged for loans of other types in three of the five ceunties, 
but only be a negligible amount. The rates currently charged for various 
types of loans ranged from 9.5 percent to 12 percent, while the average of 
all the banks ranged from lQ.2 to 10.8 percent. Commercial bank 
respondents ubiquitously felt that current rates were 1.5 to 2.0 
percent higher than interest rates they considered normal. 
Production Credit Asseciations were also asked to specify normal 
and current interest rates for the same types of loans presented in 
Table III. The results are not shown in detail by county to protect the 
confidential nature of the interviews. Similar to commercial banks, 
PCA's charged virtually the same interest rates for all types of loans. 
The average current interest rate was 9.36 percent. The average normal 
interest rate specified by the five PCA's was 7.06 percent. PCA 
respondents considered current interest rates to be an average of 2.3 
percent higher than normal. 
Percent of Appraised Value Leaned 
Only infrequently do agricultural lenders grant loans which amount 
to 100 percent of the appraised (or market) value of the asset being 
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purchased. As a result the borrower is expected to provide a certain 
amount of equity capital. The asset is used to secure a proportion of 
the value loaned and protect the lender against losses. Especially in 
the case of low resource, beginning farmers, who control little or no 
equity, it is important to consider this aspect of borrowing funds. 
Production Credit Associations and connnercial banks were asked to 
specify the percentage of appraised value typically loaned for the pur-
chase of selected types of assets. The information was then averaged 
for all banks in each county, all banks as a group, and all PCA's (Table 
IV). A distinction was made between those lenders who loan 100 percent 
of the value of an asset and those who typically loan a lesser amount. 
This was done because of the circumstances which normally induce a lender 
to provide 100 percent financing. 3 
Commercial banks loaned relatively less on.land loans than for 
other types of assets. With the notable exception of pasture establish-
ment loans, banks typically loaned more on short-term assets than 
intermediate or long-term assets. That is, the shorter the expected 
repayment period of a loan, the greater the amount of money loaned for 
its purchase. Prior to adjusting these loan limits by excluding those 
who supplied 100 percent financing, the average amounts loaned for various 
assets by all banks ranged from 73.0 to 91.0 percent. After the ad-
justment, the variation decreased to range from 71.0 to 7G.O percent 
of the appraised value loaned. 
3 For example, many banks loan 100 percent of the value of livestock 
stockers providing the borrower can supply the wheat pasture, hay, and 
other items. Also, one bank loaned 100 percent on land loans which were 
90-day interim loans only. 
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TABLE IV 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF APPRAISED VALUE LOANED FOR SELECTED TYPES OF LOANS, 
BY COMMERCIAL BANKS IN EACH COUNTY, ALL BANKS, AND ALL PRODUCTION 
CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS: FIVE COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Commercial Banks 
Atoka Garvin Texas Wagoner Woodward All All 
Loan Type County County £aunty County ~ Banks PCA's 
(Percent) 
Machinery 
Average of All Responses 85 76 81 75 83 80 70 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 70 76 74 75 83 76 70 
Number Who Loaned 100% 1 1 0 
Livestock Breeding 
Average of All Responses 87 75 83 84 77 81 80 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 75 75 77 73 77 76 72 
Number Who Loaned 100% l 1 2 4 1 
Livestock Fattening 
Average of All Responses 871 75 77 80 87 81 80 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 751 75 69 73 75 73 74 
Number Who Loaned 100% 11 1 1 1 4 
Livestock Stockers I 
Average of All Responses 87 75 82 84 77 81 80 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 75 75 76 73 77 75 67 
Number Who Loaned 100% 1 1 2 I, 
Seed, Fertilizer, Etc. 
Average of All Responses 100 81 92 80 90 89 81 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 0 75 67 75 80 74 69 
Number Who Loaned 100% 1 3 l 2 
Land 
Average of All Responses 70 68 76 64 75 73 81 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 70 68 68 64 75 7i 69 
Number Who Loaned 100% 0 0 l l 
Buildings And Improvements 
Average of All Responses 100 79 66 73 90 82 77 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 0 79 55 73 80 72 71 
Number Who Loaned 100% 2 1 4 1 
Pasture Extablishment 
Average of All Responses 100 81 100 80 90 90 83 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 0 75 71, 80 76 66 
Number Who Loaned 100% 2 l 1 7 2 
Other Production Loans 
(e.g. Rental) 
Average of All Responses 100 83 100 83 90 91 80 
Excluding Those Loaning 100% 0 67 77 80 75 69 
Number Who Loaned 100% 1 8 
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The responses of Production Credit Associations exhibited no uni-
form patterns. Before adjusting the averages ta exclucde thG>se whe 
extend l©© percent financing, the financing ranged frem 70.0 to 83.@ 
percent. Subsequent to the adjustment, the averages of all PCA's 
ranged from G6.@ tG> 74.0 percent. 
Length of Repayment 
The relative fixity of various farm assets dictates that the length 
G>f time required to retire debt capital borrowed for their acquisition 
should also vary. That is, the !anger the useful life ef an asset, the 
lenger the expected repayment period. 
Production Credit Associations and c©llllllercial bank respondents were 
asked to specify the length of repayment typically established for 
selected types of loans. The resulting information was averaged for all 
banks in each county, all banks as a gnmp, ami all PCA' s (Table V). 
The data were further adjusted to exclude those respondents who practice 
annual or semi-annual refinancing. The results were expressed to the 
nearest hundredth of a year. 
As a whole, the data reinforce the concept of longer repayment 
lengths for loans on assets typically c0nsidered to have a relatively 
longer useful life. Land loans were granted by banks for an average 
length of 9.25 years. After adjusting for these respondents who 
required annual or shorter period refinancing, the average increased to 
11.25 years. Machinery, livestock breeding, and farm building leans 
were also made for time periods relatively greater in length than loans 
granted for the purchase of livestock stockers, seed and fertilizer, and 
other similar items. All reporting banks granted loans for the purchase 
of short-term assets to be repaid in one year or less. 
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TABLE V 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF YEARS ALLOWED FOR REPAYMENT OF SELECTED TYPES OF LOANS BY 
BANKS IN EACH COUNTY, ALL COMMERCIAL BANKS, AND ALL PRODUCTION 
CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS: FIVE SELECTED COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Atoka 
County 
Loan Type Banks 
Machinery 
Aa 2.0 
B 3.0 
c 1 
Livestock Breeding 
A 1.5 
B 2.0 
c 1 
Livestock Fattening 
A 1.0 
B 
c 2 
Livestock Stockers 
A 1.0 
B 
c 2 
Seed, Fertilizer, Etc. 
A 1.0 
B 
c 2 
Land 
A 10.0 
B 10.0 
c 
Buildings and Improvements 
A 1.0 
B 
c 2 
Pasture Establishment 
A 1.0 
B 
c 2 
Other Production Loans 
(e.g. Rental) 
A 1.0 
B 
c 2 
Garvin 
County 
Banks 
1. 7 
5.0 
4 
0.9 
5 
1.0 
3 
0.9 
5 
1.0 
4 
4.9 
7.5 
1 
2.5 
7.0 
3 
1.0 
4 
1.0 
2 
a A ~ Average of 1_1 .espouses, in years 
Texas 
County 
Banks 
2.12 
~.67 
1 
1.25 
2.37 
2 
0.63 
4 
0.69 
4 
0.56 
4 
6.44 
12.5 
1 
1.69 
5.0 
3 
1.0 
2 
0.83 
2 
Wagoner 
Coanty 
Banks 
2.45 
3.5 
2 
0.85 
5 
0.81 
4 
Oj.85 
5 
0.85 
5 
14.38 
14.38 
10.6 
10.6 
0.95 
5 
0.69 
3 
Woodward 
County 
Banks: 
o. 75 
2 
0.75 
2 
0.75 
2 
0.75 
2 
0.75 
2 
5.5 
10.0 
1 
o. 75 
l 
0.75 
2 
0.75 
4 
All 
Banks 
1..93 
3.3 
10 
1.15 
2.25 
14 
0.80 
15 
0.84 
1!I 
0.84 
17 
9.25 
11.25 
5 
5.18 
9.29 
9 
0.95 
15 
0.90 
13 
All 
PCA's 
3.6 
4.25 
1 
1.6 
4.0 
4 
0.9 
5 
1.0 
5 
1.0 
5 
7.0 
7.0 
2.8 
5.5 
3 
1.25 
2.0 
3 
1.0 
5 
B • Average. of . '-1 espouses excluding tho.se by respondents who required annual or shorter term 
refinancing 
C = Number of aspondents who required annual or shorter term refinancing 
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The pattern of responses by Production Credit Associations was 
analogous to those of commercial banks with the exception of pasture 
establishment loans, These were granted for an average of 1.25 years 
prior to adjustment, and an average of 2.0 years subsequent to the 
exclusion of those who refinance each twelve months or less. Although 
longer in repayment terms than for the other short-term assets, pasture 
establishment lc!>ans made by Production Credit Associations were relatively 
shorter in length than loans made for items which characteristically 
exhibit longer useful lives. 
Required Frequency of Payments 
FLBA's and FHA offices typically require that interest and principal 
payments be made on an annual basis. There are, however, exceptions 
to this, depending upon the circumstances which surround the loan agree-
ment. Some lenders and/or borrowers favor a payment frequency commensu-
rate with production sales or off-farm income. This section is cancerned 
specifically with the required payment frequencies of the primarily 
short and intermediate-term lenders, PCA's and commercial banks. 
The respcmdents were asked to specify the typical payment frequency 
required for selected types of loans.,, The resulting information fell 
inton one of three categories: (1) a payment frequency of each six months 
or less, (2) a payment frequency greater than six months and up to and 
including twelve months, or (3) a payment frequency commensurate with 
actual cash flows (Table VI). A majority of the commercial banks 
required that payments be made eqch twelve months or more frequently, 
thus falling inte category (2) or (3). Relatively less emphasis was 
placed on payments associated with cash flew income. Few relationships 
TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY OF PAYMENTS REQUIRED BY COMMERCIAL BANKS IN EACH COUNTY, ALL COMMERCIAL BANKS, 
AND ALL PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS: FOR SELECTED TYPES OF 
LOANS, FIVE COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Atoka Garvin Tex a a Wagoner Woodward All All Loans Type County County County County County Baub PCA'• 
Banks Banks Banks Banks Banb 
Machinery 
6 Months or Leaa 1 3 1 s 
6 to 12 Month• 2 2 l 4 9 2 
C011111enaurate with Cash Flows 2 1 .1 4 3 
Livestock Breeding 
6 Months or Less l 3 l 1 s 
6 to 12 Month• l 2 4 7 1 
Comioensurate with Cash Flows l 2 l 1 s 4 
Livestock Fattening 
6 Months or Leaa 3 l l s 1 
6 to 12 Months l l 3 s 
c-naurate with Caah Flhn l 2: 1 1 s 3 
'Llwii:oek Stockan 
6 Montba or Lesil l; 3 1 1 6 
6 to l2 Months l 2 4 7 l 
eo ..... naurate with Caah Flowa l 2 1 l 4 3 
Seed, l'ertiliz.er, etc. 
6 Month• or LeBS l 3 l 1 6 
6 to 12 Months l l 4 6 l 
COllllensurate with Caah Flows l 2 1 l 5 4 
LaDCI 
6 Month• or Leaa 2 4 3 1 10 
6 to 12 Months 2 3 l 6 3 
Coalllensurate with Caah Flowa l l 
Buildings and Improvements 
6 Months or Less l 4 3 l 9 
6 to 12: Months 2 3 2 7 2 
Comaensurate with Caah Flow• 1 l 3 
Pasture Establishlllent 
6 Months or:.i.e.s 2 l l 4 
6 to 12 Montha 2 3 4 9 l 
Comaen1111rate with Cash Flows l l 2 3 
Other Production Loans (e.g. 
Rental) 
6 Months or Le•• 3 1 l 5 l.11 6 to 12 Months 2 2 3 7 2 I-' 
C01111ensurate with Cash Flows l l 3 
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were evident which associated loan length with required frequency of 
payments. Banks typically required more frequent payments for land and 
farm building loans; and a variety of responses were obtained for the 
remaining types of loans. PCA respondents usually required that pay-
ments be made annually or commensurate with cash flows. Relative to the 
other PAyrmemi.tt fr,equency categories, cash flow payments were required 
more often for all types of loans made by PCA's. 
Types of Information Required by Lenders 
Prior to approving or denying a loan application, all lenders 
require certain types 0f informati@n upcm which their decisfons are 
basedo All institutional lenders interviewed were asked whether or 
not they required selected types of information (Table VII) and to 
include any other items they c0nsidered prerequisites for proper loan 
application evaluation. 
As a group, less than half the respondents required some type of 
cash flow statement which, formally or inf0rmally projected monthly 
( 
expenditures and receipts f0r the year ahead" A distinction was made 
in the questionnaire between prepared forms and other informal fonns 
because of the different types of inf0rmation required by different 
lending institutions" Virtually all of the lenders in each 0f the 
counties required a net worth statement in order to properly evalu-
ate a loan application. Operating statements were required less frequently 
than net worth statements but more frequently than b0th types of cash 
flow statements. Twenty-eight of the thirty-three institutional 
respondents required operating statements, and one of the remaining 
five required an operating statement on an occasional basis only. 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS REQUIRING SELECTED TYPES OF INFORMATION FOR EVALUATING 
AND ANALYZING LOAN APPLICATIONS BY ALL LENDERS IN EACH COUNTY AND EACH 
LENDER IN ALL COUNTIES, FOR FIVE SELECTED COUNTIES IN OKLAHOMA 
Cash Flows 
(Prepared Cash Flows Net Worth Operating Total 
Respondents Forms) (Other Forms) Statement Statement Respondents 
(Number of Respondents) 
Atoka County (all lenders)~ 1 (2)sf 1 5 4 5 
Garvin County (all lenders) 3 (1) 1 7 7 s 
Texas County (all lenders) 2 0 7 7 7 
Wagoner County (all lenders) 4 2 s 7 s 
Woodward County (all lenders 1 (2) 0 (1) 5 3 (1) 5 
Banks (all counties)£/ 5 4 lS 15 (1) lS 
FLBA's (all counties) 1 (3) 0 (1) 5 4 5 
FHA's {all counties) 3 0 5 5 5 
PCA's (all counties) 3 (2) 0 5 4 5 
~Lenders consist of commercial banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Farmers Home 
Administration, and Production Credit Associations. 
£/counties include Atoka, Garvin, Texas, Wagoner, and Woodward counties 
sf Numbers in parentheses indicate number of lenders in each group who require this type of 
information only occasionally 
\.Jl 
w 
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The respondents were also asked to estimate the percentage of their 
borrowers who voluntarily supplied cash flow statements even though they 
were net required. Two of the respondents maintained that as many as 
five and ten percent of their borrowers supplied cash flow statements 
voluntarily, while three respondents estimated the proportion to be one 
to two percent. Other items which were required by the institutional 
lenders interviewed included income tax returns for past years, verifi-
cation of off-farm employment, land appraisals, credit ratings, and per-
sonal background information. 
Services Provided by Institutional Lenders 
A major criticism of institutional lenders by low resource, begin-
ning farmers is the lack of management assistance provided. Table VIII 
summarizes the number of respondents by all lenders in each county and 
each lender in all counties who provided selected services. Items such 
as legal advice and insurance planning related to the lender more on al 
informal basis because of the absence of qualified personnel in the full-
time employ of any of the institutions interviewed. 
Computerized record-keeping (Agrifax) was provided by two PCA's 
©Illy one of the commercial banks interviewed provided a manual record-
keeping system. Eight of the eighteen banks and three of the five FHA's 
were the predominant suppliers of insurance planning advice. All five 
FHA's provided record analysis while only a modicum of all lenders 
extended tax guidance to their borrowers. Twenty-six of the thirty-
three institutional lenders interviewed provided financial management 
assistance to their borrowers. The relatively high frequency of provi-
sion of the latter item can be explicated by the fact that financial 
TABLE VIII 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS PROVIDING SELECTED TYPES OF SERVICES FOR BORROWERS, 
AND PERCENT OF LENDERS WHO CONDUCTED ON-THE-FARM VISITS: BY COUNTY 
AND BY LENDER, FIVE SELECTED COUNTIES IN OKLAHOMA 
Record-KeeEing Legal Insurance Record Tax Financial Total Percent Conducting 
Respondents Computerized Manual Adv.ice Planning Analysis Guidance Management Respondents On~Farm Visits 
-- Respondents 
Atoka Co. (all lenders)a 0 0 2 1 1 2 4 5 63 
Garvin Co. (all lenders) 0 1 3 4 1 2 6 8 65 
Texas Co.. (all lenders}: 0 0 1 3 3 2 5 7 60 
Wagoner Co. (all lenders) 1 0 1 2 4 1 6 8 80 
Woodward Co. (all.lenders) 1 0 2 3 2 1 5 5 75 
Banks (all counties)b 0 1 1 8 3 4 14. 18 56 
FLBA's (all counties) 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 5 52 
FHA's (all counties) 0 0 4 3 5 1 5 5 100 
PCA's (all counties) 2 0 3 1 2 2 5 5 90 
I!f.~nders consist of commercial banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Farmers Home Administration, and Produe.tion Credit 
Associations. ' 
.hfounties include Atoka, Garvin, Texas, Wagoner, and Woodward counties. 
Vt 
Vt 
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management m0re cl0sely relates to the structure of the institutions and 
the knowledge ©f their personnelo 
The last c0lumn ef Table VIII relates t© criticism by many b0rr0wers 
that creditors know very little ab0ut the actual pr0duction operations 
being financed. This judgment of arm-chair and arms-length interest by 
lenders was investigated by inquiring as to the percentage of borrowers 
for whom ©n-the-farm visits were conducted following appr0val of a 10an. 
Many respondents contended that such a service was n0t necessary as long 
as the borrower met his repayment obligati©ns. The empirical results 
obtained were averaged by county and by lender to arrive at the associated 
column in Table VIII. Wagoner County lenders conducted farm visits for 
80 percent of their borrowers, while Texas C0unty lenders visited only 
60 percent of their borrowers. @f the respective lenders, FHA 
respondents visited all ©f their borrowers while FLBA's provided this 
service for slightly mere than half their borrowers. 
Frequency of Use of Alternative Tools 
. I . 
to Obtain Ade~uate Financing 
The institutional lenders interviewed were asked to specify whether 
or not they had used er witnessed the use of certain lending tools when 
making loans to low resource, beginning farmerso Bue to the objectives 
of FHA lenders, none of them had used or witnessed the use of a co-
signer. If a co-signer had been available then the borrower would not 
have qualified for financing from FHA. Virtually .all of the other lenders, 
27 of the remaining 28, had used co-signing as a means of extending 
adequate financing to prospective borrowers. This pattern was analogous 
to that underlying the responses as to the use of parents' collateral 
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as a tool to aid potential borrowers. Relatively few of the institutional 
lenders had used or witness the use of additional or conditional 
collateral, such as the acceptance of a second mortgage by those lenders 
analyzing the loan applications. Very few of the institutional lenders 
interviewed specified they had witnessed the use, or had used cash 
gifts, land gifts, or a third party's machinery in financing a farm 
operation for low resource, beginning farmers (Table IX), 
Comparative Incidence of Loan Befaults 
by Borrowers Age 20-30 
Thirty-two institutional lenders responded to the question concern-
ing the extent of defaults. Of the thirty-two, four lenders cited loan 
defaults of the incidence of loan defaults as being lower than those of 
borrowers in other age groups. Seven of the thirty-two respondents 
claimed that the incidence of loan defaults in the 2©-30 age category was 
higher than the incidence ef loan defaults by older borrowers. The 
remaining twenty-three lenders cited the incidence of loan defaults 
as being the same as those for older borrowerso Banks constituted five 
of the seven responses claiming a higher default incidence for borrowers 
age 20 to 30. Production Credit Associations constituted three of the 
four institutional lenders citing loan defaults as being lower in this 
age category compared to older borrowers (Table X)o 
Hierarchy of Borrower Characteristics 
One of the primary missions of the survey portien of this study was 
to obtain information regarding lenders' attitudes and opinions relative 
to low resource, beginning farmerso This was accomplished by asking 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE USED OR WITNESSED THE USE OF SELECTED 
LENDING TOOLS WHEN MAKING LOANS TO LOW RESOURCE, BEGINNING FARMERS, 
BY ALL LENDERS IN EACH COUNTY AHD EACH LENDER IN ALL COUNTIES 
Additional or Third 
Parent's Conditional Cash Land Party's 
Coilateral Respondents Co-Signer Collateral Gift Gift Machinery 
(Number of Respondents) 
Atoka County (all lenders)~ 4 3 4 2 3 2 
Garvin County (all lend.ers) 7 7 5 5 4 2 
Texas County (all lenders) 6 6 6 1 2 6 
Wagoner County (all lenders) 7 7 6 2 4 3 
Woodward County (all lenders) 4 4 4 1 2 3 
Banks (all counties)~ 17 17 13 3 7 2 
FLBA's (all counties) 5 5 4 3 3 4 
FHA' s (all counties) 0 1 3 2 2 5 
PCA's (all counties) 5 4 5 3 3 3 
-
Total 
Respondents 
5 
8 
7 
8 
5 
18 
5 
5 
5 
~Lenders consist of commercial banks, Federal Land Bank Associations, Farmers Home Administration, and 
Production Credit Associations. 
£/counties include Atoka, Garvin, Texas, Wagoner, and Woodward counties. V1 00 
TABLE X 
INCIDENCE OF LOAN DFFAULTS BY BORROWERS 20-30 COMPARED TO 
DEFAULTS BY OLDER BORROWERS, AND BY ALL LENDERS IN 
EACH COUNTY AND EACH LENDER IN ALL COUNTIES, 
FIVE SELECTED COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Default Incidence 
Respondents Lower Higher Same 
(Number of Respondents) 
Atoka County (all lenders)~ 0 1 4 
Garvin County (all lenders) 1 2 5 
Texas County (all lenders) 1 0 5 
Wagoner County (all lenders) 1 2 5 
Woodward County (all lenders) 1 2 2 
Banks (all counties)£/ 1 5 11 
FLBA's (all counties) 0 1 4 
FHA's (all counties) 0 1 4 
PCA's (all counties) 3 0 2 
Total 
Respondents 
'/" 
5 
8 
6 
8 
5 
17 
5 
5 
5 
~Lenders consist of commercial banks, Federal uind Bank Associations, Farmers 
Home Administration, and Production Credit Associations. 
£/counties include Atoka, Garvin, Texas, Wagoner, and Woodward. U1 \0 
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each respendent to rank each ef nine selected berrewer characteristics 
as te their relative impertance when analyzing and evaluating lean 
applicatiens by prespective entrants. The rankings were based en a 
scale ef 0 te l©© and were required of all lenders interviewed except 
insurance cempanies. 
The nine characteristics were: (1) character, (2) educatien, 
(3) farming experience, (4) net werth, (5) desire te farm, (6) credit 
rating, (7) persenality, (8) managerial ability, and (9) the financial 
situatien of the applicant's parents er relatives. Each af these items 
• 
related selely to the applicant. Two of the characteristics deserve 
further expleratien. Character refers to the applicant's honesty, 
integrity, and reliability. This distinction was painted out to each 
respondent to avoid confusion with item (7), personality. Item (2), 
education, was defined ta be the level ef formal education attained by 
the applicant. 
Means and standard deviations were c©lll.puted fer each of the nine 
characteristics and are presented in descending order by lender in Table 
XI. Character, credit rating, managerial ability, and desire to farm 
were items typically considered mest important by each of the five 
lender groups. C0nversely, personality, educati0n, net worth, and the 
financial situation of parents or relatives were censidered least 
important. The applicant's character was considered mast imp0rtant and 
the financial situatien of parents. or relatives considered least important 
by three of the five lenders. 
In order to determine whether the nine characteristics differed ., _,,1 
significantly fr©lll. each ether as indicated by the respenses, a multiple 
range test was performed on the means obtained for each item by lender 
TABLE XI 
COMPUTED MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RESPONSES FOR SELECTED BORROWER CHARACTERISTICS, 
FIVE AGRICULTURAL LENDERS IN FIVE COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Banks FLBA's FHA PCA's Private Leriders 
Rank 
Iten{!/ Mean 
Standard Standard Standard Staridard Standard 
Order Deviation Item Mean Deviation Item Mean Deviation Item Mean Deviation Item Mean Deviat;.on 
1 CHAR 89 20 CHAR 93 11 DEFM 84 15 CHAR 90 17 CDRTG 88 24 
2 CDRTG 84 19 MANG, 93 11 CDRTG 83 21 DEFM 88 18 DEFM 88 24 
3 MANG 83 16 DEFM 86 13 FMEX 74 18 FSIT 87 29 CHAR 85 20 
4 FMEX 81 10 FMEX 81 21. MAID 70 27 CDRTG 67 25 MANG 80 30 
5 DEFM 74 30 CDRTG 75 25 CHAR 66 42 FMEX 57 20 FMEX 67 29 
6 FSIT 63 29 NWTH 60 23 PERS 60 29 EDUC 45 7 NWTH 60 24 
7 NWTH 62. .22 PERS 50 31 EDUC 37 24 MAID 39 34 PERS 55 31 
8 EDUC 60 23 EDUC 49 23 NWTH 35 20 PERS 38 39 EDUC 46 21 
9 PERS 50 34 FSIT 43 45 FSIT 28 14 NWTH 30 25 FSIT 35 31 
YcHAR = Character, CDRTG = Credit Rating, MANG = Managerial Ability, FMEX = Farming Experience, DEFM = Desire to Farm, 
FSIT = Financial Situation of Parents or Relatives, NWTH = Net Worth, EDUC = Education, PERS = Personality 
CT\ 
I-' 
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(Table XII)o No consistent differences or relationships were noted as 
revealed by the overlapping interconnections of the items. Specific 
groups of characteristics were found to be different from other speci-
fie groups for each of the lenders. However, specific items in each of 
4 these groups were interrelated with items in other groups. Application 
5 
of the Duncan Multiple Range test, therefore, resulted in no consistent 
differences across all the lender groups. This leads to the conclusion 
that the relative importance of these items is dependent upon each 
respondent and his personal subjectivity. 
Private Individuals 
The financial arrangements typically provided by private lenders 
were of utmost interest in this study of financial alternatives. Twenty-
three interviews were conducted with private individuals in the five 
selected counties, more than for any other lender group. The sampling 
procedure involved personal contacts with institutional lenders and 
county extension directors, as well as references to county legal 
records, to locate private lenders within each county. This groups of 
creditors included those who loaned accumulated savings as well as those 
who financed the purchase of farm assets they were selling. Callee-
tively, the respondents were responsible for making loans to approxi-
mately 189 borrowerso Their reactions to selected questions, as pres-
ented in Table XIII, comprise the basis for discussion in the remainder 
of this section. 
4For example, there was a significant difference in the first and 
last item. but concrete differences between adjacent characteristics 
were not recognizable. 
5 See [37] 
TABLE XII 
COMPUTED RELATIONSHIPS FOR SELECTED BORROWER CHARACTERISTICS, OBTAINED VIA THE MULTIPLE RANGE TEST, 
FIVE AGRICULTURAL LENDERS IN FIVE COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Rank Banks ~1 FLBA's FHA PCA's Private Lenders 
Order Relationships Ite~ Relationships Item Relationships Item Relationships Item Relationships Item 
1 CHAR CHAR DEFM CHAR CDRTG 
2 CDRTG MANG CDRTG DEFM DEFM 
MANG DEFM FMEX FSIT CHAR 3 
4 
5 
6 
FME:X 
DEFM 
FME:X 
CDRTG CHAR 
CDRTG I ~MANG 
Ir: 
MANG 
FMEX 
7 
8 
9 
FSIT 
NWTH 
EDUC 
PERS 
NWTH 
PERS 
EDUC 
FSIT 
Ii~ EDUC MANG PERS 
NWTH 
~CHAR = Character, CDRTG = Credit Rating, MANG = Managerial Ability, FMEX = Farming Experience, 
DEFM = Desire to Farm, FSIT = Financial Situation of Parents or Relatives, NWTH = Net Worth, EDUC = 
Education, PERS = Personality 
I EDUC 
FSIT 
CJ" 
w 
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO SELECTED QUESTIONS REGARDING LAND LOANS GRANTED 
BY PRIVATE LENDERS, FIVE COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA 
Atoka Garvin Texas Wagoner Woodward All Private 
Item c.ounty County County County County lenders 
Average Percentage of Loan 
Voh1me Corilmitted for Land 100 100 100 100 85 96 
Average Interest Rate Charged 
(Percent) 6.6 6.5 7.0 7.5 7.4 7.07 
Average Repayment Period 
(Years) 10.25 10.00 11.25 11.10 16.67 12.26 
Average Percent loaned on 
Appraised Value of Land 72.3 71.0 76.25 73.1 68.8 72.1 
Average Equity Requirement 
(Down Payment), in Percent 27.7 29.0 23.75 26.90 31.20 27.9 
Average Payment Frequency 
Required (Months) 8..3 12.0 12.0 12.0 7.3 lb.o 
Number of Respondents Who Were 
or Had Been Actively Engaged 
in Farming 4 2 3 2 5 18 
Average Age of Borrowers 39 33 39 39 34 37 
Average Number of Borrowers 
Per lender 6.33 3.0 12.75 10.0 7.33 8.13 
Type of Relationship Between 
Borrowers and lenders (By 
Number of Borrowers) 
Business 38 6 51 50 38 183 
Relative 0 0 0 0 6 6 
Total Respondents 6 2 4 5 6 23 
"' +:-
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Percent ef Loanable Funds Committed to Land Loans 
With the netable exclusion ef one respondent, virtually all of the 
private lenders interviewed committed l©O percent of their loaned funds 
or financing te farm real estate leans only. An average 0f 96 percent 
of the financing pr0vided by all the respondents was extended for land 
purchases. This included only one resp0ndent who 10aned 90 percnet ©f 
his funds f©r items ©ther than real estate (e.g., income taxes, operat-
ing capital, etc.). This is perhaps indicative of the relative impor-
tance of long-term lending in the private sector compared to short-term 
financing. 
Interest Rates 
The average interest rate charged by the private lenders in each 
county ranged from 6,5 percnet of 7,5 percento Individual interest 
rates ranged from 6.0 percent t© 10.© percent with an overall mean of 
7.07 percent. Retiring farmers whe ftnanced the purchase of land they 
formerly owned typically charged 10wer rates than those who leaned 
accumulated savings to multiple lenders. 
Length of Repayment 
Repayment lengths ranged from an average of 10 to slightly less 
than 17 years. Individual responses ranged from 3 to 25 years with an 
overall mean of 12.26 years. Private lenders in Woodward County pr0-
vided the longest term loans and those in Garvin County arranged the 
shortest term loans, 
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Percent af Appraised Value Loaned 
The average percne·tage af appraised value leaned ancl the ass0ciated 
equity requirement (dawn payment) are shewn separately in Table XIII. 
Private lenders financed an average af frti>lll 68.S percent to 76.25 per-
cent of the appraised value or purcha~e price, and required average down 
payments of fr0m 23.75 percent ta 31.2 percent. The average dawn payment 
required was 27.9 percent. Required dawn payments were all less than 
29 percent with the exceptfon of ane lender who required a 45 percent 
equity margin. This reinferces the alleged fact that most private 
lenders (who sell farm land they have awned) pref er te take a 3© percent 
or less dewn payment te obviate the payment of capital gains taxes on 
6 the full amount of the land sale during the year of sale. 
Paym.ent Frequency 
Four of the respondents arranged a monthly payment frequency and 
one private lender required semi-annual payments. The remaining eight-
een lenders arranged fer payments to be made en an annual basis. The 
average payment frequency for all respendents was ten months. 
Ages 0f Borrowers 
To obtain information regarding the age distribution of their bor-
rowing clientele, the respendents were asked ta specify the approximate 
ages er range of ages to their borrewers. Individual responses ranged 
6For a detailed explanation of this tax law see [31] and (15]. 
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fram 18 to 75 years with an everall mean age of 37. Only two respond-
ents loaned funds te berrewers over age 55 and only ene lender provided 
financing to a borrower under age 22. The average age by county ranged 
frem 33 to 39. Woodward County and Garvin County borrowers were rela-
tively younger than those in other areas. 
Numbers of Borrowers and Their Relationship 
to Lenders 
Individual respondents provided financing for as few as one bor-
rower and as many as forty. The average number of borrowers per lender 
in each county ranged from 3.© in Garvin County to 12.75 in Texas County 
with an overall mean of 8.13. The twenty-three lenders interviewed were 
financing approximately 189 borrowers in the five counties. @nly six 
of the 189 b0rrowers were relatives of the private lenders. The remaining 
1S3 berrewers were involved in strictly business relationships with their 
financier. This contradicts the usual cont@ntion by many speculators that 
a very large proportion of private lending volume consists of inter-
generation transfers of some type. 
Eighteen of the 23 respondents had been or currently were actively 
engaged in farming. ©f the remaining five respondents one had maintained 
absentee-ownership of farm real estate for many years. 
Life Insurance Companies 
Altheugh insurance companies previded almost 20 percent of the 
total farm real estate debt in 1972, they are not typically considered a 
viable financing alternative for beginning farmers. This is due prima-
rily ta their objectives for investing loanable funds as reflected in 
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7 their lending practices. Nevertheless, a questionnaire was designed 
fer this graup af lenders which contained questions similar to those 
asked ether lenders. The resulting informati0n is discussed in the 
remainder 0f this secti0n. 
The average nermal interest rate specified by the five respondents 
was 9.©5 percento The current interest rate charged ranged frem 9.25 
percent to 12.0 percent with a mean of 10.35 percent. Land leans were 
the only types of loans granted and were made for periods ranging f r0I11. 
l© te 30 years. The average 10an length was 19o5 years. None of the 
respondents loaned more than 75 percent of the appraised value of the 
farm real estateo The average down payment required by the five respond-
ents was 35 percent of the appraised value. Three af the five respencd-
ents requirecd an annual payment frequency and one of the five required 
semi-annual interest payments and annual principal payments. Simple 
interest on the unpaid balance of principal cemprised the basis for 
interest charge calculation. Each lender required an annual principal 
payment ameunting to 2.5 to 3o0 percent of the t©tal amount of the loan 
with a balloon payment due upen maturity of the noteo 
0nly three of the responaents supplied information regarding the 
age distribution of their total agricultural loan velume. Twe of the 
insurance companies interviewed cdid not grant loans to anyone under 
f0rty years of age. Another cdid not loan to anyone under forty years 
old unless a co-signature was ohtainecd. ©nly 11 percent of the total 
agricultural lean valume of those wh0 resp©ncied was comprised of farmers 
between the ages of 20 and 30 (Table XIV). 
7see Chapter II for specific information. 
1. 
2. 
TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO SELECTED QUESTIONS ASKED 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES, BY QUESTION 
Types of Information Required, by Number of Respondents 
Item Yes No Total 
Cash Flows 
Prepared Forms 5 
Other Forms 2 3 
Net Worth Statement 4 1 
Operating Statement 4 1 
Types of Services Provided, by Number of Respondents 
Item Yes No Total 
Legal Advice 1 4 
Insurance Planning 3· 2 
Farm Record Analysis 1 4 
Tax Guidance 5 
Financial Management 5 
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Respondents 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Respondents 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3. Average Age Distribution of Total Loan Volume (in Percent) 
4. 
Age Group 
20-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-50 
51-60 
over 60 
Hierarchy of 
Rank Order 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Percent 
4 
7· 
20 
38 
23 
8 
Borrower Characteristics (from hig~est to lowest) 
Item Average Rating 
Managerial Ability 96 
Desire to Farm 90 
Character 86 
Farming Experience 84 
Net Worth 83 
Credit Rating 59 
FinancialSi.tuation of Parents 58 
Education 55 
Personality 29 
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The discussion above regarding interest rate levels, length of 
loans, equity requirements, and age distribution reinforce the conten-
tion that insurance companies are not viable sources of credit for 
beginniµg farmers. Some 0f the respondents admitted they were not capa-
ble of helping a young farmer. One representative claimed his company's 
interest rate was raised to such a high level that he did not expect to 
make any farm real estate loans whatsoever. Another company had estab= 
lished a lmanable minimum ef $25©,000. Virtually all of the respondents 
assessed prepayment penalties for any repayment made prior to the sched-
uled c©Illll1itments or maturity of the loan. 
Special Pelicies f0r Beginning Farmers 
Each of the institutienal lenders (excluding insurance companies) 
was asked to delineate any special policies used to provide financing 
for low resource, beginning farmers (Appendix B, Secti©n A). Some 
respondents required lower margins of collateral while others utilized 
the typical participation loans with other lenders. One PCA attempted 
to make 5 to 10 loans annually to beginning farmers. Whether or not 
preferential treatment was given a beginning farmer applicant largely 
depended upon the individual lender representative. 
Suggestions to Beginning Farmers 
Commercial banks, FLBA's, FHA, PCA's, and private lenders were 
asked to specify any suggestiens they had for a prospective entrant into 
agriculture. A summary of the responses is presented in Appendix B, 
Section B however, most of the suggestions fell within four general 
categ0ries: 
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lo Accumulate savings threugh 0ff-farm empl0yment and/or start 
small by gradually building equities in cattle, machinery, and 
other non-land capital items. 
2. Keep an excellent set mf rec0rds. 
3. Be adequately prepared when visiting a lender to apply fer 
agricultural leans. 
4o Seek the assistance 0f an established operater er attempt te 
meve int0 an existing eperatien with an elder farmer who will 
s00n retire. 
Attitudes Regarding G>ther Lenders 
Each ©f the five lenders referred to in the preceding sectien were 
asked te relate their epinions of other selected lenders regarding their 
efforts and abilities to previde financial assistance ta low reseurce, 
beginning farmerso CGmmercial banks and FHA received mare fav0rali>le 
resp0nses than did the ether lenderso Insurance companies and the 
0klahama School Land Commission were the subjects ef mere criticisms 
than other lenders. Nevertheless, all selected lenders received beth 
complimentary and critical reac~iens. A summary ef the responses is 
presented in Appendix B, Sectien C. 
Additional Comments 
One imp0rtant aspect ef these CiIUestionnaire data merits additional 
discussion. This survey portien of the study and its ultimate results 
are the reflecti0ns of a group of human individuals. Although the 
average empirical results tend to erase the persci>nal philesephies and 
attitudes of lender representatives t©ward potential farmer-aorrewers, 
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these qualities are net without deserving significance. Consistencies 
and incensistencies have materialized which might inc:luce disputing 
claims as to their cellective legic. Fer example, PCA's were feund t0 
charge basically the same interest rates regardless 0f the lean type. 
In c0ntrast, n0 similarly consistent relatimnship existed regarding the 
ama>Unt 0f equity recquired fer the variaus types of leans granted by 
PCA's. This is due t0 the probable subjectivity injectec:l by each lender 
representative int0 each enceunter with a credit-seeker. It ubicqui-
tc;>Usly relates ta all representatives 0f financial institutimns as well 
as private lenders. 
The psycholegical envirenment cannet be easily segregated frsm the 
ec0n0mic envir0ns which surr0und each pers0nal interactien in the 
credit transaction. As a result, twe p0tential berrewers with virtually 
identical ecenemic cqualificati0ns may receive cempletely different 
financing arrangements frem the same lender representative. At the 
extremes, ene may be extencded credit while the ether may be cdenied. Such 
differential treatments may stem frem seemingly insignificant items such 
as physical appearance, first impressbns, religieus preferences, differing 
values er any ef an i~finite number mf ether items which may relate to 
beth the lending representative and the applicant. 
The subjective viewpeints and ,individual biases cannet be remeved 
fr0111 lender-applicant c0nfr0ntaticms. An acknewledgement ef their 
existence, however, d0es explicate the 0ccasi0nal disparities and incen-
sistencies regarc:ling financ.ial terms extendeti t0 all potential debt0rs, 
especially law res0urce, beginnisg farmers. 
CHAPTER V 
ASSUMPTIONS, DATA, AND RESULTS OF THE 
MINIMIZATION MODEL 
The 0perati0nal model used taestimatethe minimum-resource 
requirements in each area for a specified income.level is presented 
in this chapter. Results obtained via the linear programming minimi-
zation model are applicable only if the objectives, restrictiens, and 
technical and economic coefficients used arerelevant and realistic. 
The majer pr0blems and pracedures for specifying_ medeL attributes and 
securing the relevant coefficients for the model.are.discussed in the 
remainder of the.chapter. 
The problems inherent in the type af analysis used. are: 
(1) determining the resource to be minimized, 
(2) defining the land resource base.and its-compesi.tion, 
(3) determining what management level.,_ technology_ level, 
and input-0utput relationships. ta_ use, 
(4) specifying the non-land resource restrictions-- relevant 
to the areas of study, 
(5) selecting the relevant cr0p and livestock-praduction 
alternatives far each_area, 
(6)_ choosing input and output prices, and 
(7) specifying the target income level. 
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Resource to be Minimized 
Because this study is concerned with financial alternatives and 
their useful applicaticms, capital am0unts needed to attain a specified 
income level are 0f param0unt importance. TClltal capital was selected 
as the res0urce te be minimized with the follCllwing justifications: 
(1) satisfying capital requirements c0nstitutes the majCllr 
barrier to entry fer petential farmers. 
(2) capital requirements vary frmm area tm area, given relevant 
input-0utput relationships, and need to be identified 
for each area, and 
(3) determination of capital needs is requisite to selecting 
representative farm sizes for use in the financial analysis. 
Land Resource Situations 
Land is assumed to be a variable res0urce which can be added in 
cwmpletely divisible and h0mogene0us unitso The c0mp0sitions 0f the 
average or representative units of land f0r the five areas are presented 
in Table XVo Relative differences in the cropland and pastureland 
cGmstituents reflect c0mbinations considered representative 0f existing 
situatiens. 
The percentage 0f each representative unit ef land cmnsidered 
ta be cr0pland was determined by investigating actual situations in 
each area as depicted in the 1969 Agricultural Census. Similar means 
were used in estimating the c0mp0siti0n 0f an average unit with 
respect to native pasture, impr0ved pasture and w00dlanri',pasture. 
Additional adjustments were included to reflect the type of 0peration 
for each area. For example, in the seuthcentral area a primarily crop 
TABLE XV 
LAND RESOURCE SITUATIONS ASSUMED IN THE AREAS OF STUDY 
Areas of Oklahoma 
Item Northeastern Southeastern Southcentral Northwestern Panhandle 
Cropland (percent) 50 60 80 70 60 
. 
Class A (percent of cropland) 60 33 50 43 50 
Class B (percent of cropland) 40 67 50 57 . ~o 
Pastureland (percent) 50 40 20 30 40 
Pastureland (AUM' s/ representative acre • 21 .40 .21 .18 .24 
Land Price ($ per acre) 335 235 250 230 350 
Rental Rates ($ per acre) 23.58 9.88 14.00 7.46 19.92 
-....! 
V1 
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farm was desired. Thus, the proportion of each representative unit 0f 
land devoted ta crapland is much greater than f 0r any of the 0ther areas 
ef studyo The am0unts of grazing pr0vided by each af the types of 
pastureland (e.g. native and wmmded) were determined by applying 
estimated livest0ck carrying capacities to the percentage compasitiens. 
Each of the five study areas is characterized by relatively 
different land resource situatiens. The vari0us published enterprise 
budgets used f Ci>r each area c©ntain yield adjustments f0r several 
sa>il cCi>mplexes; hewever, twa SG>il qualities were distinguished in this 
study, Class A and Class :B. The relative prepmrtions of upland 
and bettomland cropland, native and imporved pasture, and irrigated 
land relevant to the representative farm in each area were of primary 
cencern. 
Class A land was censidered b0ttomland in four of the five areas. 
In the panhandle area, however, Class A refers ta crepland upen which 
su~face irrigation is practiced. In the n©rthwest Oklah0ma area 
Class A land denotes clayey sails. In general, the Class A land resource 
classificatien was used ta acc0unt for those types 0f cr0pland which, 
under preper management, ahve thepmtential of pr0ducing relatively 
higher yields than Class B land. 
Class B land is defined as being these tillable acreages on the 
uplands in the eastern and southeastern areas. In the seuthcentral 
and northwestern areas it includes those soils typically considered 
to be mere sandy and producing relatively lower yields than Class A land. 
In the panhandle region, Class B land is simply dryland cr0pland. 
Included in Table XV are the amounts of native grazing provided by 
each representative acre of land, expressed in terms of animal unit 
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months. Fer example, in the northwestern area the annual carrying 
capacity of native pastureland is assumed to be 20 acres per cow unit. 
Therefore, each full acre of native pasture supplies 0.6 AUM's ef 
grazingo However, since native pasture constitutes only 30 percent 
of each representative unit of land, only ©.18 AUM's are provided by 
each incoming acre. 
The land prices per acre ranged frCMI\ $23©.in the northwest region 
to $35© in the panhandle area. These values were intended to reflect 
the market value of each representative unit of land in the respective 
areas. These were based on 1969 U.S. Census data updated by adding to 
each the total appreciation of land values in the area for the years 
1970 through 1974 [13]. 
The rental rates for each area are also included in Table X.Vo 
They ranged from $7.46 per acre in the northwestern area to $23.58 in 
the northeastern area. These rates are based en a previous study [l] 
and represent the landlord's net return to overhead, land, risk, and 
management for a representative unit of land in each area. 
Management, Technology, and Input-©utput 
Relationships 
Input-output coefficients used in the enterprise budgets are 
based upon advanced technologies relevant to each area. The coefficients 
reflect the production methods and managerial techniques used by the 
better farmers in each area. All the input-output relationships 
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used are the result of crop and livestock budgets previously constructed 
1 for the area in question. 
Non-Land Resource Restrictions 
Labmr 
Twenty-five hundred hours of annual operator labor were assumed 
available in each area. This amount was distributed to four periods 
of 3 months each ta reflect typical variations in farm labor requirements. 
In the first quarter (January through March) 475 hours were assumed 
available, 700 hours in the second quarter, 75© hours in the third, 
and 575 hours in the fourth. The smaller number of hours assigned to 
the first and fourth periods are indicative of the shorter working 
days in those periods. Also, the amount of available labor for the first 
quarter was selected to provide for a two-week vacation by the operator. 
Additional labor could be hired in each period as needed for $2.00 per 
hour. 
Capital was assumed to be a variable resource that could be 
borrowed without limit so long as returns to the firm were greater 
than or equal to its cost. The basic capital costs used in the 
minimum resource madel were 8.5 percent far shart term and intermediate 
term capital and 7.5 percent for long term capital. These rates 
were determined by averaging the normal interest charges assessed by 
lenders as revealed in Chapter IV. 
Short term capital includes the capital charges for operating inputs 
1see [22], [24]~'~1'~71", [18], and [47], for the publishec:l budgets 
for each. area. 
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adjusted for the actual length of time and money is borrowed and is 
expressed in terms of annual capital. Intermediate term capital refers 
to capital investments for tractors, machinery, equipment, livestock, 
and irrigation equipment as set forth in the enterprise budgets. Long 
term capital charges are comp0sed of investments in land 0nly. 
Production Alternatives 
The alternative crop and livestock enterprises selected were 
limited to th0se which can be produced efficiently in each area. 
The enterprises excluded were considered t0o highly specialized 
within the context of this study. A summary of each of the budgets 
used is presented for each area in Tables XLIII through XLVII. 
Crop Alternatives 
The crop enterprises selected included grain serghum, wheat, alfalfa, 
sudan, barley, soybeans, rye, and corn. Pasture alternatives included 
native and improved pastures, forage sorghums, and small grain 
grazing, depending upon their relevance to the specific area. Grain 
sorghum, wheat, and similar alternatives also produced limited ameunts 
of grazing to the extent pasturing did not interfere with grain or 
hay production. Grazing production in the various enterprises was sep-
arated into three categories (1) native and improved pasture, (2) winter 
2 
small grain, and (3) spring small grain. 
2 Winter small grain grazing included small grain pasture available 
November 15 to March 15. Spring small grain grazing included small 
grain pasture available March 15 to May 31. 
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Restraints were included to control the levels at which some of 
the crop alternatives could enter optimal solutions in three of the 
models. In the northeastern Oklahoma area the wheat and soybeans 
doublecrop alternative was confined to 75 percent or less of the 
upland cropland availableo This was d©ne because in cmly 3 0f 4 
3 years do weather c0nditions permit doublecropping. Also, 0.3 0f 
each incoming representative unit of land was assumed already devoted 
to some type of bermuda pasture enterprise. In the southeastern area 
alfalfa was limited to 50 percent or less of the Class A land (bottomland). 
In the southcentral area grain sorghum was restricted to a maximum of 
50 percent of the Class B land (upland) and soybeans were confined to 
n© m<Dre than 50 percent of the Class A lando No restraints were placed 
on crop alternatives in the northwestern and panhandle regions. 
Livestock Alternatives 
Livestock alternatives were limited to beef cow herds and selected 
stocker-feeder systems, Other livestock dairy, sheep, poultry, 
swine -- enterprises were not considered admissible alternatives. The 
cow-calf systems emphasized alternative calving dates, wintering pr©grams, 
and selling dates. The selected stocker-feeder enterprises accentuated 
varieus buying dates~ feeding systems, and selling dates commensurate 
with grazing provided by pasture alternativeso 
3 Extension farm management personnel in this area contend that 
only 3 0f 4 doublecr©ps are harvested due to climatic variations which 
effect seeding and harvestingo 
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Input Prices 
The input prices used to revise the previously constructed 
enterprise budgets are shown in Table XVIo These prices were determined 
through contacts with Oklahoma State University extension farm 
management personnel, various merchants and dealers, and other re-
searchers. The input costs apprsximate prices paid by farmers in the 
five areas of studyo 
Output Prices 
To observe the effects of various market situations upon entry, 
three output price levels were selected for each of the crop and 
5 livestock enterprises that produced marketable outputs. 
Creps 
The prices of cr0ps produced for sale were determined by their 
historical relationships to the price of wheat. For example, the 
average price of corn during crop years 1963 to 1973 was 84 percent of 
the average price of wheat for the same period. Similar relationships 
for all crops -- excluding grain sorghum, soybeans, silage, and alfalfa 
hay -- were determined based on average prices for the 1963-1973 period. 
The prices determined for some crops were greatly over-estimated 
when based on their relationships to average wheat prices during the 
1963-1973 periodo Because they were considered unrealistic, an 
5 The outputs of enterprises such as small gra~, graze-out were 
used internally in the medels for livesteck production. 
TABLE XVI 
ASSUMED PRICES PAID FOR SELECTED INPUTS 
IN THE FIVE AREAS OF STUDY 
Item Units Price 
Plant Seed 
Soybean Seed BU. 8.50 
Barley Seed BU. 3.30 
Oats Seed BU. 2.75 
Milo Seed LB. .30 
Wheat Seed BU. 6.00 
Ryegrass Seed LB. .28 
Sudan Seed LB. .22 
Alfalfa Seed LB. 2.00 
Rye Seed CWT. 7.00 
Grass Seed LB. .20 
Lovegrass Seed LB. 2.00 
Corn Seed LB. .52 
Silage Seed LB. .52 
Fertilizers 
Nitrogen 
Dry LB. .25 
Anhydrous Ammonia LB. .14 
Phosphate LB. .21 
Potash LB. .08 
Lime TON 6.00 
Chemicals 
Herbicide ACRE 6.25 
Parathion ACRE 3.00 
Atrazine ACRE 7.50 
2-4-D ACRE 1.75 
Insecticide ACRE 2.20 
Insecticide - Irrigated Land ACRE 8.00 
Herbicide - Irrigated Land ACRE 5.63 
Miscellaneous - Crop budgets 
Trucking BU. .10 
Custom Combining ACRE 8.00 
Trucking - Milo CWT. .17 
Custom Combining - Corn BU. .18 
Fertilizer Spreader Rental ACRE 1.00 
Sprayer Rental ACRE 3.25 
Hay Harvesting Expense TON 14.00 
Hay Hauling TON 6.00 
Hay - Miscellaneous Expense ACRE 3.25 
Miscellaneous - Livestock Budgets 
Creep Feed LB. .07 
Starter Feed CWT. 6.75 
20% Protein Suppl. LB. .075 
44% Protein Suppl. CWT. 9.00 
Salt and Minerals ~Al .04 Vet. and Med. 3.00 
Personal Taxes AU. 3.00 
Livestock Supplies AU. 3.50 
Replacement Bull AU. 6.00 
Hauling and Marketing AU. 5.00 
Sales Commission HD. 3.50 
Tr.ucking CWT. .25 
A/ , 
- AU - Animal Unit or Cow Unit, 
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adjustment was imperative. Grain sorghum and soybean prices were 
adjusted by using average prices for crop years 1955 to 1973. Corn silage 
and alfalfa hay prices were selected independent of their historical 
relatienships tm wheat prices. The prices for other types of hay 
were based on their relationships to the average alfalfa hay price 
during the 1963-1973 periad. 
The three wheat prices used were $2.05, $3.00, and $4.75 per 
bushel. These were intended ta reflect lmw, average, and high levels 
of market prices, respectively. Subsequent tm determining each of the 
output prices, they were adjusted for seasmnal price fluctuations by 
applying to each the pertinent seasonal index for the month of sale 
specified in each budget [8]. These adjusted prices were typically 
lower than the prices shown in Table XVII because of the assumption 
6 inherent in each budget that outputs are sold at the time of harvest. 
Livestock 
The prices for the types of livestock production specified in each 
budget were all based on the average prices for the 1966-1973 period. 
Analogous to the procedure for determining crop prices, the prices 
for relevant weights and grades of livestock were based on historical 
relationships to the prices of 300-500 lb. choice steers. For example, 
the average annual price for 500-800 lb. choice steers in the period 
1966-1973 was 88 percent of the average annual price for the 300-500 lb. 
choice stocker steers during the same years. 
6 The month of sale is usually characterized by lower prices relative 
to the prices in other months. 
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TABLE XVII 
ASSUMED PRICES RECE.IVED IN THE" s·TUDY AREAS 
.Percent a/ Brice Level 
Item Units of Base- Low Average High 
Crops 
Wheat BU. 100 2.05 3.00 4.75 
Rye BU. 66 1.35 1.98 3 •. 13 
Corn BU. 84 1. 72 2.52 3.99 
Oats BU. 47 .96 1.41 2.23 
Barley BU. 60 1.23 1.80 2.85 
Milo CWT. 112 2.30 3.36 5.32 
Soybeans BU. 150 3.08 4.50 7.13 
Alfalfa b/ TON N/A 32.00 45.00 65.00 
Other Hay- TON 82 26.14 36. 77 53.12 Silage TON N/A 6.75 9.90 15.67 
Livestock 
Steers SJ 300-500 lb. CWT. 100 25.00 32.50 42.50 
300-500 lb. Heifers CWT. 85 21.25 27.63 36.13 
500-800 lb. Steers CWT. 88 22.00 28.60 37.40 
500-800 lb. Heifers CWT. 79 19.75 25.67 33.57 
800-1000 lb. Steers CWT. 81 20.25 26.33 34.43 
Cutter Cows CWT. 52 13.00 16.90 22.10 
Cutter Bulls CWT. 64 16.00 20.80 27.20 
a/ 
-£ases are (1) wheat for the crops specified and (2) 300-
500 lb. steers for the livestock budgets. 
E/The prices for other hay are 82% of the selected alfalfa price. 
;:/Those prices were also used to determine the costs of 
purchasing stocker calves. 
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The three prices per hundredweight for 300-500 lb. choice 
steers used were $25.00, $32.5©, and $42.50. Similar to the crop 
situations, these prices were selected to indicate low, average, and 
high levels of market prices, respectively. All steer and heifer 
prices determined were seasonally adjusted to reflect the effects 
of seasonal price fluctuations at the time of marketing [25]. The 
prices for cull (cutter) cows and cull (cutter) bulls were n<l>t 
seasonally adjusted, but used as shown in Table XVII. The average 
or middle product prices for both crops and livestock were used in 
the minimization models for the study areas to determine representative 
farm sizes. The low and high levels of product prices are used in the 
maximization models to be discussed in Chapter VI. 
Target Income Selection 
A majer consideration in any minimum resource study is that ef 
selecting an appropriate level of income to attain. Brewster 
contended that the most appropriate income level would be " •••• industrial 
worker earnings adjusted for differences in the purchasing power of 
money, cost of living, and values of non-money income items so that 
any given level would represent equivalent quantities of want-satisfying 
goods in both fann and nonfarm medes ef life [11, p.97]." This 
precludes the selection of an incG>111e identical to that of factory workers 
because it would not necessarily equalize real incomes between fanning 
and nonfarming. Therefore, the differences pointed out by Brewster 
in the form of items such as lower rural housing costs· and farm 
produced foods must be accounted for. 
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The average annual earnings per employee in varieus selected 
industries are shown in Table XVIII for Oklahoma in 1973. The average 
annual earning ranged fram $4,133 far the apparel products industry 
to $10,426 for the contract construction group. The average wage 
per full-time employee in manufacturing was $7,391. These earnings 
reflect varying skills and training required in the various industries. 
It was imierative that an income level be selected which was 
comparable to that of the average nonf arm worker after adjustments for 
differences similar to those indicated above were accounted for. 
Thus, the level of income to operator labor, management, and risk 
assumed for this study was $7,©0©. 
Unallocated (!)verhead Costs 
Some farm costs are virtually independent of farm size and 
capital requirements and cannot be attributed to the production of any 
specific enterprises. Costs such as hay storage, fencing, building 
depreciation, and machinery ownership costs are included in the enter-
prise budgets and the total costs vary with the farm size and 
amounts of enterprises. Total real estate taxes also vary with the farm 
size. Cash outlays for insurance, bookkeeping, tax service, telephone 
use, and farm pick up e~enses cannot be precisely allocated to 
specific enterprises. These unallocated overhead costs per farm 
were assumed to be $1,©0© for this study and were added to the specified 
income level for each area. 
TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE ANNUAL EARNINGS PER FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE 
FOR SELECTED INDUSTRIES IN OKLAHOMA, 1973a 
Type of Industry 
Selected Industries 
Manufacturing 
Petroleum Refining 
Primary Metals 
Machinery (except electrical) 
Fabricated Metals 
Printing and Publishing 
Stone, Clay, and Glass Products 
Food and Kindred Products 
Apparel Products 
Wholesale Trade 
Oil and Gas Mining 
Contract Construction 
Retail Trade 
Average Annual 
Earningsb 
7,391 
10,263 
8,405 
7,863 
7,354 
7,900 
7,858 
7,200 
4,133 
7,375 
8,750 
10,426 
5,587 
~verage annual earnings are calculated by 
multiplying average weekly earnings times 50 weeks. 
h6klahoma Employment Security Commission, Research 
and Planning Division, Handbook of Oklahoma Employment 
Statistics, Revised Data Thru 1973, Oklahoma State Em-
ployment Service (Oklahoma City, June, 1974) 
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Minimum Resource Requirements for 
the Areas of Study 
Preliminary programming with average product prices indicated 
that infeasible solutions would be obtai~ed in some of the areas. 
That is, with the predetermined costs and returns in each model, no 
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farm size ceuld be 0'btained which yielded the specified income leveL 
For this reason, and to determine the sensitivity of the models for 
each area to the level of long term borrowing costs, a programming 
routine was utilized which varied the long term interest rate in 0.5 
percent increments, ranging from 0 to 10 percent. This permitted an 
analysis of the levels of long term capital costs which rendered 
the solutions infeasible. It also provided varying combinations of 
minimum capital requirements -- farm sizes for each additional increment 
of interest rateo The amounts of short term, intermediate term, 
long term, and total capital required for each long term interest 
rate level, as well as the associated farm sizes are presented by area 
in Appendix Co These various capital amounts and farm sizes are 
discussed by area in the remainder of this sectiono 
Northeastern Area 
The operational model for this area was one which yielded an 
infeasible solution with the 7.5 percent 10ng term interest rate. 
When the interest rate was varied from © to 10 percent, feasible 
solutions were obtained so long as the rate did not exceed 6.5 percent. 
The total capital requirements and the related farm acreages are 
shown graphically in Figure 7o This diagram -- as well as those for 
the other areas-- presents the capital amounts and farm sizes required 
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Figure 7: Mlnimum Capital Amounts and Farm Acreages Required to Obtain 
a $7,000 Return with Vari.able Long Term Interest Rates, Northeast, 
Area of Oklahoma. 
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for each level of borrowing cost. For example, at the 2 percent long 
term interest fate in Figure 7, a farm size of approximately 400 
acres and total capital amounts of approximately $15©,000 were required 
to obtain the target income levelo 
The total capital requirements increased at an increasing rate 
with additional increments of interest. The capital amounts ranged 
from approximately $115,0©0 with zero percent interest ta slightly 
more than $1 million at 6.5 percent. Farm size increased with additional 
interest increments with the notable exclusion 0f the acreage 
obtained at the 4.0 percent interest rate. At this point, a cow-calf 
livestock enterprise became profitable and entered the optimal solution 
as shewn in Table XIX. Because this type of enterprise is land 
intensive, land requirements were reduced. That is, given this interest 
rate, a relatively smaller farm size was required to obtain the $7,000 
income target. Total capital requirements increased at this point 
because of the increased intermediate capital requirements which 
more than affset the reduced 10ng term capital requirement. Throughout 
the range of interest rates which resulted in feasible solutions, farm 
sizes increased fr01I1 almast 300 acres to 2400 acres. 
The ultimate purpose for using minimum resource models is to select 
representative farm sizes. The selected acreages may then be used 
in profit maximization models to determine the effects of selected 
...... 
'-" 
variables upon the feasibility of accomplishing entry. The farm 
acreage obtained at the 5.5 percent interest rate -- 772 acres -- was 
selected as the representative farm size for this area. Although the 
selection was based on subjective analysis, it is justifiable. That 
is, as interest rates increased, capital and land requirements typically 
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TABLE XIX 
ESTIMATED RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS TO OBTAIN A $7,000 RETURN TO 
OPERATOR LABOR, MANAGEMENT, AND RISK: SELECTED REPRESENTATIVE 
FARM SIZES, FIVE AREAS OF OKLAHOMA 
Nortfiea~t Areas of Oklahoma Item .Units Soutfieast Soutfi Central Nortfiwest Panhandle 
Total Land Acres 772 906 1,193 1,346 272 
Cropland 
Soybeans - A Acres 232 91 239 
Soybeans - B Acres 232 
Wheat - A Acres 130 404 
Wheat - B Acres 227 
Wheat and Soybeans Acres 116 
Milo - B Acres 362 239 533 
Dryland Milo Acres 81 
Irrigated Corn Acres 81 
Bonel Rye Acres 15 
Fescue and Be:rmwi.a Acres 232 
Bermuda !Dose Hay Acres ll 
Sudan Hay Acres 5 
Alfalfa Hay Acres 91 93 
Livestock Activities 
Fall Cow-Calf Animals 11+1+ 
October-August· steers Animals 62 
March Steers Animals 171 107 
May Steers Animals 21 74 
October--October Steers Animals 58 
Smmner Steers Animals 27 
Operator Labor Required 
First Quart.er Hours 475 451 475 1+1+7 75 
Second Quarter Hours 700 700 700 5ll 378 
Third Quarter Hours 698 1+23 750 434 21+1 
Fourth Quarter Hours 352 96 373 229 61 
Hired Labor Hours. 250 150 50 
Total Capital Requirements Dollars 348,081 253,439 370,460 352,774 112,357 
Short-term Dollars 19,628 6,808 2,312 ll,578 3,758 
Intermediate-term Dollars 69,90S 33,748 48,633 31,299 13,563 
Tractor Investment Dollars 5,612 15,777 18,672 16,543 4,834 
Equipment Investment Dollars 19,634 17,971 27,846 13,71+1+ 3,268 
Machinery Investment Dollars 3,118 2,ll6 1,012 125 
Livestock Investment Dollars 41, 51+1+ 
Irrigation Investment Dollars 5,336 
IDng-term Dollars 258,543 212,884 298,183 309,690 95,036 
Returns to Operator Labor, Dollars 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 
Management, and Risk 
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increased at an increasing rate. Thus, to realize the last few $1,000 
of the income target -- when considering a prof it maximization model --
land and capital requirements may increase by extraordinary, and often 
unreasonable, amounts. Therefore, subjective judgment was used in 
selecting farm size to make the income goals reasonably attainable. 
Two eventual implications of selecting a farm size associated with 
a long term interest rate below that specified in the original model 
should be acknowledged. First, if a $7,0©© target income is to be 
obtained, a 27 percent owner equity is implied, given the 5.5 percent 
interest rate, because the 5.5 percent rate is approximately 27 percent 
less than the 7.5 percent interest rate contained in the initial model. 
A lower interest rate may also be interpreted as an indication of reduced 
7 
rental costs per acre. Second, when this farm size is selected and 
eventually used in a profit maximizing model with the initial model 
costs and returns including the 7.5 percent long term interest rate 
the resulting net income will be less than $7,©©©. This implies an 
operator who is willing to accept less than an opportunity return for 
his owned capital, labor, management, and risk. 
Southeastern Area 
The minimizatien model for. this area yielded feasible soluti©ns 
for long term interest rates ranging from zero to 9.5 percent. The 
short, intermediate, and long term capital requirements increased 
as each increment of long term interest was included. As shown 
7 This assumes (as discusse4 in Chapter II) thl\lt long term_ interest 
costs plus taxes on investment are comparable to land rental costs. 
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in Figure 8, the total capital requirements ranged from approximately 
$80,000 at zero percent interest to approximately $630,000 at 9.0 
percent. Farm sizes ranged from almost 300 acres with no long term 
borrowing cost to almost 2300 acres with a land charge of 9.0 percent. 
The total capital requirements and farm sizes needed to obtain the 
target income with the 9.5 percent long term capital cost are not 
shown in Figure 8 because of their extraordinary amounts. 
The total capital requirements and their associated farm sizes 
increased at comparable increasing rates as additional increments of 
long term interest were included. That is, at each interest level 
the slopes af the tmtal capital curve and the farm size curve in 
Figure 8 are approximately equal. The representative farm size 
selected for this area -- 906 acres -- was that obtained with the 7.5 
percent land capital harrowing cost. This interest rate is the same 
as that specified in the initial model and thus implies zero 
aperator equity er full land rental charges. The optimal enterprise 
combinations are presented in Table XIX. 
Southcentral Area 
Feasible sGlutions were obtained in the minimization model for 
this area for long term interest rates ranging fr0m zero to 8.5 percent. 
Total capital requirements and farm acreages increased at increasing 
rates with additianal increments of long term interest as shown in 
Figure 9. Unlike the situation depicted in Figure 8, however, the rates 
of increase were not similar. This is due to changes in the optimal 
enterprise combinations as the long term borrowing cost was increased. 
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Figure 8: Minimum Capital Amounts and Farm Acreages Required to Obtain 
a $7,000 Return With Variable Long Term Interest Rates, Southeast Area 
of Oklahoma. 
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Figure 9: Minimurr '::apital Amounts and Farm Acreages Required to Obtain 
a $7 ,000 Return Wi.th Variable Long Term Interest Rates, South Central 
Area of Oklahoma. 
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These changes -- t© relatively land intensive activities -- are reflected 
in the varying ameunts of short and intermediate term capital required. 
The representative farm size selected -- 1193 acres -- was that 
associated with the minimum capital requirements for a 7.5 percent 
lcmg term interest rate. Higher levels 0f land capital barrewing casts 
increased t0tal capital requirements and farm sizes by extraerdinary 
am0unts. Far example, an additianal 0.5 percent increment -- to 
8.0 percent -- increased the total capital requirements by over $150,©©©, 
and the related farm size increased alm0st 600 acres. The number 0f 
acres of grain serghum in the optimal soluti0n f0r this farm size 
(as shown in Table XIX) required a restricti0n in addition to the one 
presented for the minimizatien model. This adjustment and its effects 
on net income will be discussed in the following chapter. 
Northwestern Area 
The initial model for this area yielded an infeasible soluti0n. 
Feasible solutions were obtained, however, when the long term interest 
rate was varied from zero ta 7.0 percent. The short, intermediate, and 
long term capital requirements increased as each additional increment 
0£ interest was included within this range. The tatal capital 
requirements and farm acreages increased at appr0ximately equal rates 
as shown in Figure 10. 
The representative farm size selected for this area consisted 
ef 1346 acres. This acreage was that 0btained with a 5.5 percent land 
capital borrowing cast -- which was approximately 27 percent less than 
the initial m0del interest rate of 7.5 percent. As in the northeastern 
area, this selection implies either a 27 percent aperator equity in 
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Figu~e 10: Minimum Capital Amounts and Farm Acreages Required to Obtain 
a $7,000 Return With Variable Long Term Interest Rates, Northwest Area 
of Oklahoma. 
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land nr lower rental rates per unit. An increase in the long term 
interest rate to 6. 0 percent· increased the ass0ciated farm· size to 
aver 170(:) acres. The 7.0 percent· interest level (net shCiJWil""inFigure 
10) yielded a farm· size af alm0St· 36,000 acres and a tci>tal capital 
requirement@£ over nine millici>n dollars. The·m±nimizat:f:orrnmdel for 
this area was significantly more sensitive to changes·in the long term 
interest rate than the 100dels for the ather areas·of .. study, 
Panhandle Area 
Feasible selut·ions· were obtained· in the initial medel for this 
area anc:l when the long term interest rate·was-varied· from·(;) to 9.5 
percent. The sh0Tt, int·ermded±ate1 and· 10ng.· term- capital-requirements 
are presented in Table XIX. The total capital requirement·s and related 
farm sizes are shown· graphically·in·Figure 11. 
The sensitivityof·the·min±m±zation·mdel-farthis ~reat0 .. changes 
in· the long term interest rate was markedly less than· for the 0ther 
areas, as depicted--inFigure 11. The t0tal·capital requirements 
rangecil from· almst· $60,000 at zert!> percent·interest··te· almst-$150 9 000 
at 9. 5 percent·• Farm sizes -ranged·-from··alm0st · 15© acres with nm long 
term barrawing cost- to· slightly mere·· than 350 acres with a 9. 5 percent 
borrewing cost. Although the capital requirements ··and·· farm sizes 
increased at increasing rates -- with· adcl.itianal increment·s· :f,.n the 
long term· interest rate -- the rate of increase·was mu-ch·less than 
far the 0ther areas af study. The representative farm··size selected 
272 acres -- was that· ebtained wi·th-- the 7. 5 percent interest· J,evel. 
Again, this implies zer0 operatc>r equity and·full land rental,. rates 
because the level 0f long term--interest-is equal ta· that used in the 
initial m0del. 
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Figure 11: Minimum Capital Amounts and Fann Acreages Required to Obtain 
a $7,000 Return With Variable Long Term Interest Rates, Panhandle Area 
of Oklahoma 
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The estimated minimum· farm· sizes -- including the· representative 
farm· size -- appe·ar to b-e much smaller than · those · typ-ically feund in 
the area. C<i>ncernwas·therefore felt·as·to·the·validity<i>f the level 
<i>f yields conta±n·ed· in each of the· enterprise ·budgets; esp,.eqially 
the cr0p budge·ts far· thiEr area. Cei>nsequently, a larger· fa~ size 
was used -- in addition to that estimated--via·mf:n±mizat±on-- in 
the prafit maximization model presented .. in ·the-- f<i1llmwing--·chapter tG> 
evaluate the effects on·net·returns. 
As eutlined·in· Chapter- II, the. <i>ptimal ·enterprise· camb'inations 
ebtained by minimizing tetal capital requirements--will be-biased 
toward· enterprises which are capital exten-sive1 Cansequently, activ-
ities which ceuld petentially furnish greater ·net· returns· may be 
excluded if their capital requirements are·somewhat high. Assuming 
that theoperatorattempts·t<i> obtain the maximum·ne·t returns ta his 
labar; mana·gement~; amt risk, it b-ecemes necessary t·0 estimate the 
capital requirements in a prefit maximization-· framework• Thus, the 
representative farm sizes presented. in Table·XIX which·were·detei:mined 
via the m±nimizatbn models for each·· area will be· evaluat·etl in a 
prafit maximizing analysis. The capital requirements·and·returns 
estimates so derived· are used to determine the ·f:mplic·ations ·f'cl>r first 
year cash flowsin·the follci>wing chapter. 
CHAPTER VI 
MAXIMIZATI0N RESULTS ANB FIRST YEAR CASH FLGWS 
The preceding chapter described representative farm sizes asseci-
a ted with minimum capital requirements for the study areas, assuming 
average product prices. The purpese of this chapter is t© examine the 
implicatiens ef (1) various price levels, (2) varieus equity-land 
rental situatiens, and (3) relevant financing alternatives, upon the 
first year cash flows of pr0>spective entrants in the stu<!ly areas. 
First, the 0>ptimum mrganizations fer three price levels are presented 
and analyzed. Second, the analytical <!lefinitiens and precedures are ex-
plained. Then, the total capital assets required, interest and principal 
payments, and tetal returns are presented along with residual returns fer 
family living in each situation. Emphasis is placed on interpretatien 
of opportunities fer entry int© farming in each situation. 
Maximization Results With Varying Prices 
Programming selutions were obtained in each area using the low, 
average, and high prices presented in. Chapter V. The most important 
aspects 0f these s0luti0ns include (1) the optimal enterprise cembinations, 
(2) the ameunts of operator labor required, (3) the short, intermediate, 
and long term capital requirements, and (4) the returns to operator labor, 
management, and risko The varieus capital ameunts required are of 
extreme importance because they are requisite to the ultimate determination 
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0f cash flews. Each 0f the four items will be discussed f0r each price 
level and each area in the remainder of this sectian. 
Northeastern Area 
A summary ef the pr0grammecd solutions abtained fer the three price 
levels in this area is presentecd in Table XX. The representative farm 
size (t0tal land) is that selected via the minimizati0n medel presented 
in Chapter V. The levels ef crap activities in the s0luti0n died net 
change with changes in the product price levels. The fescue and bermucda 
enterprise constitutecd 30 percent ef the tetal land as dictated by the 
resource restrictians. S0ybeans en bath Class A and Class B seils, 
along with the wheat ancd saybeans cdouble-crmp enterprise, comprised the 
cropland activities. The livestock enterprises included May steers f©r 
each price level aleng with a fall caw-calf enterprise with average 
prices and a spring caw-calf enterpris'e with high price levels. 
Operatar labor requirements increased with each price level. Ex-
cess eperator labor could have been used in off-farm employment to 
supplement income with lew prices. Hewever, hired laber was required 
in the first ancd second quarters with beth average and high prices. 
The shert, intermediate, and leng term capital requirements were 
greater with average prices than with the law or high price levels. 
This was due te the various levels and c©lD.binatiens of livesteck enter-
prises fer each price level. Fer example, the fall caw-calf enterprise 
in the solutien for average prices increased the capital requirements 
relative to these fer lew price levels. The spring cow-calf enterprise 
in the selution with high prices resulted in capital requirements greater 
than these for the law price level and 10wer than these for the average 
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TABLE XX 
ESTIMATED PROFIT MAXIMIZAtION ENTERPRISE COMBINATIONS, LABOR AND CAPITAL 
REQUIREl1ENTS; VARIABLE PRODUCT PRICES, NORTHEASTERN AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Price Level 
Item Units Low Average High 
Total Land Acres 772 772 772 
Cropland 
Fescue and Bermuda Acres 232 232 232 
Soybeans-A Acres 232 232 232 
Soybeans-B Acres 39 39 39 
Wheat and Soybeans Acres 116 116 116 
Livestock Activities 
Fall Cow-Calf Animals 144 
Spring Cow-Calf Animals 0 108 
May Steers Animals 137 21 140 
Operator Labor Required 
First Quarter Hours 402 475 475 
Second Quarter Hours 642 700 700 
Third Quarter Hours 405 698 657 
Fourth Quarter Hours 209 352 416 
Hired Labor Hours 134 329 
Short Term Capital Dollars 17,875 19,634 24,258 
Intermediate Term Capital Dollars 20,099 69,929 58,535 
Tractor Investment Dollars 5,613 5,613 5,613 
Equipment Investment Dollars 13,772 19,640 18,733 
Machinery Investment Dollars 71 3,119 3,023 
Livestock Investment Dollars 41,556 31,165 
Long Term Capital Dollars 258,620 258,620 258,620 
Total Capital Dollars 296,595 348,184 341,414 
Returns to Operator Labor, 
Management, and Risk Dollars -18,491 1.829 ,,.11134 
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price level. The capital requirements for average prices in the maximi-
zation model were appr0ximately equal to those obtained in the minimiza-
tien medel. The returns te eperator labor, management, and risk ranged 
from -$18,491 with lew prices te $39,134 with high prices. The returns 
for the average preduct price level were 1,829. The land capital 
cost in the profit maximizati©n medel was 7o5 percent. The income level 
is therefore less than that associated with the estimati0n of representa-
tive farm sizes, shewn in Table XIX which was determined with a land 
capital cest of 5.5 percent fer Northeastern ©klahoma. 
Southeastern Area 
Grain serghum, soybeans, and alfalfa were the major crop enterprises 
in the optimal solutions for the area (Table XXI). The levels ef each 
of these enterprises changed very little as product price levels increased. 
A spring cow-calf enterprise entered the selution with beth average 
and high priceso Ne livest0ck enterprises were profitable in this area 
with the law price level. 
0perator labor requirements increased with each increase in price 
level in this area. Off-farm employment could have been used in the 
third and feurth quarters to supplement operator incomes with each 
price levelo Hired labor was required in the secend quarter fer each of 
the three price levels, and in the first quarter for the soluti0ns with 
average and high priceso 
The short and intermediate term capital requirements were slightly 
less for high price levels than for average price levels. This resulted 
from a change in the optimal enterprise cembinations from 2 acres of 
bermuda hay and 3a0 acres of grain sorghum to 362 acres of grain sorghum 
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TABLE XX! 
ESTIMATED PROFIT MAXIMIZATION ENTERPRIS1: COMBI~TIONS, LABOR AND CAPITAL 
REQUIREMENTS; VARIABLE PRODUCT PRICES, SOU~STERN AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Item Units Price Level 
Low Average High 
Total Land Acres 906 906 906 ,. 
Cropland Acres ~44 544 544 
Grain Sorghum Acres 362 360 362 
·Bermuda Hay Acres 2 
Soybeans Acres 91 91 91 
Alfalfa Acres in 91 91 
Livestock Enterprises 
Spring Cow-Calf Animals . 27 27 
Operator Labor Required 
First Quarter Hours 451 475 475 
Second Quarter Hours 700 700 700 
Third Quarter Hours ~23 489 487 
Fourth Quarter Hours 96 149 14.8 
Hired Labor Hours 150 241 242 
Short Term Capital Dollars 6,809 8,495 8,424 
Intermediate Term.Capital Dollars 33,152 43,610 43,476 
Tractor Investment Dollars 15,779 15,803 15, 779 
Equipment Investment Dollars 17,~73 19,351 19,228 
Machinery Investment Dollars 583 584 
Livestock Investment Dollars 7,873 7,885 
Long Term Capital Dollars 212,910 212,910 . 212,910 
Total Capital Dollars 253,471 265,015 264,810 
Returns to Operator Labor, 
Management, and Risk Dollars -H?,221 '7,·058 42,444 
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and no bermuda hay. That is, with high product prices it became more 
pr0fitable to buy hay than t© produce it. The returns to operator 
labor, management, and risk for the representative farm size area 
ranged from -$12,221 with 10w price levels to $42,444 using high price 
levels. Inc0me is $58 above that estimated by the minimizing model 
result (Table XXI) because of inherent differences between the two 
models as described in Chapter II. 
S0uthcentral Area 
The optimal enterprise c©mbinations underwent numerous changes as 
the levels of product prices were increased (Table XXII). The primary 
crops were wheat, grain sorghum, alfalfa, and soybeans. The feasible 
livestock activities consisted mf stocker steer enterprises only. The 
operator labor requirements were lowest for the fourth quarter with each 
price level in this area. No hired labor was required with low product 
prices. However, 195 hours of hired labor were required ~ith average 
prices and 1,874 hours of labor were hired in the solution for high 
prices. The total capital requirements increased as the price level in-
creased because of changes in the optimal enterprise combinations. For 
example, with high product prices, alfalfa-- a capital intensive enterprise 
became more profitable than ether crop activities. 
The returns to operator labor, management, and risk ranged from 
-$20,841 to $62,959. The returns obtained with average preduct prices 
were not equal to that realized in the minimization, although the same 
long term interest rate was used. The difference is due to changes in 
model restrictions for the maximization model to depict more realistic 
ccmditions. That is, the levels at which grain sorghum entered the 
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TABLE XXII· 
ESTIMATED PROFIT MAXIMIZATiON ENTERPRLSi COMBINATIONS, LABOR AND CAPITAL 
REQUIREMENTS; VARIABLE PRODUCT PRICES, SOUTHCENTRAL AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Items Units Price Level 
Low Average High 
Total Land Acres 1,193 1,193 1,193 
Croplantl Acres 
Milo Acres 119 119 119 
Wheat-A Acres 197 108 
Wheat-B Acres 346 348 
Alfalfa Acres 123 477 
Bermu.da Hay Acres 7 12 10 
Soybeans Acres 239 239 
Bonel Rye Acres. 41 8 
Livestock Enterprises 
October-August Steers Animals 48 57 
March Steers Animals 251 203 
May Steers Animals 199 37 
Operator Labor Required 
First Quarter Hours 426 475 283 
Second Quarter Hours 499 700 700 
Third Quarter Hours 326 750 750 
Fourth Quarter Hours 303 372 243 
Hired Labor Hours 195 1,874 
Short Term Capital Dollars 14,213 23,036 25,675 
Intermediate Term Capital Dollars 22,000 54,661 101,061 
Tractor Invest~ent Dollars 11,555 20,609 28,123 
Equipment Investment Dollars 9,409 32,091 71,181 
Machinery Investment Dollars 1,036 1,960 1,756 
Long Term Capital Dollars 298,250 298,250 298 ,250 
Total Capital Dollars 334,463 376,432 425,377 
Returns to Operator Labor, 
Management, and.Risk Dollars -21,841 3,190 E 2, 959 
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maximization s0lutions in preliminary programming were censidered un-
realistically high. As a result, grain sorghum was restricted to a 
maximum of 25 percent of the upland cropland, cempared to the 5© percent 
maximum used in the minimization model. Because less profitable enter-
prises subsequently entered the solution, returns to 0perater labor, 
management, and risk were reduced by $3810. 
Northwestern Area 
The optimal enterprise cembinations fer this area were identical for 
beth low and average price levels. Thus, operater laber and tatal capital 
requirements were also identical. A change in beth crop and livesteck 
combinatiens occurred when high price levels were intraduced. Fifty 
acres of wheat were replaced with 50 acres of alfalfa; and the number af 
March steers decreased from 107 te 94 (Table XXIII). 
Ne hired labor was required with any ef the three price levels. 
Operator labor requirements in the faurth quarter were the least, pre-
senting the pessibility of same off-farm employment in this peried to 
supplement operator income. Capital requirements increased with high 
product prices because ef the change in enterprise cembinations. Returns 
to operator labar, management, and risk ranged frem -$2©,521 with low 
product prices to $39,176 with high price levels. 
Panhandle Area 
Two farm sizes were considered in the maximization model with 
average product prices for this area (Table XXIV). The representative 
farm size and related capital requirements determined in the previous 
chapter were considered unreasonably low for this area because of 
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TABLE >.XIII 
ESTIMATED PROFIT MAXIMIZATION ENTERPRISE COMBINATIONS, LABOR AND CAPITAL 
REQUIREMENTS; VARIABLE PRODUCT PRICES, NORTHWESTERN AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Price Level 
Items Units Low Average High 
Total Land Acres 1,346 1,346 1,346 
Cropland Acres 
Milo Acres 533 533 533 
Wheat Acres 404 404 354 
Sudan Hay Acres 5 5 5 
Alfalfa Hay Acres 50 
Livestock Enterprises 
March Steers Animals 107 107 94 
October Steers Animals 58 58 58 
Operator Labor Required 
First Quarter Hours 446 446 439 
Second Quarter Hours 511 511 700 
Third Quarter Hours 434 434 522 
Fourth Quarter Hours 229 229 213 
Hired Labor Hours 
Short Term Capit;al Do.llars 11,574 11,574 12,740 
Intermediate Term Dollars 31, 288 31,288 35, 779 
Tractor Investment Dollars 16,537 16,537 18,360 
Equipment Investment Dollars 13 • .739 13,739 16,408 
Machinery Investment Dollars 1,011 1,011 1,011 
Long Term Capital Dollars 309,580 309,580 309,580 
Total Capital Dollars 352,648 352,648 358,280 
Returns to Operator Labor, 
Management, and Risk Dollars - 20,521 806 39,176 
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TABLEJOCIV 
ESTIMATED PROFIT MAXIMIZATION ENTERPRISE COMBINATIONS, LABOR AND CAPITAL 
REQUIREMENTS; VARIABLE PRODUCT PRICES, PANHANDLE AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Items Units Price Level 
iow Average Average High 
Total Land Acres 272 272 640 272 
Cropland Acres 162 162 384 162 
Dry land Milo Acres 81 81 192 81 
Irrigated Corn Acres 81 81 192 81 
Livestock Activities 
Summer Steers Animals 27 65 27 
Operator Labor Required 
First Qua,rter Hours 75 75 177 75 
Second Quarter Hours 351 378 700 378 
Third Quarter Hours 200 241 569 241 
Fourth Quarter Hours 47 61 144 61 
Hired Labor Hours 192 
Short Term Capital Dollars 3, 712 3,757 8,858 3,757 
Intermediate Term Capital Dollars 13,415 13,560 31,967 13,560 
Tractor Investment Dollars 4 ,833. 4,833 ll ,394 4,833 
Equipment Investment Dollars 3,247 3,267 7,702 3,267 
Machinery Investment Dollars .. 125 294 125 
Irrigation Investment Dollars 5,339 5,335 12,577 5,335 
Long Term Capital Dollars 95,015 95,015 224,000 95,015 
Total Capital Dollars . ll2,140 ll2,332 264,926 112,332 
Returns to Operator Labor, 
Management, and Risk Dollars - 2, 976 6,998 17 ,472 25,479 
possible yield overestimations in the crop budgets used. These 
overstated yields would have the effect of increasing net income 
per acre and thus reducing the capital requirements and farm sizes 
necessary to attain the target income level. A 64@ acre farm was 
subsequently introduced into the maximization model with average 
product prices in addition to the 272 acre farm size. 
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The optimal enterprise combinations and labor and capital require-
ments with each price level were identical for the 272 acre farm size. 
Very little operator labor was required in any of the solutions with 
the three price levels, relative to the other_ a.E~a.§.:.J'f study. There-
fore, the amount of operator labor provided a relatively greater po-
tential for off-farm employment to supplement operator income. The 640 
acre farm was approximately 2.36 times the size of the 272 acre farm. 
As a result, the levels of each feasible crop and livestock enterprise 
were approximately 2.36 times greater than those present in the 
solutions for the representative farm size. Total capital for the larger 
farm size was $264,926 compared to $112,332 for the smaller farm size. 
The returns to operator labor, management, and risk ranged from -$2,976 
to $26~479. The returns for the 640 acre farm with average product 
prices were approximately 2.36 times the returns for the 272 acre farm 
with average product prices. 
Analysis of Farm Entry @pportunities 
The determination of capital requirements and returns to operator 
labor, management, and risk under the three price assumptions for each 
area permits further analysis as to the feasibility of entry under 
each of these conditions. The effects of various operator equity-land 
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rental levels and alternative financial assumptions upon first year cash 
flows may also be evaluated. The first year cash flews provide indications 
of the relative ease ef accomplishing entry. Tables XXV thru XXXVI 
were constructed to portray cash flows for each selected equity-land 
rental situatien under each product pricing assumption for each of the 
study areas. The composition of these tables is somewhat intricate 
and deserves preliminary explanatien. Thus, the remainder of this 
section is devoted to 
(1) defining the various levels of ti>perator equity-land rental 
used, 
(2) explaining the effects of alternative equity-land rental upon 
the amounts of debt capital required~ 
(3) describing the types ef financial alternatives assumed, 
(4) explicating the calculation ef first year debt retirement 
payments, and 
(5) transforming maximizing model incemes into actual cash receipts 
and residuals for family living. 
Equity-Land Rental Situations 
Zero Operator Equity denotes an operater who owns no capital re-
sources and must acquire 100 percent financing to overcome capital 
barriers to entry. 
25 Percent Operator Equity describes a prospective entrant who owns 
one-fourth of the capital resources required to complete entry. More 
specifically, it defines an ®perator who owns 25 percent of the short, 
intermediate, and long term capital requirements. This perhaps de-
scribes a low resource farmer who has accumulated savings equal to this 
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equity level or one who has accumulated equity capital through previous 
farming operations. 
50 Percent ©perat<Dr Equity means the operat0r owns one-half of the 
total capital assets needed and b©rrows the balance to accomplish entry. 
Altheugh nCi>t likely to be predeminant in the context sf law reseurce, 
beginning farmers, a 50 percent equity situati0n pr0vides a benchmark 
for analysis as well as implications for petential long run adjustments. 
25 Percent Land Rental and Zero Equity denotes an operator who rents 
one-fourth of the land requirements reflected by the representative farm 
size. He owns no short, intermediate, or long term capital resources 
and must borrow to meet these requirements. 
50 Percent Land Rental and Zero Equity means the operator rents one-
half the total land required. That is, 50 percent of the long term 
capital assets needed are acquired through rental. As in the preceding 
situati0n this represents a transfer of capital requirements from long 
term to short termo That is, most cash rental arrangements specify an-
nual payments which represent short term capitalo C0nsequently, the 
short"term and long term requirements shewn in Tables XXV thru XXXV for 
the various rental levels are altered te reflect the substituti0ns. 
25 Percent Land Rental-25 Percent Operator Esuity refers to an 
operator who rents one-fourth ef the land requirement in additien to 
ewning one-feurth of the other total capital assets required. 
L0ans Obtained 
The capital amounts actually borrowed in the zero, 25, and 50 per-
cent equity situations reflect corresponding deductions from the total 
capital requirements. For example, with the 25 percent equity level, 
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one-fourth of the short, intermediate, and long term capital requirements 
were subtracted to arrive at the respective amounts borrowed. Separately 
included are the stock purchase requirements which constitute a portion 
of the total capital borrowed. Their determination will be discussed in 
the following section. 
Some leans were n0t obtainable for zero equity .levels due to barrow-
ing restrictions which preclude 100 percent financing. These cases are 
denoted accordingly and subsequently negate the ultimate determination of 
cash flows as well as the feasibility of completing entry. 
Actual capital amounts borrowed in the 25 and 50 percent land 
rental situations (with zero equity) are identical to the previously 
determined capital requirement because no resource ownership is involved. 
Stock purchase requirements are listed separately. Loans obtained in 
the 25 percent land rental -25 percent equity situation differ from total 
farm capital requirements by the amount deducted to account for owned 
resources as well as the stock purchases. 
Financing Assumptions Used in the M©dels 
The relevant financial intermediaries were FHA, PCA's, and FLBA's. 
These lenders were selected because their terms were determined msst 
conducive to overcoming capital barriers to entry. Private lenders 
would have been considered an acceptable financing alternative; hawever, 
their terms of financing long term capital were not standardized well 
enough to permit a thorough analysis~ as determined in Chapter IV. The 
remainder of this section explains the applicability of these lending 
alternatives and their financing terms to each of the equity-land rental 
situations as well as the subsequent calculation of interest and principal 
payments. 
Financing Zero Equity and Variable Land 
Rental Situations 
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As outlined in the preceding section, zero equity levels are 
associated with three land rental levels: (1) no land rental, (2) 25 
percent land rental, and (3) 50 percent land rental. Because the pros-
pective entrant owns no capital resources he is eligible for the maximum 
obtainable loans fr0Ill FHA. The interest on FHA operating loans -- short 
and intermediate term capital -- is 8.75 percent. The maximum obtainable 
operating loan is $50,000, Operating capital requirements in excess of 
$50,000 are assumed borrowed from PCA's at 9.36 percent interest. Total 
interest charges for this excess are determined by applying the interest 
rate to the amount of principal plus the 5 percent stock purchase require-
ment. 
The short and intermediate term requirements are presented separ-
ately in the tables, In those instances where their totals exceed the 
maximum FHA loan obtainable, the $50,000 allowable is considered first as 
intermediate term capital and secondly, as short term capital. For ex-
ample, if the requirements are $2,000 for short term and $49,000 for 
intermediate term capital, all of the.latter and $1,000 of the former is 
assumed borrowed from FHA. The remaining $1,00© is assumed borrowed from 
PCA, the participating lender. 
The interest rate for FHA land loans is 5.0 percent. The maximum 
long term loan obtainable is $10©,000, providing total long term require-
ments do not exceed $225,000. In the zero equity situations where land 
capital requirements are greater than $225,000, it becomes infeasible for 
the prospective entrant to obtain 100 percent financing and overcome 
capital barriers. 
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Participating loans with FLBA's are assumed for long term require-
ments between $100,000 and $225,000. Total interest charges for FLBA 
l(i)ans are based 0n an interest rate of 8.5 percent applied to the am(i)unt 
of principal, plus the 5 percent stock requirement and the 1 percent 
cl0sing charge. This additianal 6 percent is sh0wn simply as "long-term 
st(i)ck requirements" in the tables. 
Financing Nen-Zero Equity Situations 
Operators with 25 and 5© percent equity, are not qualifieci to 
obtain low-interest loans from FHA because they own or have access to a 
level of resources which make them acceptable credit risks for other types 
of institutbnal leaders. That is, FHA will grant leans to only those 
applicants who cannot obtain credit from other sources on reasonable terms. 
The operators depicted in these situations are assumed capable of securing 
debt capital from other lenders. B0rrewecd capital must therefore be 
obtained frem PCA's and FLBA's, subject to their respective interest 
rates and stock purchase requirements. 
Calculation of First Year Principal Payments 
Na principal payments are necessary far shart term capital amounts 
borrowed because this classification includes operating input casts al-
ready deducted in each of the enterprise budgets. 
PCA's and FHA will grant intermediate term loans for a maximum 
length of seven years and typically require that equal principal pay-
ments be made annually. Because this period of time afforded the lawest 
annual principal payments (relative ta a shorter time period) it was most 
conducive for a beginning operator, and was used in the determination of 
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principal payments and, ultimately, first year cash flowso The first 
year principal payments are, therefore, one-seventh of the intermediate 
capital requirements for each equity-land rental situation in each of 
the study areaso 
FLBA's and FHA grant land loans for maximum lengths of 30 and 40 
years, respectively. These financiers will amartize loans se that a 
fixed interest plus principal payment is made annually. As the loan is 
gradually repaid, the pertion ef this payment comprised ef interest de-
creases while the portion 0f the fixed payment made up of principal in-
creases, Therefore, principal payments will be !©west in the early years 
of repayment. Conversely, interest casts will be higher in the first 
few years. The first interest plus principal payment will include 
interest charges on the total amount of the lean and a small principal 
payment -- as determined by the relevant amortization factors. The factor 
for FLBA's was 9.125 percent of the tetal amount borrowed. That is, 
each annual payment will be equal to 9.125 percent of the face amount of 
the loan. The portion of the first year payment comprised by principal 
can be determined by subtracting the actual interest rate of 8.5 percent. 
Thus, the first year principal payment on a 30-year FLBA lean will be 
0.625 percent of the am0unt borrowed. The amertization factor for a 40-
year FHA loan is 5. 83 percent of the amci>Unt berrawed. The first year 
principal payment is equal to 0.83 percent of the loan. 
Cash Flows and Residuals for Family Livin~ 
As previously explained, maximum income levels were determined for 
three product price levels in each of the study areas. Interest rates 
used in the LP model were different frem these actually assessed by the 
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three financial intermediaries assumed relevant because the specific 
financial needs for each situation were not incorporated into the LP 
madel. Therefore, model interest charges were adjusted to evaluate 
the effects 0f actual interest charges on cash flaws. This was dene by 
adding back total model interest charges t© the initial model income to 
get total returns to capital, owned land, labor, management, and risko 
Thus, the total LP model incomes are identical for each of the 0 to 50 
percent equity (with no land rental) situations because their total 
capital requirements are alike, Conversely, the total model incomes for 
the land rental situations differ because deductians are made for relevant 
rental charges. 
Depreciation was deducted in each of the enterprise budgets used in 
the LP mad.el. Because depreciation does not represent a direct cash out-
lay it, too, must be included in arriving at the total cash residual 
available for debt retirement and family living. Depreciation charges 
vary not only from area to area but also from price level to price level 
due to differences in the optimal enterprise c0mbinations. 
©nee the tatal cash residual is determined, actual interest and 
principal payments must be deducted to determine residual cash available 
for family living for the first year, Cash flaws are presented for each 
area for the different operator equity and land rental situations, using 
average and high pr0duct prices. Cash fl0ws fer each area with low prices 
are not presented for each of the equity-land rental situations because 
actual interest and principal payments typically exceeded the cash 
residuals available for family. living and debt retirement. However, cash 
flows are shown for the 50 percent equity situation in each area with the 
low pr0duct price assumptionso This provides benchmarks for analyzing 
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the relative feasibility of completing entry under more adverse market 
price conditi0ns. The remainder of this section is devoted to de-
scriptfans af the cash fl0ws obtained in each of the study areas. 
N<!>rtheastern Area 
The land price f0r this area was high. The land price was calcu-
lated in the same manner as for the other areas, however, the effects of 
increasing recreational activity and a 10cation cl0se to the large urban 
center of Tulsa are reflected in the price. This fact should, there-
fore, be acknawledged when analyzing the empirical results. 
Average Praduct Prices. Entry was infeasible in the zero equity 
situation (Table XXV). Land capital was the limiting fact0r. This lang 
term requirement was $33,62© greater than the maximum $225,000 indibted-
ness allowed by FHA for 10© percent financing. Entry was alsa infeasible 
in the 25 percent equity, 25 percent land rental, and 5@ percent land 
rental situations. The amounts of cash available after principal and 
interest payments had been made were negative in each of these cases. 
In the 25 percent equity-25 percent land rental situation, the cash 
residual for family. living was slightly greater than $1,2@0. That is, 
entry cauld have been accomplished in this situatian if the 0perat0r 
was willing ta accept less than an apportunity return for his labor, 
management, and risk and/©r was capable ef reducing his unallacated 
overhead costs, as autlined in the chapter on thearetical considerations. 
The SID percent equity situatian, with average prices, yielded a 
residual income f<!>r family living of over $10,0©e. Although entry 
wmuld be easily accomplished in this situation, the assumptions 
TABLE XXV 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
AVERAGE PRODUCT PRICES, NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
Equity or Rental (Percent) 
Total Capital Assets 
(Exel ud ing Rented Lands) 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital 
B. Short Term Stock 
Requirements 
C. Intermediate Term Capital 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements 
E. Long Term Capital 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements 
Total 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term 
B. Long Term 
Total 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, Management, Depreciation, 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income 
B. Depreciation 
Total 
Interest and Principal Payment 
Cash Available for Family Living 
0% 
Equitv 
19,633.72 
69,929.03 
258,610.00 
348,182.75 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
m 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
m 
N/A 
N/A 
fil 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
25% 
Equitv 
19,633.72 
69,929.03 
258,620.00 
348,182.75 
14,725.29 
736.26 
52,446.77 
2,622.34 
193,965.00 
11,637 .90 
276,133.56 
1,447.20 
5,154.47 
17,467.25 
24,068.92 
7,867.02 
1,285.02 
9,152.04 
28,838.62 
3,818.54 
32,657.16 
33,220.96 
- 563.80 
50% 
Equity 
19,633.72 
69 '929 .03 
258,620.00 
348 ,182 I 75 
9,816.86 
490.84 
34,964,52 
1,748.23 
129 ,310.00 
7,758.60 
184,089.05 
964;80 
3,436.31 
11,650.83 
16,051.94 
5,244.68 
856.68 
6,101.36 
28,838.62 
3,818.54 
32,657.16 
22,153.30 
10,503.86 
25% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
23,702.16 
69,929.03 
193,965.00 
287,596.19 
23,702.16 
1,185.11 
69,929.03 
996.45 
193,965.00 
5,637.90 
295,415.65 
2,329.45 
6,333.63 
13,466.25 
22,129.33 
10,132.21 
1,452.52 
11,584.73 
24,770.18 
3,818.54 
28,588.]:I 
33, 714.06 
-5,125.34 
50% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
27,770.60 
69,929.03 
129,310.00 
227,009.63 
27,770.60 
1,388.53 
69,929.03 
996.45 
129,310.00 
l,758.60 
231,153.21 
2,729.29 
6,333.63 
7,640.83 
16,703.75 
10,132.21 
l,024.18 
11,156.39 
20, 701. 74 
3,818.54 
24,520.28 
27,860.14 
-3, 139.86 
25% 
Land Rental 
25% Equity 
23,702.16 
69,929.03 
193,965.00 
287,596.19 
18,793.73 
939.69 
52,446. 77 
2,622.34 
129,310.00 
7.758.60 
211,871.13 
1,847.05 
5,154.47 
11.640.83 
18,652.35 
7,867,02 
856.68 
8,723.70 
24,770.18 
3,818.54 
28,588.72 
27 ,376.05 
l,212.67 
\ 
f-" 
N 
0 
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involved provide more of a benchmark fer analysis than a probable en-
vironment for a beginning farmer. 
High Product Prices. Total capital requirements with high price 
levels are almost $7,©@0 less than those for average prices (Table XXVI). 
Principal and interest charges are also less. Two relationships ex-
plain this difference. First, the changing crop-livestock price ratios 
make some livestock enterprises more profitable at higher prices. 
Second, the optimal livestock enterprises selected increased shart term 
requirements and decreased intermediate term capital needs. 
The zero equity situation was infeasible with high prices because 
of the excessive leng term capital requirements and subsequent lack of 
financing. However, private financing is likely to step in with such a 
favorable econamic setting. Entry was feasible in all other equity-land 
rental situations. The amounts of cash available far family living 
ranged from $34,076.©4 to $48,498.04. This range is comparable to that 
for the average prices, h0wever, the absolute levels are much greater. 
Low Praduct Prices. Total capital requirements for the low price 
levels were almost $45,0©0 less than those far average prices. Mast 
of the difference reflected in the reducec:d intermediate capital re-
quirements were due to the absence of livestock alternatives. 
The 5© percent equity situation is the only 0ne presented far the 
low price level (Talbe XXVII). The cash available for family living 
was a significant negative amount. Because this situation would 
typically provide the easiest entry, it may be assumed that the other 
equity-land rental arrangements would similarly render entry infeasible. 
TABLE XXVI 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY -_ LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
HIGH PRODUCT PRICES, NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
25% 50% 25% 
0%. 25% 50% Land Rental Land Rental Land Rental 
Equity or Rental (Percent) ~tt__ _ _E~u_Uy Equi_t::y_ 0% Equity 0% Equity 25% EQuitv 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented Lands) 
A. Short Tera 24,257.:.il 24,257.51 24,257.51 28,325.95 32,394.39 28,325.95 
B. Intermediate Term 58,535,44 58,535.44 58,535.44 58,535.44 58,535.44 58,535.44 
c. Intermediate Term 258,!i20.00 258,620.00 258,620.00 193,965.00 129,310.00 193.965.00 
Total 341,412.95 341,412.95 341,412.95 280,820.39 220,239.83 280,826.39 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital N/A 18,193.13 12,128.75 28,325.95 32,394.39 22,261.57 
B. Short Term Stock 
Requirements N/A 909.66 606.44 1,416.30 1,619.72 1,113.08 
c. Intet'llediate Term Capital N/A 43,901.58 29,267 .72 58,535.44 58,535.44 43,901.58 
D. Intermediate.Tera Stock 
Requirements N/A 2,195.08 1,463.39 426.77 426.77 2,195.~ 
E. Long Term Capital N/A 193,965.00 . 129,310.00 193,965.0o 129,310.00 129,310.00 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements fil 11,637.90 7. 758.60 5,637 .90 1,758.60 7 .758.60 
Total N/A 270,802.35 180,534.90 288,307.36 224,044.92 206,539.91 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term N/A 1,788.02 1,192.01 2,783.87 3,183.72 2,187.87 
B. Intermediate Term NiA 4,314,65 2,876.43 5,213.86 5,213.86 4,3i4.65 
c. Long Tera ~ 17,467.25 11,650.83 13,466.25 7,640.83 ll,650,83 Total A 23,569.92 15,719.27 21,443.98 16,038.41 18,153.lS 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term N/A 6,585.24 4,390.16 8,423.17 8,423.17 6,58~.24 
B. Long Term fil 1,285.02 856.68 1,452.52 1,024.18 ---lli..:!! 
Total N/A 7,870.26 5,246.84 9,875.69 9,447.35 7,441.92 
Cash Residual For awned Land, 
Labor, Management, Depreciation, 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income N/A 65,567.79 65,567.79 61,499.35 57,430.91 61,499.35 
B. Depreciation w,, 3,896.36 3,896.36 3,896.36 3,896.36 3,896.36 
Total N/A 69,464.15 69,4,4.15 65,395.71 61,327.27 65,395.71 
Interest and Principal Payment N/A 31,440.18 20,966.ll 31,319.67 25,485.76 25,595.27 
I-' 
Cash Available for Family Living N/A 38,023.97 48,498.04 34,076.04 35,841.51 39,800.44 N 
N 
TABLE XVII 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR FIFTY PERCENT EQUITY SITUATIONS AND 
LOW PRODUCT PRICES, FIVE AREAS OF OKLAHOMA 
~ 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented Lands) 
A. Sh11rt Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital 
B. Short Term Stock Requirements 
C. Intermediate Term Capital 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements 
E. Long Term Capital 
F. Long Term Stock Requirements 
Total 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term 
B. Long Term 
Total 
Cash Residual for Owned Land, 
Labor, Manage.ment, Depreciaiton, 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income 
B. Depreciation 
Total 
Interest and Principa 1 Payment 
·.1sh Available for Fam1 I Living 
50% Equity Low Prices 
Northeastern 
17,875.01 
20,099.13 
258,620.00 
296,594 .14 
8,937.51 
446.88 
10,049.57 
502.48 
129,310.00 
7.758.60 
157 ,005 .Oli 
878.38 
987. 67 
11,650.83 
13,516.88 
1,507.44 
808.19 
2,315.63 
4,133.14 
3,337.65 
7,470.79 
1'i.1132.51 
-8,J6L.72 
Southeastern 
6,808.77 
33' 7 51 . 7 6 
212,910.00 
253,470.53 
3,404.39 
170.22 
16,875.88 
843.79 
106,455.00 
6,387.30 
134,136.58 
334.58 
1,658.56 
9,591.60 
11,584. 74 
2 ,531.38 
705,26 
3,236.64 
8,195.00 
3,548.72 
11,743.72 
14 ! 821. 38 
-3,077 .66 
SouthCentral 
14,213.48 
21,999.52 
298.250.00 
334,463.00 
7,106.74 
355. 34 
10,999.76 
549.99 
149,125.00 
8,'947.50 
177,084.33 
698.45 
1,081.06 
13,436.16 
15,215.67 
1,649.96 
987.95 
2,637.91 
3,605.63 
2,403.95 
6,009. 58 
l7,851 'i8 
~l-l,--$-4"'t-- .-00 
Northwestern 
11, 780.38 
31,287.57 
309,580.00 
352,647 .95 
5,890.19 
294.51 
15,643.79 
782.19 
154,790.00 
9,287,40 
186,688.08 
578.89 
1,537.47 
1_3,946.58 
16,062.94 
2,346.57 
1,025.48 
3,372.05 
6,357.51 
3,733.14 
10,090.65 
19,434.99 
-9. '344 l4 
Panhandle 
3,711.84 
13,41.4.55 
95,014.50 
112,140.89 
1,855.92 
92.80 
6,707.27 
335.36 
47,507 .25 
2,850.43 
59,349.03 
182.39 
659.19 
4,280.40 
5, 121. 98 
1,006.98 
- 314. 74 
1,320.83 
5,606.23 
1,037.51 
6,643.74 
h,442.81 
200.<I'\ 
!-' 
N 
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Southeastern Area 
Average Pr0cduct Prices. The capital barriers to entry were 
relatively easier to overcome in this area than in the northeastern area 
(Table XXVIII). The zero equity situation providecd slightly more than 
$3,500 far family living. The 25 percent equity level and the 25 
percent land rental situation yielded almast $7,00© in cash residual. 
The cash available for family living for all the equity-land rental 
situations ranged farm $3,524.15 to $14,958.89. 
High Product Prices. The capital requirements, interest charges, 
principal payments, and depreciatbn charges with high prices were al-
most identical to those for average prices (Table XXIX). Only a slight 
change 0ccurred in the optimal enterprise combinations. All the 
equity-land rental situations provided a means of entry under these 
price assumptiGms. The amounts of cash available for family living 
ranged from almost $39,000 with zer0 equity to over $5©,000 with 50 
percent equity. 
Low Praduct Prices. With lc>w prices and 50 percent equity the 
cash available for family living was -$3,077.66 (Table XXVII). 
Again, this benchmark incdicates that mther situatiens are even less 
feasible. Although required loans cauld have been obtained, actual 
operation would yield substantial deficits. 
The short and intermediate term capital requirements were less for 
low praduct prices than for average prices. This change can be attri-
buted to the unprofitability ef livestock activities under law product 
price assumptions. 
:lOVIII 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
AVERAGE PRODUCT PRICES, SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
25% 50% 25% 
0% 25% 50% Land Rental Land Rental Land Rental 
Equity or Ren ta!· (Pere en t) ·Eguit:t: Eguity Eguity 0% Eguity __@__fuluit:Y 25% Equity 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented Lands) 
A. Short Term 8,494.70 !i,494.70 8,494.70 10, 166. 27 11,837.84 10,166.27 
B. Intermediate Term 43,610.10 43,610.10 43, 610.10 . 43,610.10 43,610.10 43,610.10 
c. Long Term 212,910.00 212,910.00 212,910.00 159, 682.50 106,455.00 159,682.50 
Total 265,014.80 265,014.80 265,014.80 213,458.87 161,902.92 ·213,458.87 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital 8,494.70 6,371.03 4, 247 .35 10,166.27 11,837.84 8,042.60 
B. Short Term Stock Requirements 105.24 318.55 212.37 188.82 272.40 402.13 
c. Intermediate Term Capital 43,610.10 32,707.58 21,805.05 43,610.10 43,610.10 32,707.58 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements 0.00 1,635.38 1,090.25 o.oo o.oo 1,635.38 
E. Long Term Capital 212,910.00 159, 682.50 106,455.00 159,682.50 106,455.00 106,455.00 
F. Long Term Stock Requirements 6,774.60 9,580.95 6,387.30 3,580.95 387.30 6,387.30 
Total 271,894.64 210,295.99 140,197.32 217,228.64 162,562.64 155,629.99 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term 765.98 626.14 417 .43 .930.26 1,094.54 790.43 
B. Intermediate Term 3,815.88 3,215.50 2,143.00 3,815.88 3,815.88 3,215.50 
c. Long Term 15,173.19 14,387.39 9,591.60 10,377.39 5, 581.60 9,591.60 
Total 19,755.05 18, 229.03 12,152.33 15, 123.5.3 10,492.02 13,597.53 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term 6,230.01 4,906.14 3,270.76 6,230.01 6,230.0l 4,906.14 
B. Long Term l,5.78.03 l,057.90 705.26 l,225.40 872. 76 705.26 
Total 7,808.04 5,964.04 3,976.02 7,455.41 7,102. 77 5,611.40 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, Management, Depreciation, 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income 27,397.16 27,397.16 27,397.16 25,725.59 24,054.02 25,725.59 
B. Depreciation 3,690.08 3,690.08 3,690.08 3,690.08 3,690.08 3,690.08 
Total 31,087.24 31,087.24 31,087.24 29,415.67 27,744.10 29,415.67 
Interest and Principal Payment 27,563.04 24,193.07 16,128.35 22,578.94 17, 594. 79 19,208.93 I-' N 
V1 
Cash Available for Family Living 3,524.15 6,894.17 14,958.89 6,836.73 10,149.31 10,206.74 
TABLE XXIX 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
HIGH PRODUCT PRICES, SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
Equity· or Rental (Percent) 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented Lands) 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital 
B. Short Term Stock Requirements 
C. Intermediate Term Capital 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements 
E. Long Term Capital 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements 
Total 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term 
B. Long Term 
Total 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, Management, Depreciation 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income 
B. Depreciation 
Total 
Interest and Principal Payment 
Cash Available for Family Living 
0% 
Eg;.ity 
8,423,61 
43,476.53 
212.910.00 
264,810.14 
8,423.61 
95.01 
43,476.53 
o.oo 
212,910.00 
6,774.60 
271,679. 75 
757.55 
3,804.20 
15,173.19 
19,734.94 
6,210·.93 
1, 578.03 
7,788.96 
62,823.31 
3.670.08 
66,493.39 
27,523.910 
38,969.49 
25% 
Equity 
8,423.61 
43,476.53 
212,910.00 
264,810.14 
6,317.71 
315.88 
32,607.40 
1,630.37 
159, 682.50 
9,580.95 
210,134.81 
620.91 
3,204.65 
14,387.39 
18,212.95 
4, 891.11 
998.02 
5,889.13 
62,823.31 
3,670.08 
66,493.39 
24,102.08 
42,391.31 
50% 
Equity 
8,423.61 
43,476.53 
212,910.00 
264,810.14 
4,211.81 
210.59 
21,738.27 
1,086.91 
106,455.00 
6,387.30 
140,089.88 
413 .94 
2,136.44 
9,591.60 
12, 141.98 
3,260.74 
705.26 
3,966.00 
62,823.:n 
3.670.08 
66,493.39 
16,107 .98 
50,385.41 
25% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
10,095.18 
43,476.53 
159.682.50 
213,254.21 
10,095.18 
. 178.59 
43,476.53 
o.oo 
159,682.50 
3.580.95 
217,013.75 
921.83 
3,804.20 
10,377.39 
15,103.42 
6,210.93 
1,225.40 
7,436.33 
61,151. 74 
3,670.08 
64,821.82 
22,539.75 
42,282.07 
50% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
11,766.75 
43,476.53 
106,455.00 
161,698.28 
11,766.75 
. 262.16 
43,476.53 
o.oo 
106,455.00 
387.30 
162,347.74 
1,086.02 
3,804.20 
5,581.60 
10,471.82 
6,210.93 
872.76 
7,083.69 
59,480.17 
3,670.08 
63,150.25 
17,555.51 
45,594. 74 
25% 
Land Rental 
25% Equity 
10,095.18 
43,476.53 
159,682.50 
213,254.21 
7, 989 .28 
399.46 
32,607 .40 
1,630.37 
106,455.00 
6,387.30 
155,468.81 
785.19 
3,204.65 
9,591.60 
13,581.44 
4,891.11 
705.26 
5, 596.37 
61,151. 74 
3,670.08 
64,821.82 
19 ,177 .81 
45,644.01 
...... 
N 
"' 
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Southcentral Area 
Average Prociuct Prices. Like the northeastern area, entry in this 
region was infeasible with zerio equity (Table XXX:). This also pertains 
to the other price levels and was due to the excessive long term 
capital requirements which precluded 100 percent financing. 
The 25 percent equity situation provided less than $1,000 for 
family living. The 50 percent land rental arrangement yielded 
slightly more than $4,000 and the 25 percent equity-25 percent land 
rental situation furnished slightly less than $4,000. Adjustments 
similar to those previously mentioned would be necessary to successfully 
complete entry. 
High Product Prices. The total capital requirements under these 
price assumptions were approximately $50,000 greater than for average 
product prices (Table XXXI). Most of this increase was due to changes 
in the intermediate capital needs. At higher product prices, alfalfa 
. 
(which requires relatively large amounts of intermediate capital) re-
placed soybeans and wheat on bottomland soils in the optimal solution. 
Zero equity remained infeasible because of the excessive land 
capital requirement. All the equity-land rental situations provided 
cash residuals for family living which were sufficient to afford com-
fortable entry. 
Low Product Prices. The cash available for family living with 50 
percent operator equity was less in this area than for other areas 
(Table XXVII). Consequently, it may be assumed that the other 
equity-land rental situations would also prove unprofitable. This also 
TABLE;_ xxx 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
AVERAGE PRODUCT PRICES, SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
25% 50% 25% 
0% 25% 50% Land Rental Land" Rental Land Rental 
Equity or Rental (Percent) Eguit)[ Eguity Eguitx 0% Eguit;y 0% Egui!::I: 25% Equity' 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented Lands) 
A. Short Term 23,520.77 23, 520. 77 23, 520. 77 26,950.64 30,380.52 26,950.64 
B. Intermediate Term 54,661.36 54, 661.36 54, 661.36 54, 661.36 54, 661.36 54, 661.36 
c. Long Term 298,250.00 298,250.00 298,250.00 223,687.50 149, 125 .oo " 223,687.50 
Total 376,432.B 376,432.13 376,432.13 305.299.50 234.166.88 305,299.50 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital N/A 17,640.58 11,760.39 26,950.64 30,380.52 21,070.45 
B. Short Term Stock Requirement N/A 882.03 588.02 1,347.53 1,519.03 1,053.52 
c. Intermediate Term Capital N/A 40,996.02 27,330.68 54,661. 36 54,661.36 40,996.02 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements N/A 2,049.80 1,366.53 233.07 233.07 2,049.80 
E. Long Term Capital N/A 223,687.50 149,125.00 223,687.50 149,125.00 149,125.00 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements "!YA 13,421.25 8,947.50 7,421.25 2,947 .so 8,947.50 
Total N/A 298,677.18 199,118.12 314.301.35 238,866.48 223,242.29 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term N/A 1, 733. 72 1,155.81 2, 648. 71 2,985.80 2,070.80 
B. Intermediate Term N/A 4,029.08 2,686.06 4",833 .02 4,833.02 4,029.08 
c. Long Term ill 20,154.24 13,436.16 16,144.24 9,426.16 13, 436.16 
Total N/A 25,917 .04 17,278.03 23,625.97 17,244.98 19,536.04 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term N/A 6,149.40 4,099.60 7,842.06 7,842.06 6,149.40 
B. Long Term "!YA 1,481.93 987 .95 1,649.43 1,155.45 987 .95 
Total N/A 7, 631.33 5,087.55 9,491.49 8,997,51 7,137.35 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, Management, Depreciation 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income N/A 32,204.24 32.204.24 28, 774.37 25,344.49 28,774.37 
B. Depreciation Ni.l! 5,308.30 5,308.30 5,308.30 5,308.30 5,308.30 
Total N/A 37,512.54 37,512.54 34,082.67 30,652.79 34,082.67 
Interest and Principal Payment N/A 33,548.37 22,365.58 33,117.46 26,242.49 26,673.39 I-' 
N 
Cash Available for Family Living N/A 3,964.17 15, 146.96 956.21 4,410.30 7,409.28 00 
TABLE XXXI 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED E, UITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
HIGH PRODUCT PRICES, SOUTHCENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
25% 50% 25% 
0% 25% 50% Land Rental Land Rental Land Rental 
Equity or Rental (Percent) Equ:!,ty _ Equity Equity 0% Equity 0% Equitv 25% Equitv 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented Lands) 
A. Short Term 26,066.55 26,066.55 26,066.55 29,496.42 32,926.29 29,496.42 
B. Intermediate Term 101,060.93 101,060.93 101,060.93 101,060.93 101,060.93 1-01,060.93 
c. Long Term 298.250.00 298,250.00 298. 250.00 223,687.50 149;125.00 223,687.50 
Total 425,377.48 425,377.48 425,377.48 354.244.85 283;112.22 354.244.85 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital N/A 19,459.91 13,033.27 29,496.42 32,926 .29 22,889.78 
B. Short Term Stock Requirenents N/A 973.00 651.66 1,474.82 1,646.31 1,144.49 
c. Intermediate Term Capital: N/A 75,795.70 50,530.47 101,060.93 101,060.93 75,795.70 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirenents N/A 3,789.79 2,526.52 2,553.05 2,!i53.05 3, 789.79 
E. Long Term Capital N/A 223,687.50 149,125.00 223,687.50 149,125.00 149,125.00 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirenents "JU.A 13,421.25 8,947.50 7,421.25 2,947.50 8,947.50 
Total N/A 337,127.15 224,814.42 365,693.97 290,259.08 261,692.26 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term N/A 1,912.52 1,280.91 2,898.91 3,236.00 2,249.61 
B. Intermediate Term N/A 7,449.20 4,966.13 9,393.27 9,393.27 7,449.20 
c. Long Tem Bl.A 20,154.24 13,436.16 16,144.24 9,426.16 13,436.16 
Total N/A 29,515.96 19,683.20 28;436.42 22,055.43 23,134.97" 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term N/A 11,369.36 7,579.57 14,802.00 14,802.00 11,369.36 
B. Long Tem Hi.A 1,481.93 987.95 1,649.43 1,155.45 987.95 
Total N/A 12,851.29 8,567.52 16,451.43 15,957.45 12,375.31 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, Managenent Depreciation 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income N/A 96,133.92 96,133.92 92,704.05 89,274.18 92,704.05 
B. Depreciation Hi.A 8,840.80 8,840.80 8,840.80 8,840.80 8,840.80 
Total N/A 104,974.72 104,974.72 101,544.85 98,114.98 101,544.85 
Interest and Principal Payment N/A 42,367.25 28,250.72 44,887.85 38,012.88 35,492.28 I-' 
N 
Cash Available for Family Living N/A 62,607.47 76., 724.00 56,657.00 60,102.10 66,052.57 l.O 
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indicates the southcentral area has the mmst formidable capital barriers 
to entry of any of the study areas •. 
The tatal capital requirements under these price assumpticims were 
over $40,000 less than those for average prices. However, this re-
ductian is attributable to the fact that ever 350 acres ef cropland 
were unused in the eperational medel. 
Nerthwestern Area 
Average Product Prices. Entry was infeasible in this area if the 
entrant required 100 percent financing (Table XXXII). The long 
term capital requirement constituted $310,000 of the $35©,000 total 
capital needed. The 25 percent equity level and the 25 percent land 
I 
rental situation previded the 10west cash residuals for family 
living greater than $7,000. Overall, the amounts ranged from almost 
$12,000 with 5© percent equity to slightly more than $2,000 with 
25 percent equity. 
High Product Prices. The introduction of these price assumptiens 
into the operational model for this area resulted in a partial shift in 
optimal enterprises fram wheat to alfalfa. However, less than 50 acres 
constituted the transitien and total capital requirements increased $6,000 
relative to these for average prices. 
The cash residuals for family living ranged form approximately 
$41,000 to almost $51,000 (TG.ble XXXIII). Entry was not feasible at 
the zero equity level because of lending restraints. The various 
equity-land rental situations in erder of their relative effectiveness 
in accomplishing entry in this area for each of the price assumptions 
TABLE XXXII 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
AVERAGE PRODUCT PRICES, NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
25% 50% 25% 
0% 25% 50% Land Rental Land Rental Land Rental 
Equity or Rental (Percent) EguiJ:I· EguiJ:I !!guitI 0% EguiJ:I 0% !!guitI 25% EguiJ:I 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented LsndJ 
A. Short Term 11,780.38 11,780.38 11,780.38 13,449.42 15,118.46 13,449.42 
B. Intermediate Term 31,287.57 .H,281.57 31,287.57 31,287.57 31,287.57 31,287.57 
c. Long Term 309,580.00 309,580.00 309,580.00 232,185.00 154,790.00 232.185.00 
Total 352,647 .95 352,647.95 352,647.00 27"6,921.99 201,196.03 276,921.99 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital N/A 8,835.29 5,890.19 13,449.42 15,118.46 10,504.33 
B. Short Term Stock llequirE<Dents N/A 441.76 294.51 o.oo o.oo 525.22 
c. Intermediate Term Capital N/A 23,465.68 15,643.79 31,287.57 31,287.57 23,465.68 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
RequirE<Dents N/A 1,173.28 782.19 o.oo o.oo 1,173.28 
E. Long Term Capital N/A ·23-2,185.00 154,790.00 232,185.00 154,790.00 154, 790.00 
F. Long Term Stock 
RequirE<Dents !I.A 13,931.10 9,287.40 7,931.10 3,287.40 9,287.40 
Total N/A 280,032.11 186,688.08 284,852.99 204,483.43 199,745.91 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term N/A 868.33 578.89 1,176.82 1,322.87 1,032.37 
B. Intermediate Term N/A 2,306.21 1,537.47 2,737 .66 2,737.66 2,306.21 
c. Long Term !I.A 20,919.87 13,946.57 16,909.87 9,936.58 13,946.57 
Total N/A 24,094.41 16,062~94 20,824.35 13,997.11 17,285.15 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term N/A 3,519.85 2,346.57 4,469.65 4,469.65 3,519.85 
B. Long Term fil 1,538.23 1,025.48 1,656.16 1,192.98 1,025.48 
Total N/A 5,058.08 3,372.05 6,125.81 5,662.63 4,545.33 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, MsnagE<Dent, Depreciation 
Capital snd Risk 
A. LP Model Income · N/A 27,684.82 27,684 .82 26,015.78 24,346.74 26,013.78 
B. Depreci;<tion fil 3,733.17 3, 733.17 3, 733.17 3,733.17 3,733.17 
Total N/A 31,417 .99 31,417.99 29, 748.95 28,079.91 29,748.95 
Interest and Principal Payment N/A 29,152.49 19,434.99 26,950.16 19,659.74 21,830.48 
I-' 
Cash Available for Family Living N/A 2,265.50 11,983.00 2,798.79 8,420.17 7,918.47 VJ 
I-' 
TABLE XXXIII 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
HIGH PRODUCT PRICES, NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
25% 50% 25% 
0% 25% 50% Land Rental Land Rental Land Rental 
Equity or Rental (Percent) Equity Equity Equity 0% Equity 0% Equity 25% EQuitY 
Total Capital ·Assets 
(Excluding Rented Land) 
A. Short Term 12,920.88 12,920.88 12,920.88 14,589.92 16,258.96 14,589.92 
B. Intermediate Term 35, 779. Z2 35. 779 .22 35,779.22 35,779.22 35,779.22 35,779.22 
c. Long Term 309,580.00 309,580.00 309.580.00 232,185.00 154,790.00 232,185.00 
Total 358,280.10 358,280."10 358,280To 282,554.14 206,828.18 282,554.14 
Capital Borr:>Wed 
A. Short Term Capital N/A 9,690.66 6,460.44 14,589.92 16,258.96 11,359.70 
B. Shore Term Stock 
Requirements N/A 484.53 323.02 18.46 101.91 567.99 
c. Intermediate Term Capital N/A 26,834.42 17,889.61 35,779.22 35;779.22 26,834.42 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements N/A .1,341.72 894.48 0.00 0.00 1,341. 72 
E. Long Term Capital N/A 232,185.00 154,790.00 "232.185.00 154.790.00 154,790.00 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements fil 13,9,il.10 4,287.40 7,931.10 3,287.40 9,287.40 
Total N/A 284,467 .43 184,644.95 290,485.24 210,217.49 204,181.23 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term N/A 952.39 634 .93 1,280.60 1,444.63 1,116.43" 
B. Intermediate Term N/A 2,637 .29 1, 758.19 3,130.68 3,130.68 2,637.29 
c. Long Term fil 20,919.87 13,946.47 16,909.87 9,936.58 13.946.57 
Total N/A 24,509.55 16,339.69 21,321.15 14,511.89 17,700.29 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term N/A 4,025.16 2,683.44 5,111.32 5,111.32 4,025.16 
B. Long Term fil 1,538.23 1,025.48 1,656.16 1,192.98 1,025.48 
Total N/A 5,563.39 3,708.92 6,767.48 6,304.30 5,050.64 
Cash Res.idual for Owned Land, 
Labor, Management, Depreciation, 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income N/A 66,533.66 66,533.66 64 ,864.62 63,195.58 64,864.62 
B. Depreciation fil 4,472.03. _4 ,472.03 4,472.03 4,472.03 4,472.03 
Total N/A 71,005.69 71,005.69 69,336.65 67,667 .61 69,336.65 
Interest and Principal Payment N/A 30,072.94 20,048.61 28,088.63 20,816.19 22,750.93 
Cash Avail~ble for Family Living N/A 40,932.75 50,957.01! 41,248.02 46,851.42 46,585.72 I-' w 
N 
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were (1) 50 percent equity, (2) 50 percent land rental, (3) 25 
percent equity-25 percent land rental, (4) 25 percent land rental, and 
(5) 25 percent equity. 
Low Product Prices. The 5© percent equity benchmark yielded 
-$9,344.34 available for family. living (Table XXVII). Assuming that 
ether situations pr0vide lesser returns, ne profitable means of 
completing entry were available under these price assumptions. The 
optimal enterprise combinations as well as each of the capital 
requirements were identical to those fer average prices. 
Panhandle Area 
As explained previously, a 640 acre farm was used in the max-
imization model in addition to the 272 acre farm. Maximization 
techniques were applied to this additional farm size under average 
price assumptions only. 
Average Product Prices, 272 Acre Farm. All the ~quity-land rental 
situations yielded residuals available for family consumption which were 
canducive to c0111pleting entry (Table XXXIV). The 25 percent equity level 
previded slightly less tha.n $7,000 for family living. The five re-
maining situations furnished cash residuals greater than $7,000. The 
total capital requirements were slightly greater than $112,0@0. 
Average Produce Prices, 640 Acre Farm. This farm size is approxi-
mately 2.36 times the size of the 272 acre farm. Consequently, the 
levels of 0ptim.um enterprises and the capital requirements are ap-
praximately 2.36 times those respective am.aunts for the previous farm 
size. However, because of the effects of the financial assumptions 
TABLE XXXIV 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND 
AVERAGE PRODUCT PRICES, PANHANDLE AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
25% 50% 25% 
0% 25% 50% Land Rental Land Rental Land Rental 
Equity or Rental (Percent) Equity Equity Equity 0% Equity 0% EQu~t"f 25% Equitv 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented La.nds) 
A. Short Term 3,757.50 3,757.50 3,757.50 4,939.80 6,122.27 4,939.80 
B. Intermediate Term 13,559.67 13,559.67 13,559.67 13,559.67 13,559.67 13,559.67 
c. Long Term 95,014.50 95,014.50 95,014.50 71,260.87 47,507.25 71,260.87 
Total 112,331.67 .112,331.67 112,331.67 89,760.34 67,189.19 89,760.34 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital 3,757.50 2,818.13 1,878.75 4,939.80 6,122.27 4,000.43 
B. Short Term Stock 
Requirements 0.00 140.91 93.94 0.00 0.00 200.02 
c. Intermediate Term Capital 13,559.67 10,169.75 6,779.83 13,559.67 13,559.67 10,169.75 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements 0.00 508.49 338.99 0.00 0.00 508.49 
E. Long Term Capital 95,014.50 71,260.87 47,507.25 71,260.87 47,507.25 47,507.25 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements 0.00 4,275.65 2,850.43 0.00 0.00 2,850.43 
Total 112,331.67 89,173.80 59,499.19 89,760.34 67,189.19 65,236.37 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term 328 •. 18 276.97 184.64 432.23 535.70 393.16 
B. Intermediate Term l, 186.47 999.48 666.32 1,186.47 1,186.47 999.48 
c. Long Term 4,750.73 6,420.60 4,280.40' 3.563.04 2.375.36 4.280.40 
Total 6,265.98 7,697.05 5, 131. 36 5,181. 74 4,097.53. 5,673.04 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term 1,937.10 1,525.46 1,016.97 1,937.10 1,937 .10 1,525.46 
B. Long Term 788.62 472 .10 314.74 591.47 394.31 314. 74 
Total 2, 725. 72 1,997.56 1,331. 71 2,528.57 2,331.41 1,840.20 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, Management, .Depreciation, 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income 15,598.05 15,598.05 15,598.05 14,415.75 13,233.28 14,415.75 
B. Depree iat ion 1,064.89 1,064.89 1,064.89 1,064.89 1,064.89 1,064.89 
Total 16,662.94 16,662.94 16,662.94 15,480.64 14,298.17 15,480.64 
Interest and Principle Payment 8,991.70 9,694.61 6,463.07 7,710.31 6,428 .94 7,513.24 
Cash Available for Family Living 7 ,671.24 6,968.33 10,199.87 7,770.33 7,869.23 7,967.40 I-' 
w 
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invelved in determining cash flows, the residuals for family living 
are not directly related. 
Entry was easily accemplished in each of the equity-land rental 
situatiens. The cash residuals for family living provided by each of 
them were greater than $14,00© (Table XXXV). 
High Product Prices. The optimal enterprise cambinatien., capital 
requirements, principal and interest payments, and depreciatien uncler 
these price assumpticms were identical to those far average prices. 
The range in cash residuals was also comparable (Table XXXVI). The 25 
percent equity situation yielded $26,150 for family living, and the 50 
percent equity level furnished almost $29,00©. The remaining four 
situations were all within $1,0©0 greater than the residuals provided 
by the 25 percent equity level. 
Low Product Prices. Ne livesteck enterprises entered the eptimal 
salution under this price assumptien. However, total capital require-
ments were reduced by less than $2@0. The 5© percent equity situation 
provided the only positive cash residual for family living relative to 
the ather areas af study -- $200.93 (Table XXVII). Hewever, this is 
neither sufficient ta prom0te entry nor is it an irtcilication of the 
relatively greater feasibility of other situations. Considering typical 
relationships, the other equity-land rental arrangements would result 
in negative residuals for family consumption. The relatively greater 
residual return in the 5© percent equity situatien does indicate that 
this area pravides the economic envirenment to most conducive entry 
of all the study areas. 
TABLE XXXV 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS AND AVERAGE 
PRODUCT PRICES, PANHANDLE AREA OF OKLAHOMA, 640 ACRE FARM 
Equity or Rental (Percent) 
Total Capital Assets 
(Excluding Rented Land) 
A. Short 'ferm 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital 
B. Short Term Stock 
Requirements 
C. Intermedia~e T.erm Capital 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements 
E. Long Term ~apital 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements 
To tat 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
Total 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term 
B. Long Term 
Total 
Cash Residual for Owned Land, 
.Labor, Management, Depreciation, 
Capi.tal and Risk 
A. LP Model Income 
B. Depreciation 
c~ Total 
Interest and Principal Payment 
Cash Available for Family Living 
0% 
Equity-
8 ,858 .43 
31,967 .39 
224.000.00 
264,825.82 
8,858.43 
0.00 
31,967.39 
o.oo 
224,000:00 
7,440.00 
272,265.82 
775.11 
2,797.15 
16,172.40 
19,744.66 
4,566. 77 
l,651.50 
6,218.27 
37, 742.13 
2,510.52 
40,252.65 
25,962.93 
14,289. 72 
25'.t 
Equity 
8,858.43 
31,967.39 
224,000.00 
264,825.82 
6,643.82 
332.19 
23,975.54 
l,198.l8 
168.000.00 
10,080.00 
210,950.33 
652.94 
2,356.32 
15,136.80 
18,146.06 
3,596.33 
1.050.00 
4,646.33 
37,742.13 
2,510.52 
40,252.65 
22,792.39 
17,460.26 
50% 
~ 
8,858.43 
31,967 .39 
224,000.00 
264 ,825 .82 
4,429.22 
221.46 
15,983.70 
799.19 
112,000.00 
6,720.00 
140,153.57 
435.30 
1,570.88 
10,091.20 
12,097 .38 
2,397.56 
700~00 
3,097.55 
37, 742.13 
2,510.52 
40,252.65 
15,194.93 
25,057. 72 
25% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
11,645.63 
31,967.39 
168.000.00 
211,613 .02 
11,645.63 
0.00 . 
31,967 .39 
0.00 
168-,000.00 
4,000.00 
215,693.02 
1,018.99 
3,142.39 
11.126.80 
15,288;18 
4,566. 77 
1,280.50 
5,847 .27 
34,954.93 
2,510.52 
37,465.45 
21,135 .45 
16,330.00 
50% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
14,432.83 
31,967 .39 
112,000.00 
158,400.22 
14,432.83 
0.00 
31,967.39 
0.00 
112,000.00 
720.00 
159. i2ii":'22 
1,262.87 
2,797.15 
6,081.20 
10,141.22 
4,566. 77 
909.50 
5,476.27 
32,167.62 
2,510.52 
34,678.14 
15,617.49 
19,060.65 
25% 
Land Rental 
25% Equity 
11,645.63 
31,967.39 
168.000.00 
211,613.02 
9,431.02 
471. 55 
23,975.54 
1,198.78 
112,000.00 
6,720.00 
153,796.89 
926.88 
2,356.32 
10,091.20 
13,374.40 
3,596.33 
700.00 
4,296.33 
34,954.93 
2,510.52 
37,465.45 
17,670. 73 
19,794.72 ....... 
w 
~ 
TABLE XXXVI 
ESTIMATED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FIRST YEAR CASH FLOW FOR BEGINNING 
FARMERS, FOR SELECTED EQUITY - LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS iND 
HIGH PRODUCT PRICES, PANHANDLE AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Equity or Rental (Percent) 
Total Capital Assets 
(Exclud ing Rented Lands) 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
· C. Long Term 
Total 
Capital Borrowed 
A. Short Term Capital 
B. Short Term Stock 
Requirements 
C. Intermediate Term Capital 
D. Intermediate Term Stock 
Requirements 
E. Long Term Capital 
F. Long Term Stock 
Requirements 
Total 
Interest Charges 
A. Short Term 
B. Intermediate Term 
C. Long Term 
T<>tal 
Principal Payments 
A. Intermediate Term 
B. Long Term 
Total 
Cash Residual For Owned Land, 
Labor, Management, Depreciation, 
Capital and Risk 
A. LP Model Income 
B. Depreciation 
Total 
Interest and Principal Payment 
Cash Available for Family Living 
0% 
Equity 
3,757.50 
13,559.67 
95.014.50 
112,331.67 
3,757.50 
0.00 
13,559.67 
0.00 
95,014.50 
0.00 
112,331.67 
328c. 78 
1,186.47 
4,750.73 
6,265.98 
1,937 .10 
788.62 
2,725.72 
34,077.15 
1.064 .89 
35,142.04 
8, 991. 70 
26,150.34 
25% 
Equity 
3,757.50 
13·,559 .67 
95,014.50 
112,331.67 
2,818.13 
140.91 
10,169.75 
508.49 
71,260.87 
4.275.65 
89,173.80 
276.97 
999.48 
6,420.66 
7,697.05 
1,525.46 
472.10 
1,997.56 
34,077.15 
1,064.89 
35,142.04 
9,694.61 
25,447.43 
50% 
Equity 
3,757.5G 
13,559.67 
95.014.5(; 
112,331.67 
1,878.75 
93.94 
6,779.83 
338.99 
47,507.25 
2,850.43 
59,499.19 
184.64 
666.32 
4,280.40 
5,131.36 
1,016.97 
314.74 
1,331. 71 
34,077.15 
1,064.89 
35,142.04 
6,463.07 
28,687.97 
25% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
4,939.80 
13,559.67 
71,260.87 
89,760.34 
4,939.80 
o.oo 
13,559.67 
o.oo 
71 ,260.87 
0.00 
89,760.34 
432.23 
1,186.47 
3,563.04 
5,181.74 
1,937 .10 
591.47 
2 ,528 .57 
32,894.85 
1.064.89 
33,959.74 
7,710.31 
26,249.1+3 
50% 
Land Rental 
0% Equity 
6,122.27 
13,559.67 
47.507.25 
67,189.19 
'6,122.27 
o.oo 
13,559.67 
0.00 
47,507.25 
0.00 
67,189.19 
535.70 
·1,186.47 
2,375.36 
4,097.53 
1,937 .10 
394.31 
2,331.41 
31, 712.38 
1.064.89 
32, 777. 27 
6,428.94 
26,348.33 
25% 
Land Rental 
25% EQuity 
4,939.80 
13,559.61 
71,260.87 
89,760.34 
4,000.43 
200.02 
10,169.75 
508.49 
47,507.25 
2.850.43 
65,236.37 
393.16 
999.48 
4.280.40 
5,673.04 
1,525.46 
314. 74 
1,840.20 
32,894.85 
l,064.89 
33,959.74 
7,513.24 
26,446.50 ....... 
w 
ta,J 
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©verview 
The cash flews summarized in Table XXXVII are assumed to be in-
dicative of the relative feasibility of overcC!>Illing the financial 
barriers to entry with respect the the restrictions and existing 
conditions found in each area of study. The zero equity situation 
in those cases where capital requirements permitted 100 percent 
financing -- provided the least cash available for family living. 
Regardless of the accessibility to low-interest financing, this 
situation proved to be less effective than any of the other equity-
land rental situations in providing sufficient cash residuals to maintain 
an adequate standard of living. 
One question which arises when ref erring to an "adequate standard 
of living" is: What absolute level of farm income can be labeled 
as "acceptable" for a beginning farmer? Of course, it will depend 
upon (1) what the individual -- and his family -- can subsist on 
without creating undue hardships and (2) what level of opportunity 
returns to his labor, management, and risk, the operator is willing to 
accept. With efficient household budgeting and wise money management, 
an income level of $4-5,000 might be considered acceptable by some 
families for a few years. Alsok if the prospective entrant was (1) 
single and living with his parents, (2) able to obtain some family 
financial assistance, or (3) able to obtain off-farm employment, the level 
of farm income considered "acceptable" would be reduced. 
The 50 percent equity level yielded the greatest cash residual 
for family living under each of the pricing assumptions for each area. 
TABLE XXXVII 
CASH RESIDUAL.S FOR FAMILY LIVING AND CHANGES IN NET WORTH 
AT THE END OF YEAR I, AVERAGE PRODUCT PRICES, SIX 
EQUITY-LAND RENTAL SITUATIONS, FIVE AREAS 
OF OKLAHOMA 
25~ - - -56%-- ----~J 
0% 25% 50% Land -- Rental Land Rental Land Rental 
Eguit;y li'.nuitv Eauit;y ~ F.Quity ~ Eguij;y 25'.( Egui_j;y 
Northeast 
Cash Available for Family Living N/A -563.80 10,503.86 -5,125.34 -3,339.86 1,212.67 
Change in Net Worth, Year 1 N/A 5,333.50 2,282.82 7, 766.19 7,337.85 4,905.16 
Southeast 
Cash Available for Family Living 3,524.15 6,894.17 14,958.89 6,836.73 10, 149.31 10,2o6.74 
Change in Net Worth, Year 1 4,117.96 2,273.97 285.94 3,765.33 3,412.69 1,921.32 
Southcentral 
Cash Available for Family Living N/A 3,964.17 15, 146.96 956.17 4,410.30 7,409.28 
Change in Net Worth, Year l N/A 2,323.03 -220.75 4,183.19 3,689.21 1,829.05 
Northwest 
Cash Available for Family Living N/A 2,265.50 11,983.00 2,798.79 8,420.17 7,918.47 
Change in Net Worth, Year 1 N/A 1,324.91 -361.12 2,392.64 .· 1,929.46 812.16 
Panhandle 
Cash Available for Family Living 7,671.24 6,968.33 10, 199.87 7,770.33 7,869.23 7,967.40 
Change in Net Worth, Year 1 1,660.83 932.67 266.82 1,463.68 775.31 775.31 
I-' 
w 
\.0 
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This provided a benchmark for analysis, however, rather than a typical 
situation for a beginning farmero The 25 percent land rental-25 percent 
equity, 50 percent land rental, 25 percent equity, and 25 percent land 
rental situations yielded pr0gressively lesser cash residuals far 
each of the price assumptions. This ordering of the various situations 
also indicate their relative effectiveness in accomplishing entry. 
The introduction of high price levels significantly increased the 
possibilities for easily accomplishing entry in each of the study areas. 
The implications of higher product prices may be viewed from two aspects. 
First, they can be evaluated in the context of the operational model. 
That is, given a specific farm size, relatively higher prices will yield 
significant cash amounts for family consumption -- and perhaps cash sur-
pluses. Second, they can be considered from the standpoint of permitting 
smaller farm sizes to obtain an acceptable income level. They may also 
reflect "what could be" with enterprise combinations and resaurce re-
strictions which differ fram those outlined in the operational models. 
Althaugh this study is intended to be a static analysis of the 
critical first year of a farm firm's life, and analysis of possili>le 
changes in the firm financial structure in subsequent periods is ap-
propriate. Table XXXVII presents the opportunities for changes in the 
net worth of a beginning farmer in each of the study areas under the 
average product price assumptions. In addition, some of the cash 
residuals for family living and apply these savings to his existing debt, 
his financial position will become even more attractive. 
The relative effectiveness ef the various equity-land rental levels 
in providing increases in net worth is reversed, compared to the abilities 
of these situations ta provide adequate cash residuals for accomplishing 
entry. For example, the 50 percent equity -- with low principal 
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payments relative to depreciation -- in each area furnishes the smallest 
increase in net worth, whereas it provided the easiest means of over-
coming entry barriers in the cash flow analysis. In addition, the 
areas which formerly provided the most formidable obstacles to entry, 
previde the greatest opportunities fer increasing net worth after the 
first year. These areas were characterized by comparatively higher 
capital requirements. Therefore their related principal payments were 
greater relative to depreciation charges. Subsequent years of 
operation will yield greater increases in net worth, as principal 
payments increase and depreciation charges remain stable. This 
would not be true if equal principal payments were being made on 
all capital requirements. In this instance, principal payments would 
remain constant from year to year and would not gain on depreciation 
charges, resulting in equal changes in net worth in each year. 
The attributes of this type of analysis lie in its implicatfons 
for obtaining more favorable financing terms. For example, with a 
rapidly increasing net worth, the 0perat0r might be able to refinance 
a portion of his debt capital based on this inc1ease, rather than on 
repayment capacity alone. Refinancing could free money for family 
living. The increased net worth would also afford the operator 
more risk-bearing ability in poor production periods or temporarily ad-
verse market price conditions. Also, after seven years (as depicted 
in the financing assumptiens used in this chapter) the intermediate 
capital requirements would be totally repaid, allewing the operator 
to ebtain 100 percent financing fer other praduction items such as 
stocker cattle. However, it is likely that some of the gains in net 
worth in this manner weuld be offset by the necessity t0 furnish capital 
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to replace some intermediate capital items -- such as machinery. 
Fav0rable changes in net wmrths shauld net be confused with f avG>r-
able entry envir0ns, which are determined by cash flews. That is, these 
changes in net worth can only be realized if entry is accemplished. 
Therefare, areas which previde conditions fer rapidly increasing net 
w0rth are net conducive ta beginniµg farmers if the prmspective entrant 
finds it impassible ta gain central ef the necessary res0urce 
requirements. This aspect, as well as the ~ctual cash flows presented 
in this chapter reinforces the suggestien by ane ef the private 
lenders interviewed that a praspective entrant shaul<i "get in a goad 
pro<iucing county". The lender may have perceived that oppertunities 
ta enter farming with few resources are mare f averable in some areas 
than in 0thers. Results of the study suppert this idea. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The niajer purpose ef this study was te identify specific financial 
abstacles ta entry into farming in five 0klahoma areas and provide 
information concerning alternative salutians. The specific objectives 
af this study were to gather infarmatien regarding agricultural lender 
practices and attitudes teward pr0spective farmers; ta determine 
relevant financial alternatives available ta beginning farmers; to 
estimate minimum capital requirements for a specified income level 
in the areas of study; to identify specific capital barriers to 
entry for the farm situatiens in the areas of study; and to analyze 
alternative financial strategies available and pertinent ta 
beginning farmers in the study areas. 
A questionnaire survey was conducted in the central county ef 
each of the study areas ta collect data regarding the specific 
practices of the agricultural lenders -- instituti0nal and private 
which served therein. A primary concern in this p0rti0n af the 
study was the attitudes ef the lenders teward low resource, begin-
ning farmer applicants. Each af these items were determined and 
evaluated based cm the respenses abtained frem sixty-cme respandents 
interviewed. 
Linear programming minimization techniques were used to deter-
mine minimum resaurce requirements far a specified level of income 
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in each area. Land resource restricti©ns were selected to represent 
existing situations in each area as well as to depict the type of farm 
desired -- such as a primarily crap farm in the ~euthcentral area. 
The hours of annual eperatar labor available, cost of hired labor, 
and cost of borrowing short, intermediate, and leng term capital were 
also specified for the operational madels. Crop and livestock pre-
ductien alternatives were selected to represent the types af activities 
typical to each area and te depict the enterprises which could be 
preducecl. most efficiently. Specialized activities such as aairying, 
truck cropping, and swine systems, were net considered admissible 
alternatives. Previously constructed, published budgets were used for 
the selected preduction alternatives. Each ef the budgets was revised 
to include current operating input casts and three selected levels of 
output prices. The target income level ef $7,000 appreximated the 
earnings of factery werkers, adjusted for differences in the non-meney 
incomes of farmers. 
Because capital barriers to entry proffer the most difficult 
obstacles for prospective farmers, total capital was the objective 
functicm minimized. Minimizati0n precedures were conducted for the 
costs, returns, and restrictions for each study area using average 
product price levels enly. Preliminary programming inaicated that 
salutiens in same of the areas were g0ing to be infeasible, therefore, 
a reutine was used to vary the l0ng term interest rate. The 
resulting cembinations of capital requirements and farm sizes pro-
vided a basis for determining the representative farm size for each area. 
Maximization techniques were used to estimate the capital require-
ments and returns to operat0r labor, management, and risk, fer the 
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representative farm sizes with the three product price levels for 
each area" The resulting infermatien was used ta develap an analysis 
of the effects ef varieus aperater equity - land rental situatiens 
and selected financial alternatives upon the first year cash flows 
of prospective entrants. 
Six equity-land rental situations were chosen: (1) zero equity, 
(2) 25 percent equity, (3) 50 percent equity, (4) 25 percent land 
rental, (5) 50 percent land rental, and (a) 25 percent equity - 25 
percent land rental" These situations were used to determine the 
amounts af debt capital required to gain central of the capital 
res0urces needed fer eperation. Three credit s·aurces considered 
relevant ta each of the equity-land rental situatiens were intra-
duced to determine the first year casts of borrewing the required 
amounts of debt capital. The resulting interest plus principal 
payments, when compared to the total model returns available fer 
family living and debt retirement, provided for the ultimate deter-
mination ef cash residual fer family living. These cash residuals 
were presented as indicators ef the relative feasibility ef entry 
with the varieus product price assumptiens and equity-land rental 
levels far each of the study areas. 
Results 
Financial Lender Survey 
A wide variety of infermatien was provided by the sixty-one 
respondents interviewed. A few ebservations are highlighted here. 
FHA had more total agricultural loan valume deveted ta berrowers 
ages 20 to 30 than any other agricultural lender. Banks and PCA's 
believed that interest rates in effect at the time of the study 
were 1.5 to 2.3 percent above normal interest rates. Cash flows 
were not widely used for loan application evaluation by any of the 
instituational lenders, however, virtually all of them required 
net worth and operating statements. Financial management services 
were provided by more lenders than were services such as legal 
advice, insurance planning, and tax guidance. Commercial banks 
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and FLBA's conducted on-the-farm visits for slightly more than half 
of their borrowers while FHA and PCA's conducted these visits 
for 100 and 90 percent of their borrowers, respectively. 
Private lenders committed most of their loaned funds to land 
loans. The interest rates charged by private individuals averaged 
slightly greater than seven percent. The 23 private lenders inter-
viewed granted loans to more than 180 borrowers. Less than four 
percent of these borrowers were relatives of the private financiers. 
Life insurance companies proved to be poor sources of capital for 
beginning farmers and FHA provided the most favorable loan terms 
for a prospective entrant. 
Minimum Resource Model 
The representative farm sizes obtained via minimization techniques 
were (1) 772 acres in northeastern Oklahema, (2) 906 acres in the 
Southeast, (3) 1,193 acres in the southcentral area, (4) 1,346 acres in 
northwest Oklahoma, and (5) 272 acres for an irrigated farm in the pan-
handle area of Oklahoma. Increasing the long term interest rate 
resulted in total capital requirements and farm sizes increasing at 
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increasing rates in each of the areas. The representative farm sizes 
in the northeast area and the n0rthwest area were associated with long 
term interest rates lower than that specified in the initial model. 
This type of selection may be justified in that the amounts of capital 
required to earn the last few $1,000 of income were extraordinarily high 
with the initial model interest rate for land capital. 
Maximization and Cash Flow Analysis - Northeastern Area 
-= 
Loans to finance capital requirements could not be obtained for the 
zer0 equity level in this area, Loans were limited by the maximum 
indebtedness all0wed by FHA, the only source of 100 percent financing , 
available. Therefore, entry was infeasible under each price level 
assumption. With average prices the cash residuals for family living were 
negative in the 25 percent equity, 25 percent land_ rental, and 50 percent 
rental situations. Only if the prospective entrant owned 50 percent 
of the capital requirements -- which is unlikely -- could entry be 
accomplished with average product prices. With high prices, cash 
residuals provided comparable entry in each of.theequity.,..landrental 
situations. Entry was not feasible inany.of.thesituations with low 
productprice assumptions. 
Southeastern Area 
With average prices, the cash residuals.forfamily living were all 
greater than $3500. The zero equity situations for each price level 
provided the lowest cash residuals of all the situations. With high 
prices, entry was easily accomplished-in each of.theequity-land.rental 
situations. Conversely, with low product price levels entry was feasible 
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in all the equity-land rental situations. This study area provided 
one af the most favorable economic envoronments for entry into farming. 
S0uthcentral Area 
Capital requirements in the zero equity situation precluded the 
acquisition of 1©0 percent financing. The 25 percent rental situation 
provided the least returns for family living with both high and average 
price assumptions. Entry c0uld be accomplished in the 25 percent equity 
situation if supplementary income could be 0btained, The 50 percent 
equity, 50 percent land rental and 25 percent equity-25 percent 
land rental situations could easily afford c0mfortable means of entry 
with average prices. With high prices, the cash residuals for family 
living in each equity-land rental situation--excluding the zero equity 
level--were greater than for any other area of study. Conversely, low 
price levels rendered entry infeasible f@r each of the situations. 
Northwestern Area 
Entry was infeasible with zero equity under each of the product 
price assumptions in this area. The excessive 10ng term capital require-
ments precluded 100 percent financing from FHA, the 0nly source 0f long-
term credit available. Entry was difficult with 25 percent equity or 
25 percent land rental under average product price assumptions. The 50 
percent land rental and 25 percent land rental-25 percent equity situa-
tions, along with the 5© percent equity level, provided comfortable 
means of entry. Entry was made extremely easy in each of the equity-
land rental situations--excluding zero equity--with high pr0duct price 
levels. Low product prices rendered entry infeasible. 
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Panhandle Area 
Cash residuals for family living pr0vided by each equity-land 
rental situation with average prices, provided easy entry. Entry was 
likewise easily accomplished in each of the equity-land rental levels 
with average prices for the 64@ acre farm-size. Entry was relatively 
easier when high prices were intr0ducedo Although cash residuals for 
family living with low price levels were higher in this area than the 
other areas of study, their negative amounts precluded entry. 
Overview 
Entry was infeasible in each area of study for all equity-land 
rental situatiens under low product price assumptions. Canversely, high 
preduct prices provided significant amounts of cash available fer family 
living, thereby encouraging entry procedures. A characteristic 
pattern emerged regarding the relative ameunts 0f cash residuals provided 
by each of the equity-land rental situations. F0r example, the 50 
percent equity situatien furnished the highest residual in each area, 
under each product price assumption. The 25 percent equity-25 percent 
land rental situatian provided the second largest residuals, fallowed 
by the 50 percent land rental, 25 percent land rental, and 25 percent 
equity situations, respectively. 
The zere equity situation in three 0f the five study areas did not 
permit entry because of the excessive long term capital requirements. 
Although it was apparent that sufficient cash residuals would be 
obtained for example, with high prices -- entry could not be 
accemplished because 0f the maximum indebtedness limit placed on land 
leans by FHA, the only source of lOe percent financing. It is evident, 
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therefore that this $225,GOO maximum should be reviewed, and 
perhaps revisedo Because 0f varying land prices and other economic. 
and techn01ogical facters in different areas, this maximum indebtedness 
limit sh0uld be allewed ta vary. 
Need for Further Research 
Additional research might include a dynamic analysis censidering 
strategies for survival during the early years af farming" These 
types ef analyses, mr ether static research endeav0rs, shauld consider 
additional variations in the crop and livesteck pr0duction prices. For 
example high crop prices might be used with law livestock prices, and 
vice versa" Further study is alse needed for mther types of farms and 
for other areas of the state. Additional financial arrangements, 
changes, and innevations need ta be researched to evaluate their 
effects en entry and farm survival. Fer example, father-sen arrange-
ments should be included as te their relative effectiveness in accom-
plishing entry. 
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EXHIBIT A 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL ALTERNATIVES F©R BEGINNING FARMERS 
PRODUCTION CREBIT ASSOCIATIONS 
CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Resmondent's Name: Interviewer: ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~-
Respondent's Title: Date: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~~~~~~~~~~-
I. In order to collect reliable cilata for beginning farmers we need your 
help in compiling accurate information regarding the cost and avail-
ability of borrowed funds. 
A. In the table on the next page each column mf blanks pertains to 
one of the following questions. If you have any additional 
comments to make, please feel free to do so. 
lo Which of the following types of loans dm you make? 
2o What interest rates (or perhaps range of interest rates) 
would you normally charge for each type of loan (Simple 
Interest)? 
3o What are your current interest rates fer each type of loan 
(Simple Interest)? 
4. What period of time d0 you normally allow for repayment of 
each type of loan? 
5. How much do you normally loan on the appraised value of the 
purchase (for example 70% on stockers, 90% on land, etc.)? 
6. What type of payments (e.g. monthly, annual, <!lr commensurate 
with cash fl©ws, etc.) do you normally arrange for each 
type of loan? 
7, How do you figure in interest charges for each type of loan 
(acild-on, discounted, etc.)? 
8. What type of repayment do you usually arrange for each of the 
following types of loans (e.g, amortized, equal payments, 
etc,)? 
Loan Type 
Machinery 
Livestock 
Breeding 
Livestock 
Fattening 
Livestock 
Stockers 
Seed, Fert. 
Loans 
Land 
Buildings 
and other 
land imprv. 
Other nroduc-
tion loans 
(e.g. rental) 
Pasture estab-
lished 
Other loans 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
I-' 
V1 
....... 
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!lo We are interested in the types of devices your association employs 
to analyze loan applications. andi ,the .operations. o.f wou~ 
A, What types of information do you require when analyzing and 
evaluating a loan application? 
L Cash ffows 
a. Prepared forms Yes No 
bo Other forms Yes No 
2. Net worth Statement Yes No 
3. Operating Statement Yes· No 
4. Other 
B, If you do not require cash flows, what percentage of your 
borrowers supply them anyway? 
C, Do you offer record keeping services? 
l, Computerized 
2, Manual 
3, Other 
Yes 
--~--
Yes· 
No 
-------
No 
-~~---~~~-~~-----~~---------~ 
D, For what percentage of your borrowers do you actively conduct 
on-the-farm visits after the loan has been made? 
1S9 
Eo Indicate which of the following services your bank offers to 
its borrowers. 
lo Legal advice on farm matters 
2. Insurance planning 
3o Record analysis 
4o Tax guidance 
So Financial Management 
60 Other 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
III. The specific purpose of this questionnaire and the intent of th~ 
research which will follow is to assist the young or beginning 
farmer. The fallowing questions are designed to collect- i.n-
f0rmation which will aid these potential farmers in their search 
for financial assistance. 
A. Approx"'"'lately what percentage e>f your total loan volume falls 
within each of the following borrower age categories? 
20-2S 36-50 
~~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~-
26 - 30 S l - 60 
~~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~-
3 l - 3 S Over 60 
~~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~-
B. How do your borrowers 20-30 years 0f age c0mpare with those in 
other age groups with respect to actual defaulted loans? 
C, Which of the following items have vou used or wif"iessed whe 
making loans to low equity applicants or beginning farmers? 
L Co-signor 
2. Use of parent's collateral 
3. Additional or conditional collateral 
4. Cash gift 
So Land gift 
60 Use of third party's machinery 
7. Other 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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D. Do you have any special policies or practices tailored 
specifically for the needs of the low equity, low resource, or 
beginning farmer? If so, please describe as fully as possible. 
E. Assign a value to each of the following items which you believe 
indicates its impertance when evaluating a laan to a beginning 
farm. (Use a scale of 0-100, where 0 means the item is not 
considered at all and l©O means it is given extremely heavy 
emphasis.) 
L Applicant's character 
2. Applicant's education 
3. Applicant's farming experience 
4. Applicant's net worth 
5. Applicant's desire to farm 
6. Applicant's credit rating 
7. Applicant's persanality 
8. Financial situation of parents or relatives 
9. Applicant's managerial ability 
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F. What are your attitudes and opinisns, regarding other lending 
agencies and their efforts and abilities to give assistance t0 
the 10w-equity, low resource, or beginning farmer? 
1. Commercial Banks 
2. FHA 
3. FLB 
4. Insurance Companies 
5. Okla. Sch0ol Land Comm. 
(i) 0 Private Lenders 
G. What suggesticms ds you have for a young man wha desires to er 
is attempting to evercome the financial barriers of entry into 
£arming? 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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EXHIBIT B 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EC©NOMICS 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL ALTERNATIVES FOR BEGINNING FARMERS 
PRIVATE LENDERS 
CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name: 
Mailing Address: 
County: 
Studies have been conducted which show that 40 percent of all agricultural 
loans are made by private lenders. This includes retiring farmers as 
well as those who 10an accumulated funds in arrangements similar to those 
of commercial banks and other lending agencies. This interview is being 
conducted in order that informati0n may be collected about this very 
important yet little known source of credit. 
L In the table on the next page each column of 'blanks pertains to one 
of the following questions. If you have any additonal comments to 
make, please feel free to cfo so. 
A. Which of the following types of loans dm you make. 
B. What percentage of the money you lend goes for the types of 
loans which apply. 
C. What interest rates do you normally charge for each type of loan 
which applies. 
D. What ryeriod of time do you allow for repayment of each type of 
loan which applies. 
E. How much do you ne:>rmally loan on the appraised value of the 
purchase (f0r example 70% on stockers, 90% on land, etc.). 
F. What t-ype of payments (for example monthly, annual, etc.) do you 
arrange for each type of 10an which applies. 
G. If you arr-> financing the purchase ef one ©f the f©llowing items 
0f which you are the seller, what percentage of the total value 
did you require as down payment. 
Loan Type 
Machinery 
Livestock 
Breeding 
Livestock 
Fattening 
Livestock 
Stockers 
Seed, Fert. 
Loans 
Land 
Buildings 
and other 
land imprv. 
Other produc-
tion loans 
(e.g. rental) 
Pastu.,..e estab-
lished 
Other Loans 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
I-" 
°' w 
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II. Assign a value to each of the following items which you believe 
indicates its importance when evaluating a loan to a beginning 
farmer. (Use a scale of 0-100, where 0 means the item is not 
considered at all and 100 means it is given extremely heavy 
emphasis). 
1. Applicant's character 
2. Applicant's education 
3. Applicant's farming experience 
4. Applicant's net werth 
5. Applicant's desire t0 farm 
6. Applicant's credit rating 
7. Applicant's persenality 
8. Applicant's managerial ability 
9. Financial situation of parents 
or relatives 
III. What are your attitudes and opinions regarding other lending 
agencies and their efforts and abilities to give assistance to 
the low-equity, low resource, or beginning farmers? 
1. Commercial Banks 
3, Production Credit Ass'ns. 
4. Federal Land Bank Ass'ns. 
5. Insurance Companies 
6. Okla. School Land Comm. 
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IV. What suggestions do you have for a young man who desires to or is 
attempting to overcome the financial barriers of entry into 
agriculture. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
V. Have you ever been or are you now actively engaged in farming? 
Yes No 
-------~ -------
VI. What is the approximate age(s) of the person(s) to whom you loan 
money? 
VII. How many borrowers presently use your financial assistance? 
VIII. What is your relationship to the person(s) to whom you lend financial 
assistance? 
APPENIHX B 
SUMMARY OF RESP0NSES REGARDING SPECIAL POLICIES 
PROVIDED F©R BEGINNING FARMERS BY INSTITUTIONAL 
LENDERS, SUGGESTI©NS F0R BEGINNING FARMERS, 
AND CRITICISMS 0F OTHER LENDERS BY EACH 
AGRICULTURAL LENDER 
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES REGARDING SPECIAL POLICIES 
PROVTIDED FOR BFr.TNNING FARMERS 
BY INSTITUTIONAL LENDERS 
Commercial Banks 
1. None - 10 respondents. 
2. Require less margin of collateral. 
3. Treat as anyone else unless his father is a good customer. 
4. Refer to FHA - 3 respondents. 
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5. Take a security interest on growing crops which includes a pledge of 
sales proceeds. 
6. Keep closer contact with them and work closer with them. 
7. Young lenders in the bank will usually go a little farther than 
normal. 
8. Initially require a co-signature on the first loan. After a time of 
activity with adequate repayment capacity, a more liberal loan is 
made. 
Federal Land Bank Associatons 
1. No - 2 respondents. 
2. Participate with FHA and other lenders, especially private lenders. 
3. Will go farther with a young promising farmer. 
Farmers Home Administration 
1. No - 2 respondents. 
2. Participate with other lenders. 
3. Guaranteed 10an program, if banks would cooperate. 
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4. Will assume a second mortgage on land to cover 100% operating loan. 
5. Visit beginning farmers regularly and pravide close supervision. 
Production Credit Associations 
1. No - 3 respondents. 
2. Require less equity with a beginning farmer. 
3. We try to make 5 to 10 leans annually to beginning farmers. 
4. Make cemplete budgets far beginning farmers and adhere to them as 
nearly as pmssible, Visit them 2 ar 3 times per year and make 
quarterly dispersals far proper control. 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES REGARDING SUGGESTIONS FOR 
BEGINNING FARMERS WHO ARE ATTEMPTING 
TO OVERCOME FINANCIAL BARRIERS 
TO ENTRY BY ALL LENDERS 
Commercial Banks 
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1. Get lined-up with FHA because banks are under such strict regula-
tions. 
2. Acquire adequate financing through local banker or from your family. 
3. Must pessess large amounts af patience, a strong desire and an 
intense devotion to tillage of the land. 
4. Establish long pay-off periods to avoid becoming aver~extended on 
financial obligatiens. 
5. Expect long hours and short campensation. 
6. Lease land and equipment to cut down capital needs. 
7. If you are purchasing land strive for leng-term iand leans fram 
FHA or FLBA. 
8. Show lender you are not going overheard. Be conservative-and of 
strong character. 
9. Express an earnest desire to engage in agriculture. 
10. Get with older farmer, do most of the work, and set up the deal 
with the land-owner. Move in gradually as the older man moves out. 
11. Work with caunty extension director. 
12. Get ta know local bankers. 
13. Prepare a detailed plan of operation both for.the.present and 
future, including cash flews. 
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14. Be prepared with an explanation of your experience before 
visiting with lender. 
15. Have a detailed credit application prepared. 
16. Prepare a list of references. 
17. Need parents or relatives backing. 
18. Young man needs established farmer to help him be competitive 
in land-leasing. 
19. Use another's farm machinery if possible. 
20. Do not tie up all operating money in capital such as fancy 
corrals, new machinery, and other unnecessary items. 
21. Realize that the perfect set-up will require several years to 
build. Add something each year--as many as allowable. 
Realize the better things are several years in coming. 
Farmers Home Administration 
1. Build equity in cattle. 
2. Build equity through off-farm employment and saving. 
3. Use long-term loans and low interest rates to beginfarming. 
4. Be cautious about over-investment. 
5. Use services of SCS and CES in order to attainthe-maximum 
land production capable. 
6. Needs backing from dad or needs equipment. 
7. Needs credit from other places besides FHA (e.g., feed, seed, 
fuel credit lines). 
8. Needs off-farm income 
9. Be honest, trustworthy, and be a good worker. 
10. Use as few credit sources as possible. Don't get teo spreaci out. 
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11. Keep a good set of records. 
12. Visit with a successful farmer. Watch him closely to find out 
how he made his operation work. 
13. Try to become associated with a successful farmer. 
14. Need guidance from a financial institution. 
15. Use minimum five-year leases and renewal options. For example, 
one-third share rent. 
Federal Land Bank Associations 
1. Borrow money and establish credit rating. 
2. Build cattle and machinery equity before buying land. 
3. Get your parents to help you get started. 
4. Seed participation loans with FHA. Yau need to be loaned 100%. 
5. Get with an older man who is retiring. 
6. Get some experience in farming. 
7. Maintain good record-keeping. 
8. Get with a reputable lender. 
9. Avoid getting in debt too quick. 
10. When visiting lenders, prepare financial records and-a plan as 
to proposed operations. 
11. Be able to differentiate between the long-term and . the short-term 
and try to keep both under one lender. 
12. Attempt to establish a good track record. 
Production Credit Associations 
1. Start at bottom and grow -- don't start too big. 
2. Acquire outside employment, save, and start small. 
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3. Must be able to sacrifice. 
4. Must have patience and determination. 
5. Must have an absolute desire to farm. 
6. Must go to a lender with a definite plan (e.g., cash fl0Ws, etc.). 
7. Know what you want, what it will cost, where you are going to get 
it, how you plan to financ.e it, and how you plan to repay. the loan. 
8. Prepare a written plan of goals and objectives. 
9. Attempt to lease or farm an economic unit that .. has the potential 
to.recover the.funds. required. 
10. If possible, convince a financially respcmsible. co.,,.signer that 
your plan is sound and have his support in person, when making 
original applications. 
11. Have completed credit information available as to past doings, 
regardless of how insignificant they may seem to you. 
12. Have a list of references of people who know your experience 
and qualifications. 
13. Must be married to a woman who will sacrifice as necessary. 
14. Must keep excellent records. 
15. Frequently consult lender about important or semi-important 
decisions. 
16. Work hard and spend little. 
Private Individuals 
1. Get in a good producing county. 
2. Need to live within your means. 
3. Need to work off-farm and save. 
4o Build up equity to get adequate financial backing. 
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5. Keep up with new technical information and changes with the times. 
6, Look for cheap land--unimproved. 
7. Do not over-step financial budgets. 
8. Gradually work up--buy small piece of property and improve it. 
9. Build a relationship with a lending agency. 
10. Accept advice from agriculturally oriented agencies. 
11. Keep good records. 
12. Seek.financial assistance of FHA. 
13. Never buy anything on credit you can do without. 
14. Workout a partnership with parents with the understanding.of.c0m-
plete take-over after five years if you have proven yourself. 
15. Begin by leasing and renting land. 
16. Use professional assistance to set up.a.sound operation. 
17. Use a good real estate attorney to set up contracts and land 
purchases. 
18. Must have necessary background, ability, and character. 
19. Seek the experiences of other farmers. 
20. Be able to sacrifice in early years. 
2L Work with father or relative. Move slowly and. cautiously •. Rent 
as much equipment and land as you can rather than buying. 
22. Must have a strong desire to farm. 
23. Stay with one lender anddcm't over~extendcredit. 
24. Prove ability and sincerity to private owner and work. out a long-
term incentive farmer-employee relationship. following_a.peri0d of 
3 to 10 years. 
25. Be able to communicate progress to your creditors. 
26. Set goals and objectives. 
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27. Demonstrate to the lender you can operate with a minimum of expense, 
place mere importance on efficiency, and remain well-informed. 
28. Start with a small operation. 
29. Have a good job so yeu don't have to depend comp.letely on the farm 
for your income. 
30. Find a good job, try to save and invest toward this end. 
31. Seek the support of an experienced man with faith in your abilities 
and one who has machinery and cattle. 
SUMMARY ©F RESPONSES REGARDING CRITICISMS OF 
EACH OF SEVEN AGRICULTURAL LENBERS BY 
THE OTHER AGRICULTURAL LENDERS 
Commercial Banks 
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1. Depends on the individual loan officer. They tend t0 lean on who 
the borrower is, try to push them off on FHA and FLBA. 
2. Banks definitely de a goad job in this area. 
3. Federal regulation limits their abilities, but they go as far as they 
can. 
4. Lecal banks de not have the lending autherity tools needed to start 
young farmers. 
5. They have tried to help and do thebest they can under regulations. 
6. Work well with young farmers. 
7. Banks are not set up for this type loan, they do not have time to 
work with farmers, are not knewledgeable in agriculture, and cannot 
give a farmer all the money he needs. 
Farmers Home Administration 
L They make s<imle baa leans and are net helping in a 10t of cases. 
2. Best source of credit for low equity 'borrower. 
3. 0ne of the best sources of entry. Their participation loans are 
good, but they are too slow. 
4. FHA does a goad job with ycmng farmers. 
5. Ge(\)d source, but it takes them a long time to help. 
6. FHA is trying to ceoperate and help yeung farmers. 
7. They are geared to work with people but can help more than they do. 
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80 They help more than the average agricultural lender. 
9. They help people whereas banks can't. 
10. They'll loan money to sorry individuals and won't loan to people 
who will work, They have too much control over borrower. 
11. FHA red tape gets bad. 
12. FHA does an excellent job. 
13. Best source of credit for beginning farmers. 
14. FHA is best for a young farmer because they can provide long-term, 
low interest loans. 
15. Good place to finance land or a house. 
Production Credit Associations 
l, I think more of them than FHA because they are cautious, 
2, PCA's won't make low equity loans. 
3. Have to have seme equity before they will help, They loan more on 
who the applicant is. They won't stick with you and they try t0 
run your business. 
4. Fair~ they are not doing the job they were set up for. 
5. PCA's are trying to cooperate and help young farmers, 
6. PCA's charge high interest rates and require too much equity. 
7. Not available to young farmers unless parents will stand behia:ld him. 
8, They have not done as commercial banks and will nCilt take the finan-
cial risk of banks. 
9, They work well with young farmers. 
10, Good for larger farmers only. 
11. Best source of operating after farmer passes beginning stages. 
12. Can't get a loan without some equity. 
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Federal Land Bank Associations 
1. FLBA' s have no special programs, they loan on an appraisal basis. 
2. Dees a good jol:.> in this area. 
3. FLBA' s are faster than FHA. 
4. Ccmservative in amount ef loans advanced cm a given security and 
their interest rate is teo high. 
5. Not very good for beginning farmer. 
6. They charge high interest rates and appraise land too low. 
7. FLBA's w0rk well with young farmers. 
8. They fellow a formula for lending, applicant must have equity to 
obtain lean. 
9. FLBA's take the gravy while FHA takes the risk. 
Life Insurance Companies 
1. Insurance companies won't help young farmers. Their prepayment 
penalties are detrimental. 
2. Insurance campanies do a geod jab. 
3. No help t0 a bw income, 10w asset applicant. 
4. Insurance c0111pany mcimey is seasonal. 
5. They have net done anything. 
6. They assess pay-off penalties. They are in it for the money, not 
to help the farmer. 
7. Won't provide loans without equity. 
Oklahoma School Land Commission 
1. Irrelevant for a beginning farmer. 
2. No help from them. Their lending is too political. 
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3. They help in terms of participating with other lenders but will net 
go alone with a new farmer. 
4. They have net done anything because they are not local enough to 
service borrewers properly. 
5. They are a low interest lender, but they can' t loan enough mcmey. 
6. The best seurce of land cre<iit if you qualify. 
7. No loans are granted by them unless yeu have s<!>lile equity. 
Private Individuals 
1. They help young farmers out a lot and their terms are usually good. 
2. Best s©urce of b0rrewe<i funds, lower interest rates. 
3. They are no help except to relatives or close friends. 
4. They are not used tao much, limited fer young farmers. 
5. Depends on contract, sometimes they are the only way in individual 
can get started. 
6. They have helped a let of people get started with favorable terms 
and interest rates. 
7. They are good if financing land but not so goe<i for operating loans. 
8. They will do anything and are sometimes the best way to get started. 
APPENDIX C 
MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS ANI> FARM SIZES TO 
EARN A $7,000 RETURN TO 0PERAT0R LABOR, 
MANAGEMENT AND RISK: VARIABLE L0NG 
TERM INTEREST RATES, FOR THE 
AREAS OF STUDY 
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TABLE·XXXVIII 
ESTIMATED MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FARM SIZES TO EARN 'bi 
$7,000 RETURN TO OPERATOR LABOR, MANAGEMENT AND RISK; 
VARIABLE LONG TERM INTEREST RATES, 
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
Ca2ital Reguirements 
Long Term Farm Total Short Intermediate Long 
Interest Rate Size Capital Term Term Term 
(Percent) (Acres) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
0.0 298 114,696 6,912 7 '772 100,010 
0.5 318 122,343 7,373: 8,290 10.6,678 
1.0 341 131,083 7,900 8,883 ll4,299 
1.5 367 141,168 8,501 9,566 123,093 
2.0 398 152,933 9,216 10,363 133,352 
2.5 434 166,838 10,054 ll,306 145,477 
3.0 478 183,525 ll,060 12,436 160,027 
3.5 530 203,921 12,289 13,818 177 ,8ll 
4.0 50'3 229,268 12, 928 46,046 110, 293 
4.5 568 256,576 14,468 511 5JV 190, 577 
5.0 645 291,270 16,424 58,498 216,346 
5.5 771 348, 08.0 19,627 69,908 258,543 
6.0 1,081 487,838 27,508 97,977 362,351 
6.5 2,400 . 1,082,683 61,051 217,445 804,182 
TABLE XL 
ESTIMATED MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FARM SIZES TO EARN A 
$7,000 RETURN TO OPERATOR LABOR, MANAGEMENT AND RISK: 
Long Term 
Interest rate 
(Percent) 
o.o 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
s~o 
5.5 
6~0 
6.5 
7 .,0 
7.5 
8.0 
8.5 
VARIABLE LONG TERM INTEREST RATES, 
SOUTHCENTRAI.. OKLAHOMA 
Ca12ital Reguirements 
Farm Total Short Intermediate 
Size Capital Term Term 
(Acres) (Dollars) (Dollar~) (Dollars) 
316 94,380 6,474 8,745 
333 99,293 6,8ll 9,200 
351 104, 744 7,185 9,705 
371 110,830 7,602 10,269 
395 117,666 8,071 10,903 
421 125,401 8,602 11,620. 
450 134,224 9~207 12,437 
476 144,376 10,369 14,756 
515 156,00_3· 11,205 15,946 
522 168,971 10,774 27,756 
568 183,970 ll,72.9 30, 220 
600 201,784 13,023 38,809 
675 223.,119· 14,321 40,056 
772 250,566 15,990 41,660 
925 293,542 19,426 42,755 
1,192 370,459 23,312 48,633 
1, 784 537,555 33,646 57,040 
4,180 1,336,350 71, 710 218,489 
Long 
Term 
(Dollars) 
79,160 
83,280 
87,853 
92,957 
98,691 
105,178 
112,579 
ll9,248 
ll3,851 
130,442 
142,021 
149.952 
168,7'f 2 
192,915 
231,360 
298,183 
446,049 
1,045,227 
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'Fab-le· KL 
ESTIMAXED MINrMIJM CAPHJMI REQUIR.llMRN:'l"S MD ·Fmlli $IZ£S' TO illBN A 
$7,00G.R9!J'T'U'RN ·~ .rn:>~tu\.~ LAB~- MANA~T ~l}~lSK; 
VARlfffit~ ··t::ONG TERM rmERES'f ~tm~BS' 
SOTITHCENTRA't. OKtAllOPtA 
CaEital Reguirements 
Long Term Farm Total Short Intermediate Long 
Interest rate Size Capital Term Term Term 
(Percent) (Acres) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
0.0 316 94,380 6,474 8,745 79,160 
0.5 333 99,293 6,8ll 9,200 83,280 
1.0 351 104,744 7,185 9, 705 87,853 
1.5 371 ll0,830 7,602 10, 26 9 92,957 
2.0 395 117,666 8,071 10,903 98,691 
2.5 421 125,401 8,602 ll,620 105,178 
3.0 450 134,224 9,207 12,437 112,579 
3.5 476 144,376 10,369 14,756 119,248 
4.0 515 156,003 11,205 15,946 l:t.3,851 
4.5 522 168,971 10, 774 27 ,756 130,442 
5.0 568 183,970 11, 7'2. 9 30, 220 142,021 
5.5 600 201,784 13,023 38,809 149.952 
6.0 675 223,ll9 14,321 40,056 168 ,'l'f 2 
6.5 772 250,566 15,990 41,660 192,915 
7.0 925 293,542 19,426 42,755 231,360 
7.5 1,192 370,459 23,312 48,633 298,183 
8.0 1,784 537,555 33,646 57,040 446,049 
8.5 4,180 1,336,350 71, 710 218,489 1,045,227 
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TABLE XLI 
ESTIMATED MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FARM SIZES TO EARN A 
$7,000 RETURN TO OPERATOR LABOR, MANAGEMENT AND RISK; 
VARIABLE LONG TERM INTEREST RATES, 
NORTlWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Ca:eital Reguirements 
Long Term Farm Total Short Intermediate Long 
Interest rate Size Capital Term Term Term 
(Percent) (Acres) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
0.0 430 ll2, 739 3,700 10,002 98,970 
0.5 459 120,172 3,944 10,662 105,498 
1.0 491 128,655 4,222 ll,414 ll2,942 
1.5 528 138,427 4,543 12,281 121,520 
2.0 571 149,804 4,916 13,290 131,509 
2.5 623 103,220 5,356 14,481 143, 280 
3.0 684 179,274 5,884 15,095 147,380 
3.5 750 198,832 6,525 17,640 174,549 
4.0 852 223,180 7,324 19,800 195,923 
4.5 971 254,322 8,347 22,563 223,262 
5.0 1,128 295,565 9k700 26,223 259,468 
5.5 1,346 352, 773 ll,577 31,298 209,690 
6.0 1,707 447,451 14, 68.5 39,698 392,805 
6.5 2,637 690,888 22,674 61,296 606,510 
7.0 35,988 9,428,810 309,450 836,541 8, 277. 295 
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TABLE XLII 
ESTIMATED MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND FARM SIZES TO EARN A 
$7,000 RETUR,N TC OPERATOR LABOR, MANAGEMENT AND RISK; 
VARIABLE IONG TERM INTEREST RATES, 
PANHANDLE AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
CaEital Reguirements 
Long Term Farm Total Short Intermediate Long 
Interest rate Size Capital Term Term Term 
(Percent) (Acres) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
0.0 144 59,417 1,987 7' 172 50,257 
0.5 148 61,344 2,051 7,404 51,887 
1.0 153 63,400 2,120 7,653 53,626 
1.5 159 65,600 2,194 7,918 55,486 
2.0 164 67,956 2,273· 8,203 57,480 
2.5 170 70,488 2,357 8,508 59,621 
3.0 176 73,216 2,449 8,838 61,929 
3.5 184 76,164 2,547 9,193 64,423 
4.0 191 79,360 2,654 9,579 67,126 
4.5 200 82,835 2,770 9,999 70,065 
5.0 209 86,629 2,897 10,457 73,274 
5.5 219 90,786 3,036 10,958 76,791 
6.0 230 95,363 3,189 ll,5ll 80,662 
6.5 242 100,426 3,359 12,122 84,944 
7 .. 0 256 106,057 3,547 12,802 89,707 
7.5 272 ll2,356 3,758 13,562 95,035 
8.0 289 ll9,451 3,995 14,419 101,037 
8.5 308 127,503 4,264 15,391 107 ,847 
9.0 330 136,719 4,573 16,503 ll5,642 
9.5 350 147,370 4,929 17,789 124,651 
APPENDIX D 
SUMHARY CROP AND LIVESTOCK BUDGETS USED IN THE 
OPERATIONAL MODELS, FOR THE AREAS OF STUDY 
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TABLE XLIII 
SUMMARY CROP AND LIVESTOCK BUDGETS USED IN THE OPERATIONAL 
MODEL, NORTHEASTERN AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Wheat Small 
Grain Alfalfa So~ean Grain 
Northeast Sorghum Wheat ll!ly Bermuda Fescue Nov.-May Nov.-Mar. Wheat Double-crop Graze-out 
UJ!land UJ!land Bottomland Pasture Pasture Steers Steers Bottomland UJ!land UJ!land 
Production 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 61.88 48.25 108.00 o.o o.o 146.58 122.60 86.85 114.69 o.o 
Average Prices 90.44 70.75 151.87 o.o o.o 190.53 159.39 127.39 167. 76 o.o 
High Prices 143.08 112.00 219.37 0.0 0.0 249.13 208.41 201.60 265.65 0.0 
Yields 27.0W Bushels Per Acre 25.00 45.00 21.0S 
Cwt. Per Acre 28.00 
Tons Per Acre 3. 75 
AUM's Per Acre'' ... o .70 1.00 7.37 4.50 .80 .10 2.75 
Steers (CWT.) •'.• 6'.57 5.54 
Heifers (cwr.) 
Cull Cows (CWI.) 
Cull Bulls (CWT.) 
In2uts 
Operating Input Costs 51.16 48.28 107.74 66.43 64.89 21.38 19.91 47 .34 87.23 43.76 
Annual Operating Capital 6.95 24.25 40.72 20.55 36.24 6.01 2.70 2,4.42 57.26 23.53 
Intermediate Term Capital 47.23 43.28 .96 1.93 2.45 9.67 8.18 32.02 41.93 43.74 
Tractor Investment 11.54 8.33 .49 .99 1.51 12.32 16.36 28.53 
Equipment Investment 35.69 34.95 .47 .94 .94 4.46 4.46 19.69 25.57 15.21 
Machinery Investment 5.21 3.72 
Livestock Investment 
Total Capital 54.18 67.54 41.69 22.48 38.69 15.68 12.82 56.44 99.19 67.27 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter .78 .12 .11 .11 1.53 1.56 .12 .11 .34 
Second Quarter 1.00 1.71 .11 1.02 1. 79 .90 .42 
Third Quarter .74 1.37 .11 1.37 2.24 1.65 I-' 
Fourth Quarter .11 1.22 1.24 .36 00 
°' 
TABLE XLIII (CONTINUED) 
Cow-Calf 
Fescue- Cow-Calf Cow-calf Fall Calving 
Northeast Soybeans Soybeans Bermuda Cow-Calf Spring Calving Spring Cool Season Barley Oats 
Upland Bottomland Combination Fall Calving Winter Steers Calving Pasture Upland Upland 
Production 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 87.60 70.08 12.09 ,103.05 123.37 94.36 100.78 36.16 43.20 
Average Prices 128.10 102.48 17.06 133.96 160,40 122 •. 65 131.03 53.12 63.84 
High Prices 202.80 102.24 24.65 175.18 .209. 73 160.39 171.34 83.84 100.80 
Yields 
Bushels Per Acre 30.0 24.0 32.0 48.0-
Cwt. Per Acre 
Tons Per Acre .5 
AUM's Per Acre ,J 7.9 .9 .8 
Steers (CWT.) 2.14 3.47 1,96 2.07 
Heifers (CWT.) 1.47 1.37 1.37 1.45 
Cull Cows (CWT.) .95 .95 .95 .95 
Cull Bulls (CWT.) .16 .16 .16 .16 
Inputs 
Operating Input Costs 41.84 41.84 66.49 90.88 193.41 89.44 50.38 44.55 51.59 
Annual Operating Cilpital 14.39 14.39 28.21 33.04 59.17 38.16 17.07 21.34 23.66 
Intermediate Term Capital 61. 70 61. 70 4.91 358.68 356.36 359.27 354.27 43.99 43.38 
Tractor Investment 11.18 11.18 3.02 8.58 9.21 
Equipment Investment 36.13 36.13 1.89 44.40 46.00 62.40 44.40 35.40 34.17 
Machinery Investment 19.33 21.41 26.42 20.93 
Livestock Investment 294.95 288.95 270.45 288.95 
Total Capital 61.70 61.70 33.12 391. 73 415.53 397 .43 371.35 65.33 67.04 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter .57 .57 .11 2.13 2.10 2,10 1,86 .12 .11 
Second Quarter 1.38 1.38 .11 2.07 2.16 1,62 2.04 .83 .35 
Third Quarter .35 .35 .22 2.07 2.34 2.34 2.04 1.37 1.24 
Fourth Quarter 2.07 1.92 1.92 1.98 .25 
f-' 
'00 
-...J 
TABLE XLIV 
SUMMARY CROP AND LIVESTOCK BUDGETS USED IN THE OPERATIONAL 
MODEL, SOUTHEAST AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
---
Cow-Calf Bermuda Bermuda-
Fall Calving Cow-Calf Grain Oats Loose Fescue 
Cool Season Fall Nov.-May Sorghum Hay Stacked Combination Bermuda-
Pasture Calving Steers Upland Upland Hay Bottomland Small Grain 
Production 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 100. 78 101.21 146.58 72.00. 46.54 106. 38 23.53 0.0 
Average Prices 131.03 131.58 190.53 105.28 65.60 150.07 33.20 o.o 
High Prices 17l.34 172.08 249.13 166. 72 94.76 216.81 47.97 o.o 
Yields 
Bushels Per Acre 
Cwt. Per Acre 32.00 
Tons Per Acre,.Go/• ) 2.00 4.5 1.00 
AUM' s ·Per Acre' .30 .87 10.50 8.50 
Steers (CWT.) 2.07 2;·07 6.57 
Heifers (CWT.) 1.45 1.20 
Cull Cows (CWT.) .95 1.56 
Cull B.ulls (CWT.) .16 .16 
Inputs 
Operating Input Costs 50.38 89.36 21.38 58.90 75.69 91.05 ll2.55 83.69 
Annual Operating Capital 17 .07 29.29 6.01 12.13 31.60 41,94 50.08 32.68 
Intermediate Term Capital 354.28 319.47 9.67 40.16 75.37 100.42 75.07 13.84 
Tractor Investment 24.03 33.89 33 .89 29.55 8.54 
Equipment Investment 44.40 45.00 4.46 16.14 41.48 66.53 45.52 5.30 
Machinery Investment .Zei.93 20.63 5.21 
Livestock Investment 288 .95 253.84 
Total. Capital 371.35 348. 76 15.68 52.29 106.97 142.36 125·.15 46.52 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter 1.86 1.20 1. 53 .81 .3.0 .6 .48 .30 
s·econd Quarter 2.04 . lil L•·2 1.05 1. i • .72 1.79 .30 
Third Quarter 2.04 1.) .29 3.19 1.14 2.03 .30 
FQurth Quarter 1.98 1.32 1.22 .02 .48 .72 I-' 
00 
00 
TABLE XLIV (CONTINUED) 
Average 
. 
Cow-Calf 
Bermuda- Sudan Sudan Alfalfa Small Grain Cow-Calf Spring Calving 
Bermuda Fescue Pasture Hay Soybeans Maintenance o-raze-out Spring Winter 
Pasture Combination Upland Upland Bot toml:md Bottomland Upland Calving Steers 
Production 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 0.0 0.0 0.0 99.79 70.08 114. 80 o.o 94.36 123.37 
Average Prices 0.0 0.0 0.0 140.80 120.48 161.44 o.o 122.65 160.40 
High Prices 0.0 0.0 o.o 203.41 162.24 233.24 0.0 160.39 .2,09. 73 
Yields 
Bushels Per Acre 24.00 
CWt. Per Acre 
Tons Per Acre 4.25 4.00 
AUM's Per Acre 9.75 8.0 7.0 2.75 
Steers (CWT.) 1.96 3.47 
Heifers (CWT.) 1.37 1.37 
Cull Cows (CWT.) .95 .95 
Cull Bulls (CWT.) .16 .16 
Inputs 
Operating Input Costs 77 .92 66.83 39.76 132.26 44.72 73.80 43. 76 '89.44 103.00 
Annual Operating Capital 34.05 36.10 2.29 80.62 4. 71 21.92 23.53 59.17 59.17 
Intermediate Term Capital 22.91 8.25 33.83 33.83 73.08 138.81 43.74 359.27 356.36 
Tractor Investment 21.28 6.80 18.53 18 .53 29.97 48.07 28.52 
Equipment Investment 1.63 1.45 15.29 15.29 43.09 90.74 15.21 62.40 46.00 
Machinery Invesment 26.42 21.41 
Livestock InvestmenT 270.45 288.95 
Total Capital 56.96 44.34 36.11 114.45 77. 79 160.72 67.27 397.43 415 .53 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter .30 .48 .96 .96 1.39 .35 .34 2.10 2.10 
Second Quarter .90 .24 1.28 1.28 2.08 3.10 .47 1.62 2.16 
Third Quarter .60 .48 .11 .11 .41 3.10 1.65 2.34 2.34 
Fourth Quarter .30 .02 .02 .98 1.92 1.92 
I-' 
00 
"° 
TABLE XLV 
SUMMARY CROP AND LIVESTOCK BUDGETS USED IN THE OPERATIONAL 
MODEL, SOUTHCENTRAL AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Grain Alfalfa Oats Bermuda 
Barley Sorghum Wheat Wheat Hay Hay Over seeded Bermuda 
Bottomland Upland Bottomland Upland Bottomland Upland with Rye Pasture 
Production 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 50.85 58.50 61. 76 46.32 130.32 46.50 0.0 0.0 
Average Prices 72.00 85.54 90.56 67.92 183.29 65.60 0.0 0.0 
High Prices 117.90 135.46 143.36 107.52 264.73 94.76 0.0 o.o 
Yield 
Bushels Per Acre 45.00 32.00 24.00 
Cwt. Per Acre 26.00 
Tons Per Acre (hay) 4.50 2.00 
AUM's Per Acre 1:10 .30 1.30 1.10 .87 8.75 5.50 
Steers (CWT.) 
Heifers (CWT.) 
Cull Cows (CWT.) 
Cull Bulls (CWT.) 
Inputs 
Operating Input Costs 54.34 39.97 58.62 58.62 120.51 74.84 85.26 49.89 
Annual Operating Capital 21.95 21.03 24.11 24.11 25.32 30.88 50.07 17.91 
Intermediate Term Capital 29. 33 9.44 32.92 32.92 170. 75 70.27 20.36 10.65 
Tractor Investment 17.94 7".06 17.37 17.37 43.81 35.90 13.90 8.55 
Equipment Investment 11.39 2.38 15.55 15.55 126.94 34~37 6.46 2.10 
Machinery Investment 
Livestock Investment 
Total Capital 51.28 30.47 57.03 57.03 196.07 101.14 70.44 28.57 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter .01 .06 .06 .30 .12 
Second Quarter .22 .33 .• 22 .22 2.28 1.37 1.55 1.55 
Third Quarter 1.07 .10 . 78 .78 3.63 1.82 .12 .12 ...... 
Fourth Quarter 1.30 l..O 
0 
TABLE XLV (CONTINUED) 
Bermuda Forage Small 
Loose Sorghum Nov.- Bonel Grain 
Stacked Hay Soybeans Cow-Calf Oct.-Aug. March Rye Nov.-May Graze-out 
Hay Upland Bottomland Fall Calving Steers Steers Bottomland Steers Upland 
Pr~n 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 106.38 51.18 64.24 101.21 159.41 122.60 0.0 146.58 o.o 
Average Prices 150.07 72.20 93.94 131.58 207.19 159.39 o.o 190.53 0.0 
High Prices 216.81 104.31 148. 72 172.08 270. 96 208.41 0.0 249.13 o.o 
Yield 
Bushels Per Acre 22.00 
Cwt. Per Acre 
Tons Per Acre (hay) 4.5 2.10 
AUM's Per Acre .20 8.50 2.75 
Steers (CWT.) 2.07 7.11 5.54 6.57 
Heifers ( CWT.) 1.20 
Cull Cows (CWT.) 1.56 
Cull Bulls (CWT.) .16 
Inputs 
Operating Input Costs 90.12 82.66 . 48. 74 89.36 73.28 19.91 93.24 21.38 41.31 
Annual Operating capital 40.77 16.84 13.44 29.29 30.54 2.70 55.23 6.01 21.59 
Intermediate Term Capital 100.42 100.85 42.24 319.47 76.38 8.18 41.51 . '.9.67 43.74 
Tractor Investment 33.89 37. 78 24.65 28.64 28.53 
Equipment Investment 66.53 63.08 17.59 45.00 58.80 4.46 12.87 4.46 15.21 
Machinery Investment 20.63 17.58 l3.72 5.21 
Livestock Investment 253 .84 
Total Capital 141.19 117.69 55.67 348. 76 106.92 12.82 96.74 15.68 65.33 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter .6 .18 .40 1.20 1.29 .90 .25 1. 53 .34 
Second Quarter 1.11 .80 .82 .61 .b9 .25 1.02 .52 
Third Quarter 1.17 2.10 .29 1.52 .74 2.03 1.81 
Fourth Quarter .48 .17 .24 1.32 1.34 .80 1.22 I-' 
\0 
f-' 
TABLE XLVI 
SUMMARY CROP AND LIVESTOCK BUDGETS USED IN THE OPERATIONAL 
MODEL, NORTHWEST AREA, IN OKLAHOMA. 
Alfalfa 
Grain Barley Whea,t Wheat Hay 
Sorghum Nov.-May Summer Clayey Clayey Sandy Clay 
Sandy Soil Steers Stockers Soil Soil Soil Soil 
Production 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 46.41 146.58 144.26 25.99 42.46 30.88 87.06 
Average Prices 67.83 190.53 187.52 38.18 62.26 45.28 122.42 
High Prices 107.31 249.13 245.25 60.26 98.56 71.68 176.85 
Yields 
Bushels Per Acre 23.00 22.0 16.0 
Cwt. Per Acre 21.00 
Tons Per Acre 3.00 
AUM's Per Acre .75 .so .50 .45 .20 
Steers (CWT.} 6.57 6.76 
Heifers (CWT.} 
Cull Cows (CWT.} 
Cull Bulls (CWT.} 
Inputs 
Operating Input Costs 33.34 21.38 11.42 32.65 36.34. 36.34 98.01 
Annual Operating Capital 6.93 6.01 1.67 14.08 16.10 16.10 40.60 
Intermediate Term Capital 35.98 9.67 5.30 18.97 18 .97 111.93 44.53 
Tractor Investment 21.70 8.92 8.92 8.92 46.97 
Equipment Inves~ment 14.27 4.46 • 75 10.05 10.05 10.05 64.96 
Machinery Investment 5.21 4.55 
Livestock Inves.tment 
Total Capital 42.91 15.68 6.97 33.05 35.07 35.07 152.53 
Labor (Hours} 
First Quarter .36 1.53 .26 
Second Quarter .71 1.02 1.00 .12 .12 
...... 
Third Quarter .29 1.50 .46 .40 • 46 2.24 
'° Fourth Quarter 1.22 .50 N 
TABLE XLVI (CONTINUED) 
Sudan Sudan Small Grain Range 
Lovegrass Ray Pasture Graze-out Cow- Nov.-Mar. Oct.-Oct. 
Pasture Sandy Soil Sandy Soil Clay Soil Calf Steers Steers 
Production 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 0.0 97.48 o.o o.o 106. 27 122.60 163.10 
Average Prices o.o 137.52 0.0 o.o 138.18 159.39 211.98 
High Prices 0.0 198.68 0.0 o.o 182. 77 208.41 277 .90 
Yields 
Bushels Per Acre 
Cwt. Per Acre 
Tons Per Acre 4.00 6.50 
AUM' s Per Acre 8.00 2.40 
Steers (CWT.) 2.40 5.54 7.91 
Heifers (CWT.) 1.66 
Cull Cows (CWT.) .95 
Cull Bulls (CWT.) 
Inputs 
Operating.Input Costs 48.43 80.99 24.99 27.49 83.19 19.91 44.18 
Annual Operating Capital 8.52 27 .42 5.25 18.79 27 .05 2.70 16.36 
Intermediate Term Capital 44.53 29.14 29.14 24.20 547 .96 8.18 59.30 
Tractor Investment 44.53 20.48 20.46 14.75 29.83 4.46 13.54 
Equipment Investment 8.69 8.69 9.45 198.75 3.72 28.23 
Machinery Investment 20. 78 17.53 
Livestock Investment 298 .60 
Total Capital 53.05 56.56 34 .40 42.99 575.02 12.82 75.66 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter 1.21 4.05 1.56 1.53 
Second Quarter 1. 21 1.42 1.42 .22 2.39 1.33 
Third Quarter .84 2.13 1.63 
Fourth Quarter 2.17 1.24 1.67 
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TABLE XLVII 
SUMMARY CROP AND LIVESTCCK BUDGETS USED IN THE OPERATIONAL 
MODEL, PANHANDLE AREA OF OKLAHOMA 
Grain 
Grain Coin Sorghillll ~~ Silage Small Grain 
Nov.-May Nov.-Mar. Sumner SorghU111 Wheat Surface Surf ace Surf ace Surface Graze-out 
Steers Steers Steers Dry land Dry land Irrigation Irrigation Irrigation ,Irrigation Dry land 
Produc!!£n 
Total Returns 
Low Prices 146.58 122.60 136.82 47.25 31.85 214.50 139,50 106.15 135.0 o.o 
Average Prices 190.53 159.39 184.14 69.09 46.69 313.30 203,98 155.65 198.0 o.o 
High Prices 249.13 208.41 245.25 1Q9.41 73.92 496.60 323,02 246.40 313.40 o.o 
Yields 
Bushels Per Acre 16.50 130.00 55.0 
Cwt. Per Acre 21.00 62.0 
Tons Per Acre 20.0 
AUM' s Per Acre .75 .35 1.4 1.4 1.0 2.0 
Steers (cwr.) 6.57 S.54 6.76. 
Heifers (CWT.) 
Cull Cows· (CWT.) 
Cull Bulls (cwr.) 
Inputs 
Operating Input Costs 21.38 19.91 11.42 33.43" 35.34 131t. 96 86.57 72.87 107.38 12.61 
~ual.Operating Capital 6.01 2.70 1.668 6.93 17 .22 38.65 22.90 25.61 28.72 6.45 
Intermediate Term Capital 9.67 8.18 5.30 35.97 22.56 128.74 128.74 111.93 123.04 23.80 
Tractor Investment 21.70 11.89 37.64 37 .64 25.53 33.35 14.99 
Equipment Investment 4.46 4.46 .75 14.27 10.67 25.59 25.59 20.97 23.98 8.81 
Machinery Investment 5.21 3.72 4,55 
Livestock Investment 
Irrigation Investment 65.Sl 65.51 65.43 65.51 
Total Capital 15.68 12.82 6.97 47.91 39.78 167.39 151.64 137.54 151.76 30.25 
Labor (Hours) 
First Quarter 1.53 1.56 .36 .56 .42 
Second Quarter 1.02 1.00 .71 .12 3.60 3.02 1.94 2.96 .22 
Third Quarter 1.50 .29 .50 2.17 2.90 2.36 3.37 .60 
Fourth Quarter 1.22 1.24 .50 .58 .58 .80 .36 ~ 
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